
 

                        Agenda 
           Linn-Benton Loop Board 
 
 
 

 

Date:  Tuesday, August 28, 2018 
Time:  3:00 – 5:00 pm  
Location: OCWCOG Upstairs Conference Room, 1400 Queen Ave, SE Albany OR 
Conference:    541-497-7311, pin #841 
Contact: Phil Warnock, Community & Economic Development Director, (541) 924-8474 

 
 
1. 3:00 Call to Order           Hal Brauner, Chair 

 
2. 3:05 Agenda Review           Chair 

 
3. 3:10 Public Comment           Chair 

 
4. 3:15 Minutes of May 29, 2018 Meeting (Attachment A)              Chair 

Action Requested: Approval of May 29, 2018 Meeting Minutes 
 

5. 3:20 Service Analysis Update       Staff 

 Loop TAC Memo (Attachment B) 

 Contract and Statement of Work (Attachment B1) 

 Public Involvement Recommendation (Attachment B2) 
Action Requested: Review Nelson Nygaard Loop Scope of Work  
 

6. 3:50 Project Kick-off Date with DKS/Nelson Nygaard    Chair 
Action Requested: Discussion 
 

7. 4:00 House Bill 2017 Transit Funding (Attachment D&D1)   Staff 
Action Requested: Informational  

 

8. 4:20 Budget and Ridership Reports       Ted Frazier 

 2018-2019 Revenue and Expenses (Attachment E) 

 2017-2018 Revenue and Expenses (Attachment E1) 

 2017-2018 Ridership (Attachment E2) 
Action Requested: Informational 
 

9. 4:30  Next Meeting and Future Agenda Items     Chair 
Next meeting date, Tuesday, November 27th.   
Action Requested: Discussion only 
 

10. 4:40 Other Business           Chair 
 

11. 4:45  Adjourn            Chair 



LINN-BENTON LOOP BOARD 
DRAFT MEETING MINUTES 

Tuesday, May 29, 2018 
3:00 – 5:00 pm 

Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments 
Upstairs Conference Room / 1400 Queen Ave. SE, Albany 

Board Members: M’Liss Runyon for Bruce Clemetson, and Roger Nyquist 
Board Members Absent: Hal Brauner and Bruce Clemetson 
Staff Members:  Jon Goldman for Barry Hoffman, Tarah Campi, Ali Bonakdar, Phil Warnock, and Emma Chavez 
Guests Present:  Mark Bernard 

TOPIC DISCUSSION DECISION / 
CONCLUSION 

1. Call to Order The Vice-Chair, Commissioner Roger Nyquist called the meeting 
to order in the absence of the Chair. 

Meeting called to order 
at 3:00 pm. 

2. Agenda Review There were no changes 
to the agenda. 

3. Public Comment There were no public 
comments.  

4. Minutes of February
27, 2018 meeting

Consensus by the Loop 
Board to approve the 
February 27, 2018 
meeting minutes as 
written. 

5. 2018-2019 Loop
Budget

The 2018-2019 Loop Budget was reviewed by Technical Advisory 
Committee (TAC) on April 26th. The TAC Chair provided a 
summary of their comments and recommendation of the budget 
for the Board. 

Consensus by the Loop 
Board to approve the 
2018-2019 Loop Budget 
as presented.  
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The TAC’s summary and recommendation, along with the budget 
reports were emailed out to the Board prior to the meeting.   Chair 
Hal Brauner and Bruce Clemetson have provided their approvals 
via emails. Clemetson also sent his proxy via M’Liss Runyon to 
this meeting. An official approval was granted by the Board.  

Commissioner Nyquist questioned the status of discussions 
regarding expanding the Loop capacity and ridership opportunities 
based on HB2017 funds and how that may affect the budget. 
Staff, Phil Warnock advised that the Loop Service Analysis will be 
used to inform the HB2017 State Transportation Improvement 
Fund (STIF) Plan effort and does not affect the 2018-2019 budget. 
This was further discussed in agenda item seven. 

6. Budget and Ridership
Report

Jon Goldman reported that things are going well with the Loop 
service. He didn’t have additional details to add to the reports that 
were included in the agenda packet.  Jon reported that the City of 
Albany budget committee didn’t have any comments regarding the 
Loop or ATS. They are considering ATS fare increases. 

7. Loop Scope Service
Analysis Update

Warnock advised that updated scoping information has been 
received and staff is working through the next steps. The COG 
and ODOT will be contracting for the project. COG will be 
serving as the fiscal agent while ODOT does the contract work 
with the consultant, Nelson Nygaard. This will be part of 
ODOT’s Master Agreement in order to speed up the process. It 
is anticipated that the contract with ODOT will be finalized in 
the next several weeks and work will kick off at that point.  

HB2017 funds are anticipated to start flowing in early 2019. It 
will depend in part on qualified entities having their Special 
Transportation Improvement Funds (STIF) Plans in place. 
There are two rounds in place for Plan considerations in the 
first year only; the first is three months after the August 
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announcement (November), and a second, six months later 
(May 2019). Each qualified entity that wants to be able to 
capture funds needs to either have their own STIF plan, or 
collaborate on a STIF plan with another qualified entity. 

Commissioner Nyquist questioned if there are revenue 
projections. It was noted that there aren’t finalized revenue 
projections and that the numbers the legislative office initially 
provided did not include the administrative portion off the top, 
or the projected collection rate. For this reason, the first year 
will be lower than projected as the 10 year annual average. By 
the second and third year, it should be much closer to the 
original projections.  

Part of the requirement of the STIF plan is that there is a 
methodology internal to the qualified entities to determine how 
the proportional share goes back to serve various 
communities.  

Commissioner Nyquist also indicated that there has been 
confusion in regards to whether the revenues go back to 
where someone resides, or where they are employed. To this, 
Campi advised that ODOT recently indicated that the decision 
to distribute funds based on a person’s place of employment 
was in part to ensure that Clark County, Washington residents 
who travel to Portland Metro are captured in the revenues.   

8. Future Agenda Items Commissioner Nyquist noted the following future agenda items: 

 HB2017 Transit Funding

 Loop Scope Service Analysis update

August agenda items: 

 HB2017 Transit
Funding

 Loop Scope
Service Analysis
update
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Additionally, the Vice Chair requested a monthly email update of 
the above mentioned items until the August meeting. A special 
meeting may be called to order if any decision items arise prior to 
the next scheduled meeting.  

Monthly FYI emails. 

9. Other Business There was no other 
business to discuss. 

10. Adjournment  Next meeting, August 22nd. Meeting adjourned at 
3:30 pm.  
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Linn-Benton Loop TAC – Report to Board re: March/April Update 4/20/18 

August 20, 2018 

To: Linn-Benton Loop Board  

From: Linn-Benton Loop TAC  

Subject: Summer TAC Activities Update 

This is an update from our last report from the Spring, 2018. 

Since our last update, members of the TAC have held several meetings and communicated 
by email to complete work on several tasks in furtherance of the Loop Service Development 
Plan. This report is a summary of those activities to update the Board, and for the public file. 

Finalized Statement of Work & ODOT Contract 

• With input from the TAC and ODOT, Nelson Nygaard finalized the project Statement of 
Work, and it was submitted to ODOT for preparation of the contract between ODOT and 
the consultant.

• That contract was in turn finalized as ODOT Work Order Contract #8, Price Agreement 
#B33873. A copy of the contract is included for your information as Attachment B1. 
That contract has now been executed and a notice to proceed has been issued.

• The contract calls for $51,573 in fixed, funded work by the consultant, and $9,146 in 
contingency work, for a total of $60,719. The contingency portion relates to the Loop on-
board survey design and analysis. We are planning to complete as much of the survey 
work internally, and with the assistance of Bruce’s student workers, as possible. We did 
not wish to commit to using the consultant for the survey work unless necessary, and 
may wish to expend the funds on route and schedule development instead.

• A project management kick-off meeting for the Study, with TAC members and the 
consultants, has been set for September 7th at 8:30am, at OCWCOG. A presentation to 
the Loop Board by the consultants may be scheduled around the same date, and/or 
Loop Board members may attend the September 7th meeting. 

IGA Between ODOT and OCWCOG 

 An IGA between ODOT and the COG (IGA No, 33000) for the payment of funds for
the Loop study was developed, and has been fully executed as of 8/14/2018.

 Based on that IGA, the COG has now either collected the partner contributions from
Loop partner agencies, or made arrangements internally for transfers from AAMPO
and CAMPO. The last partner agency was Linn County and that transfer was in
process as of this writing, and may now be complete.
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Linn-Benton Loop TAC – Report to Board re: March/April Update 4/20/18 

Public Involvement Recommendations 

• Under the contract agreement, it is the Loop TAC’s responsibility to draft the Public
Involvement guidelines for the project. AAMPO and CAMPO staff stepped forward to
take on that task, and TAC staff have been reviewing and refining that product over
the past couple months.

• The finalized Public Involvement Recommendations are attached for the Board’s
review and approval as Attachment B2.

Other Misc. Business 

 A draft of the On-Board Survey has been developed by TAC  members and is being
finalized. It will be presented to the consultants for their input once it is finalized.

 Following the kick-off meeting, we have tentatively scheduled in monthly TAC project
meetings as follows (these may change after we talk with the consultant):

Tuesday, October 2nd, 2:30 – 4:30 pm 
Tuesday, November 6th, 2:30 – 4:30 pm 
Tuesday, December 4th, 2:30 – 4:30 pm 

 The Loop 2018-19 budget is now in place. The TAC reviewed both the fiscal year-end
2017-18 and the July, 2018-19 fiscal reports. The Loop seems to have closed out the
year in satisfactory condition, with a decent closing fund balance, although many of the
year-end revenues were actually received in July and need to be posted back now to
close out the fiscal year, so we may not have final numbers until the next TAC
meeting.

 Ridership numbers are slightly down for 2017-18 over 2016-7, but only about 2%, and
many things could account for that including enrollment changes; lower gasoline costs
at the pump translating into more students driving to campus, etc.

 Ted Frazier is filling in for Barry, who remains out on medical leave recovering from
operations.

Please advise if you have any questions. Respectfully submitted, 

Lee Lazaro, TAC Chair 

Attachments 
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PA #B33873; WOC #8  
AE WOC Form  

1

WORK ORDER CONTRACT # 8 PRICE AGREEMENT (“PA”) # B33873 
Project Name/Location: Linn Benton Loop Transit Development Plan 
This Work Order Contract (“WOC”) is entered into by and between the State of Oregon, by and through its Oregon 
Department of Transportation (“Agency” or “ODOT”), and DKS Associates an Oregon corporation (“Consultant” or 
“Contractor”). This WOC incorporates by this reference: 

a. all of the Terms and Conditions contained in Part II of the above referenced PA;
b. the provisions from the PA Exhibits with the exception of: E.1
c. the attached Statement of Work and Delivery Schedule;
d. the attached Breakdown of Costs (“BOC”) {except for Fixed-Price, file copy only};
e. the attached DBE Provisions
f. the Committed DBE Breakdown and Certification Form(s);

WOC EXPIRATION DATE: April 30, 2019. The required schedule for performance under the WOC is specified in the 
Statement of Work and Delivery Schedule.  

DBE (WOC includes federal funds? Y   N ) No DBE Goal 
Certified Small Business Aspirational Target (for State-only funded WOCs over $100,000, including as amended; see PA 
Exhibit K): N/A  
Expenditure Account (“EA”) #IN 
2021-000        

Fed Aid #: N/A ODOT Key #N/A 

The Total Not-to-Exceed (“NTE”) amount for this WOC.  This total includes: all allowable costs, 
profit, and fixed-fee amount (if any), shown in section H.4; and $9,146.00 for contingency tasks, each of 
which must be separately authorized by Agency. 

$ 60,719.00   

This WOC is effective on the date it has been signed by the Parties and all required State of Oregon approvals have been 
obtained. No Payment shall be made for Services that are performed before: i) the WOC effective date and ii) a Notice-To-
Proceed has been issued by Agency. 
Certification:  

A. Any individual signing on behalf of Consultant hereby certifies under penalty of perjury:
(1) Consultant has provided its correct taxpayer identification number to Agency for the above-referenced PA.
(2) Consultant is not subject to backup withholding because (a) Consultant is exempt from backup withholding, (b) Consultant has not

been notified by the IRS that Consultant is subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c)
the IRS has notified Consultant that Consultant is no longer subject to backup withholding.

(3) S/he is authorized to act on behalf of Consultant, s/he has authority and knowledge regarding Consultant’s payment of taxes, and to
the best of her/his knowledge, Consultant is not in violation of any Oregon tax laws. For purposes of this certification, "Oregon tax
laws" means a state tax imposed by ORS 320.005 to 320.150 and 403.200 to 403.250, ORS Chapters 118, 314, 316, 317, 318, 321
and 323; the elderly rental assistance program under ORS 310.657; and local taxes administered by the Oregon Department of
Revenue under ORS 305.620.

B. Any individual signing on behalf of Consultant hereby certifies they are authorized to sign this WOC and that:
(1) Consultant has read, understands and agrees to comply with the requirements set forth in the PA and in all Exhibits and other

documents incorporated by reference in the PA.
(2) Consultant understands and agrees that any exhibits or other documents not physically attached to the PA that are incorporated by

reference have the same force and effect as if fully set forth herein.
(3) [Check one of the following two certifications as applicable (the COI Guidelines and COI Disclosure Form are available at:

http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/Procurement/Pages/PSK.aspx)]:
(a)  Consultant understands and has provided to all Associates the ODOT COI Guidelines and COI Disclosure Form. Consultant 
and (to the best of the undersigned’s information, knowledge and belief) Consultant’s Associates are in compliance with the COI 
Guidelines and have no conflicts of interest, no ODOT employees hired within the last one-year period, and no other disclosures 
required per the COI Guidelines and COI Disclosure Form. “Associate” has the meaning provided in the COI Guidelines. 
(b)  All disclosures required, per the COI Guidelines and COI Disclosure Form, for Consultant and (to the best of the 
undersigned’s information, knowledge and belief) Consultant’s Associates (as defined in the COI Guidelines) have been indicated on 
the Conflict of Interest Disclosure Form(s) submitted regarding this WOC, and if determined necessary by Agency, a mitigation 
plan has been approved by Agency.  

(4) (a) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of Consultant, to any person for influencing or
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an
employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the
making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment,
or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
(b) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to
influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a

Form C004-B010118 
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STATEMENT of WORK and DELIVERY SCHEDULE 
for 

WOC #8 under PA #33873 
Project Name: Linn-Benton Loop Service Development Plan 

 
 
 
Name: 
Address: 
 
 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Email: 
 

Agency’s Project Manager (“APM”) 
and Contract Administrator 
 
 
James Feldmann 
3700 SW Philomath Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97333 
 
(541) 757-4197 
 
James.feldmann@odot.state.or.us 

 
 
 
Name: 
Address: 
 
 
Phone: 
Fax: 
Email: 

Consultant’s Project Manager 
(“PM”) 
 
Reah Flisakowski 
DKS Associates 
720 SW Washington St., Suite 500 
Portland, OR  97205 
(503) 243-3500 
(503) 972-1242 
rlf@dksassociates.com 

    
 
Name: 
Phone: 
Email: 

WOC Administrator (if not APM) 
 

 
Name: 
Phone: 
Email: 

Alternative Contact for Consultant 
Carl Springer 
503-243-3500 
cds@dksassociates.com 

 
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION and OVERVIEW of SERVICES 
Agency is contracting with Consultant for Services in connection with the following project (the 
“Project”): the Linn-Benton Loop Service Development Plan. The primary objective of the Project is to 
develop detailed near-term service improvements with associated schedule changes, route changes, bus 
stop locations and other projects and activities. The transit improvements or projects will be described by 
cost estimates, phases, Linn-Benton Loop partner roles, and estimated service benefits. The project must 
meet the priority needs of the Linn-Benton Loop members. Projects should be created with ODOT’s State 
Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF) and other funding programs in mind, addressing STIF and 
Local Plan needs. 
The outcome of the project will be detailed near-term service improvements for the Linn-Benton Loop 
(Loop), summarized by associated scope, deliverables, costs, and benefits. The Plan strategies should 
meet the priority needs of the Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board and be created with Oregon 
Department of Transportation transit funding programs in mind, addressing STIF and Local Plan needs. 
All deliverables described in the tasks below include a draft and final version. The final version will 
include changes reflecting edits and suggestions from one consolidated set of comments from the Agency 
Project Manager or designated project lead.  
A successful project relies upon the buy-in from community stakeholders and decision makers. Local 
communities in Linn and Benton Counties have recently completed Transportation System Plans and 
Transit Development Plans that provide overarching policy direction for this Plan.  Consultant and the 
Agency Project Manager will build from input gathered from those plans, and focus interaction with two 
groups guiding the Linn-Benton Loop.  
� Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board (Board) – The Board consists of six Board members, reflecting 

the six primary funding partners for the Loop. The Board established a Technical Advisory 
Committee to advise the Board and staff regarding transit operations and performance. The Board 
meets quarterly. The Board will provide final decision making for the Loop but will not engage the 
project directly. The Consultant will present the draft final Plan to the Board in the last project phase. 
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� Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) – The TAC is an advisory committee to the Board. The TAC 
will review Plan deliverables and technical work, and will represent regional stakeholders who affect 
or are affected by the Loop services. This group will meet with Consultant five times by phone and 
two times in person meetings. The TAC will have project-level decision responsibility. The TAC may 
bring additional advisory members to the project meetings as needed, to be facilitated by the Linn-
Benton Loop staff. 

� Project Management Team (PMT) – The Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board will provide at least 
one staff liaison to support day-to-day contact with the project team. The Loop project manager will 
meet with the project team on a bi-weekly basis to provide ongoing day-t0-day support and oversee 
the project.  

 
Acronyms and Definitions  
Agency, ODOT – Oregon Dept. of Transportation PM – Consultant’s Project Manager 
APM – Agency Project Manager PMT – Project Management Team 

BOARD – Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board PSES – Public and Stakeholder 
Engagement Strategy 

EJ – Environmental Justice SOW – Statement of Work and Delivery 
Schedule 

FP – Fixed Price TAC – Technical Advisory Committee 
MWESB – Minority, Women & Emerging Small 
Businesses TAZ – Traffic Analysis Zone 

NEPA – National Environmental Policy Act TSP – Transportation System Plan 
NTP – Notice to Proceed UGB – Urban Growth Boundary 
PA - Price Agreement WOC – Work Order Contract 

B. STANDARDS and GENERAL REQUIREMENTS  
The standards and general requirements applicable to this WOC are stated in the parent PA. 

C.  REVIEW, COMMENT and SCHEDULE OVERVIEW 
x Consultant shall coordinate with Agency staff as necessary and shall revise draft deliverables to 

incorporate Agency draft review comments. It is assumed that draft deliverables will be revised 
one time prior to public release and then will be revised one more time following public review, 
unless otherwise noted. Consultant shall convey deliverables to the APM for distribution.  The 
review cycle for these non-technical materials is five (5) business days for intermediate products, 
and ten (10) business days for final products unless otherwise specified.  The review cycle for 
these technical materials is ten (10) business days for intermediate products, and ten (10) business 
days for final products unless otherwise specified.  All references to “days” in the WOC are in 
Business Days as defined in the PA (not calendar days). 

x Board and ODOT shall each submit one set of consolidated, coordinated comments on draft 
deliverables to Consultant within ten (10) working days after receipt or corresponding set of 
meetings, unless otherwise directed by PMT.  

x Consultant is not required to make major or extensive revisions outside of the scope of this WOC 
without an approved WOC amendment. This provision does not limit the right of Agency to 
require correction of deliverables that do not meet the requirements of this SOW. 

D. FORMAT REQUIREMENTS  
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Expectations about Written and Graphic Deliverables 
Consultant shall provide one electronic copy of all deliverables. All written and graphic products must be 
provided in PDF format and be reproducible in hardcopy as handouts for broad distribution in black and 
white without loss of clarity. The Board will provide all hard copies required for the Project, unless 
otherwise specified. 
 
All written deliverables must be professionally written and include the Project name, a title that refers to 
the WOC deliverable, draft number, subtask number and date of preparation. All draft written deliverables 
shall be provided in an editable file format compatible with MS Office 2007 and include redline/strikeout 
format as drafts are revised. Where possible, information must be presented in tabular or graphic format, 
with a simple and concise accompanying narrative (e.g. system inventories, traffic conditions). Final 
written deliverables must also be provided in an editable format compatible with MS Office 2010. 
 
All map deliverables shall be provided in both PDF and ESRI-compatible format (shape file, coverage, or 
geo database), or other acceptable format determined by Agency (in consultation with the Board). The 
spatial reference system must be NAD83 HARN, Oregon State Plane North. Maps must include details 
necessary to ensure usability, including but not limited to Board limits, UGBs, street names, relevant 
environmental and cultural features, legend, and date.  Maps included in the TSP must be at a scale that is 
legible, including font size. Consultant shall provide any GIS layers created for inventory and graphic 
deliverables (i.e., volumes, level of traffic stress) to both ODOTs Transportation Planning Analysis Unit 
(“TPAU”) and Geographic Information Services Unit (“GISU”). All graphics, including but not limited to 
vector based graphics including perspectives, axonometric drawings and elevations created digitally, must 
be delivered to the PMT digitally in both the native format in which they are created (such as Adobe 
InDesign, Photoshop, Sketch up, AutoCAD etc.) and in an open universally readable format (such as 
PDFs and or JPGs), as agreed between the Consultant, Board and Agency.   
 
E. TASKS, DELIVERABLES and SCHEDULE 
Unless the WOC is terminated or suspended, the Consultant shall complete the tasks and provide the 
deliverables covered under this WOC (collectively, the “Services”) within the timeframe stated for each 
task, and in accordance with the performance requirements and delivery schedules included in this WOC, 
unless specifically identified as the responsibility of the Agency or other entity.   

TASK 1:  Project Management and Oversight 

Task 1.1 Kickoff Meeting 
Consultant shall facilitate a project kickoff meeting with the TAC. The purpose of this meeting is to: 

� Establish administrative and communication procedures 
� Discuss initial project goals and objectives 
� Discuss work plan scope and schedule 
� Obtain data and information for technical analysis  
� Review regional planning outcomes to date 

Consultant shall present a project overview to the Governing Board on the same day as the TAC kickoff 
meeting. The presentation address project goals and objectives, plan scope and schedule, and collect 
feedback on stakeholder priorities, needs, and resources. Alternatively, the Governing Board members 
may be invited to the TAC meeting time.  
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Task 1.2 Monthly TAC meetings 
Consultant shall facilitate monthly meetings with the TAC. The purpose of the meetings will be to 
provide a project update, coordinate key tasks, seek clarification and direction approach, and discuss 
comments and revisions to deliverables. The Consultant shall meet with the TAC six times; including 
Task 1.1 Kickoff meeting and Task 3.4 Strategies Workshop. Consultant shall plan to attend and facilitate 
TAC meetings in the Albany area; should meetings occur by phone, consultant will provide web-based 
conference call system allowing for real-time presentation and screen sharing.  

Task 1.3 Bi-weekly PMT meetings  
Consultant shall facilitate bi-weekly Project Team phone meetings of up to 1-hour in duration throughout 
the project period. The purpose of the calls will be to review current project work, discuss key questions 
or issues, review upcoming tasks, and share comments on recent deliverables or other work products.   

Task 1.4 Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board presentation 

Consultant shall present the final draft Plan to the Linn‐Benton Loop Governing Board to present 
information and strategies, answer questions, and facilitate a discussion with Governing Board members 
about the Plan and the future of the Loop. 

 

Consultant Deliverables for Task 1 
� Kickoff Meeting/ TAC #1 agenda; Kickoff meeting facilitation; Kickoff meeting notes including a 

summary of action items; due within four (4) weeks from NTP 
� Data and information request; due within four (4) weeks from NTP 
� Monthly TAC meetings; ongoing throughout the Project 
� Bi-weekly call agenda and meeting notes; ongoing throughout the Project, meeting notes due 

within one (1) week of call 
� Presentation to the Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board; due within four (4) weeks from NTP 

Task 2 Existing Conditions and Needs Assessment 
The purpose of this task is to develop a shared understanding of interregional transportation needs for 
people whose location and travel needs the Loop can reasonably address in its current form. Consultant 
will use information and data from completed or concurrent projects, recent service performance data, and 
feedback from an on-board survey, as available. The resulting Technical Memorandum will summarize 
key needs and opportunities in relatively brief form and focused on key issues affecting service planning 
priorities and decision points, as the TAC is highly fluent in service area, ridership markets, and analysis 
completed in recent plans. 

Task 2.1 Transportation Market Analysis 
Consultant Shall: 
� Collect and analyze relevant origin and destination studies, surveys and analysis from past plans, 

or as available from the CALM model or other analysis tools. 
� Analyze Corvallis Transit System, Albany Transit System and Linn-Benton Loop trip origins and 

destinations, including any rider survey data available.  
� Define low income by identifying data and thresholds acceptable to all TAC members, to support 

Oregon State Transit Improvement Fund metrics and applications.  
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� With STIF program start-up in 2019, Linn Shuttle, ATS TDP, and CTS TDP service 
enhancements may also be taking place. The market analysis should move the Loop service 
forward in coordination with at least known planned improvements in those services. 

� Create one map illustrating key activity centers and markets relevant to the Loop service type. 
Consultant will use data available from existing plans (e.g. Corvallis Transit Development Plan, 
Albany Transit Development Plan, Benton County Transportation System Plan). Map may be 
illustrative to summarize service area demands and to reflect the geographic / distance issues 
related to regional service coverage. 

Task 2.2 Transportation Services Analysis 
Consultant Shall: 
� Assess existing transportation services based on information and analysis from regional 

Transportation System Plans and Transit Development Plans completed in 2017 or expecting 
completion in 2018. Measures include but are not limited to service hours, frequency, revenue 
hours, revenue miles, ridership, operating cost, vehicle type, bus stop amenities, and fare policies.  

� Inventory on-demand transportation services such as transportation network companies, taxis, 
carsharing, carpooling, bikesharing, park-and-rides, and incentive programs, inasmuch as these 
services may relate to public transportation use and service design. 

� Identify and assess transportation needs relevant to the Linn-Benton Loop, given the existing 
resources, transportation services, and existing and potential rider market needs.  

� Consultant shall discuss Task 2.1 and 2.2 findings with TAC during a phone meeting 

Task 2.3 Loop On-Board Survey Support  
Consultant Shall: 
� Support the Loop and partners to develop and deliver an on-board survey that will yield rider 

information to support service market analysis and service planning. Survey support will at least 
include a review and comment on survey instrument, and review and comment on survey delivery 
plan and logistics.  

� The on-board survey must be completed by June 1 while regional academic institutions are in 
session, to yield ridership data that can support Loop strategy development within the Plan 
schedule. Survey analysis must be completed and submitted to Consultant by July 15, 2018 to be 
included in Consultant Task 2 deliverables. Survey data collected or completed after that date will 
be incorporated into strategy development process, though not necessarily documented in 
Consultant deliverables. 

Consultant Deliverables for Task 2 
� Technical Memorandum #1: Existing Conditions and Needs Assessment; preliminary strategy 

development approach; due within six (6) weeks from NTP 
� TAC Meeting #2: Existing conditions; meeting will take place within eight (8) weeks from NTP 

Task 3 Transit Service Scenarios 
The purpose of this task is to understand which transit service outcomes are most important to achieve, 
understand and prioritize service markets, and develop potential short-term service improvements.  

Task 3.1 Develop Evaluation Framework 
The Consultant shall build on the existing conditions analysis and past plans to develop an evaluation 
framework. The evaluation framework will describe performance measures and process stemming from 
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mobility goals and overall service vision guiding the Loop Governing Board and partners today. A brief 
memorandum and TAC Meeting #2 will help Consultant develop an evaluation process that will inform 
TAC member decision-making. 
The performance measures will be designed through the evaluation framework to ensure evaluation 
answers questions relevant to the Loop transportation goals, stakeholder interests, and plans. The 
Consultant will develop and measure five performance metrics, to provide a concise comparison. 
Suggested measures include:   

x Estimated quantitative descriptions such as route frequency, hours of service, and end-to-end 
travel time.  

x Quantitative measures such as jobs and residents within one-quarter mile of stops, cost, and 
ridership effects available from sketch planning tools. 

x Qualitative measures such as schedule clarity and traveler comfort. 

Task 3.2 Funding Assessment 
Consultant shall summarize planned funding sources between fiscal years 2019 and 2023 (i.e. two ODOT 
funding biennia), partnerships and service methods to support the Plan. The funding information will 
include sources accessible for Loop services, and sources used by partner transit agencies for related 
regional services. The funding information will provide information for TAC to assess opportunities and 
constraints, prioritize strategies and prepare funding applications. A brief memorandum and discussion at 
TAC Meeting #2 will help Consultant develop accurately reflect expected resources. 

Task 3.3 Strategy Development and Evaluation 
Consultant shall develop up to three near-term (4-year) operating scenarios, each including linked or 
related near term service improvements to Loop service addressing needs and opportunities identified in 
Task 2. The operating scenarios will be described and evaluated to help TAC understand the tradeoffs, or 
costs and benefits, of each service approach. Each scenarios will include a route and schedules, capital 
needs (e.g. vehicles, bus stops, equipment), operating needs, and programmatic projects (e.g. marketing, 
outreach). Service improvements will be considered in how they coordinate Loop efforts with existing 
partners’ efforts to evolve services for the individual systems. 

Task 3.4 Strategies Workshop (TAC Meeting #4) 
Consultant shall facilitate an in-person workshop / TAC meeting to evaluate and prioritize markets and 
strategies service improvements addressed through the operating scenarios (Task 3.3). “Strategy” is 
understood to include detailed service improvements to bus routes, schedules, bus stop locations, and 
other projects and activities serving the Linn-Benton Loop service goals and priorities. The meeting will 
include a summary of evaluation results by scenario, including benefits to travel markets identified in 
Task 2. The goal of the meeting is to prioritize service areas and travel markets over the next four years, 
and identify the service scenario or approach best addressing those priorities. The outcome of the meeting 
will be one preferred operating scenario including up to six operating, capital, and programmatic 
strategies (aka “projects”) to carry forward to the Service Plan (Task 4).  

Consultant Deliverables for Task 3 
� Technical Memorandum 2: Evaluation framework; due within three (3) months from NTP 
� Technical Memorandum 3: Funding scan; due within three (3) months from NTP 
� TAC Meeting #3: Evaluation framework, funding scan; meeting will take place within four (4) 

months from NTP 
� TAC Meeting #4: Strategies workshop; meeting will take place within four (4) months from NTP 
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� Workshop evaluation summary materials, and meeting outcomes summary; due within one (1) week 
after meeting 

Task 4 Service Plan 
The purpose of this Task is to describe strategies selected for the Loop Governing Board and partners to 
implement over the next four years, detailing route and schedule, vehicle and equipment needs, financial 
plan, and action steps and partner roles.  

Task 4.1 Linn-Benton Loop Service Development Plan  
The Plan will include data and information developed through Tasks 1 through 3, documenting the 
process and illustrating the travel needs and opportunities leading to the proposed service improvements. 
The Plan will include:  
� Clear, accessible language to reach a broad audience familiar with transportation but not 

necessarily public transportation operations and funding.  
� Financial plan in two-year increments to support funding applications and plans required for 

ODOT programs. 
� Actions for specific institutional partners to ensure implementation is clearly communicated.  
� Expected implementation benefits (e.g. ridership, access to low income communities) 

The Consultant will meet with the TAC two times through this process: once to review strategies 
developed after TAC Meeting #4, and once to review the final draft Plan.  

Task 4.2 Loop Governing Board Presentation  
Consultant shall attend one Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board meeting to present the Draft Final Plan. 
The Consultant will develop the presentation materials, respond to questions and comments. Consultant 
expects that the Loop Project Manager will provide meeting recording and summary as part of regularly 
scheduled meeting facilitation. 

Consultant Deliverables for Task 4 
� TAC Meeting #5 Draft Service Enhancement Strategies; meeting will take place within five (5) 

months from NTP 
� Draft Plan; due within five and a half (5.5) months from NTP 
� TAC Meeting #6 Draft Service Enhancement Plan; meeting will take place within six (6) months from 

NTP 
� Governing Board Presentation; meeting will take place within seven (7) months from NTP 
� Final Plan (after one round of edits following Governing Board presentation); due within eight (8) 

months from NTP 
Task 5 Loop On-Board Survey Delivery and Analysis (Contingency) 
Consultant Shall: 
� Develop and deliver an on-board survey that will yield rider information to support service market 

analysis and service planning. 
� Provide survey analysis and reporting support as needed to support route analysis and developing 

service improvements.  
� Support other activities related to analyzing and presenting survey results and related effects on 

analysis and service improvements.  
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F. CONTINGENCY TASKS  
The table below is a summary of contingency tasks that Agency, at its discretion, may authorize 
Consultant to perform. Details of the contingency tasks and associated deliverables are stated in the Task 
section of the SOW. Consultant shall complete only the specific contingency task(s) identified and 
authorized via written (email acceptable) Notice-to-Proceed (“NTP”) issued by Agency's APM. If 
requested by Agency, Consultant shall submit a detailed cost estimate for the agreed-to contingency 
Services (within the NTE amount(s) in the Contingency Task Summary Table) within the scope of the 
contingency task. 
 
If Agency chooses to authorize some or all of these tasks, Consultant shall complete the authorized tasks 
and deliverables per the schedule identified for each task. The NTP will include the contingency task 
name and number, agreed-to due date for completion and NTE for the authorized contingency task. 
 
Each contingency task is only billable (up to the NTE amount identified for the task) if specifically 
authorized per NTP. In the table below, the “NTE for Each” amount for a contingency task includes all 
labor, overhead, profit, and expenses for the task. The funds budgeted for contingency tasks may not be 
applied to non-contingency tasks without an amendment to the WOC. The total amount for all 
contingency tasks authorized shall not exceed the maximum identified in the table below. Each authorized 
contingency task must be billed as a separate line item on Consultant’s invoice. 
 
Contingency Task Summary Table 

Contingency Task Description NTE for 
Each 

Max 
Quantity 

Method of 
Comp. 

Total NTE 
Amount 

C.5 Loop On Board Survey Delivery and 
Analysis 

$9,146.00 1 T&M $9,146.00 

Total NTE For All Contingency Tasks: $9,146.00 

 
G. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS FOR WOCs 
 
1. Project Cooperation. All Project Cooperation provisions, as detailed in Attachment 1 to PA Exhibit 

F, shall apply to this WOC.   
 

2. Meetings and Public Involvement. 
The SOW describes several types of meetings that will occur over the course of the Project. These include 
PMT meetings, TAC, PAC meetings, Board Council and Planning Commission Hearings, and community 
events, which are identified as specific tasks elsewhere in the SOW. Unless specified otherwise, the 
Consultant shall collaborate with the Board, and ODOT as necessary, to organize and conduct these 
meetings and events. The Board is responsible for taking the presentation lead at all meetings, unless 
otherwise delegated to the Consultant.  The Consultant shall attend all meetings, unless otherwise 
specified. All public meetings must be conducted in accordance with the Oregon Attorney General's 
Public Records and Meetings Manual. 
 
Board staff will provide guidance on the informational materials and graphics for the meetings. The 
Consultant shall use this guidance to prepare draft meeting announcements, agendas, press releases, and 
informational materials and graphics. (The Board will be responsible for finalizing, printing, and 
distributing this information.) Consultant shall provide easels and note pads, lead presentations and 
discussions (as requested by the Board), and prepare meeting summaries. Board shall be responsible for 
meeting summaries at Board Council and Planning Commission briefings. Consultant shall provide 
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electronic copies of draft meeting materials to the PMT for their review and approval at least ten (10) days 
in advance of meetings and events.   
 
Consultant shall provide written meeting summaries for all committee meetings, work sessions, 
workshops and presentations. Meeting summaries are not intended to be detailed accounts of meetings, 
but shall at least provide attendance, significant issues raised, identify the person(s) raising issues, 
resolution of any issue, and decisions made at such meetings, work sessions, workshops and 
presentations.  Electronic copies of meeting summaries shall be sent to the PMT within one (1) week 
following the meeting. In addition, the Consultant shall be responsible for maintaining the public record 
for the Project, including a log of meeting minutes, information received, comments on documents or 
Web site materials, and list containing contact information for interested parties.  
The Board will coordinate all other meeting arrangements, which may be referred to elsewhere in this 
SOW as “logistics.”  This includes identifying meeting locations, making reservations, ensuring that 
tables and chairs are available if necessary, posting directional signs to meeting rooms, post-meeting 
cleanup, and making any other arrangements necessary to conduct the meetings. Board will help staff the 
meetings and participate in discussions.  For Committee meetings, Board will finalize, print and distribute 
meeting announcements, agendas, and discussion materials (prepared by Consultant).  For community 
events, Board will finalize meeting announcements and press releases (prepared by Consultant), print and 
distribute to the local media and the public, and if necessary post special meeting announcements on the 
Board website (in addition to providing a link to the Project Website). 
If food or refreshments are provided at any advisory committee meetings or community events they shall 
be provided and paid for by the Board. 
 
The “Public Involvement” program must comply with Statewide Planning Goal 1 (Citizen Involvement), 
which calls for “the opportunity for citizens to be involved in all phases of the planning process.”  
 
Board and Consultant shall consider EJ issues, which is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of 
all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, 
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. 
 
Fair treatment means that no group of people, including a racial, ethnic, or a socioeconomic group 
including those with limited English proficiency (“LEP”), should bear a disproportionate share of the 
negative environmental consequences resulting from industrial, municipal, and commercial operations or 
the execution of federal, state, local, and tribal programs and policies.  
 
The term “meaningful involvement” means that:  
(1)  Potentially affected community residents have an appropriate opportunity to participate in 

decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and health;  
(2)  The public's contribution can influence the regulatory agency's decision;  
(3)  The concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision making process; and  
(4)  The decision makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected. 
 
The Board and Consultant shall consider Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 regarding outreach to 
minorities, women, and low-income populations. Special efforts shall be directed to ensuring outreach to 
and representation of minorities, women, and low-income populations.  
 
The primary aspect of public involvement is through the Project Website, joint TAC/PAC meetings, 
Public Open Houses, and Planning Commission and Board Council meetings. Board shall ensure that 
meetings include outreach to and opportunity for representatives of the following interests to be heard: 
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property owners, property development, business, residents-at-large, local government agencies, freight, 
and environmental justice. Board shall transmit any comments received outside of the processes in this 
Statement of Work and Delivery Schedule (“SOW”) to the Consultant. 
 
Specific information regarding the deliverables and responsibility of public involvement tasks are 
listed under the appropriate task. 
 
 
H. COMPENSATION  
 
The method(s) of compensation and payment option(s) selected below (and as specified for any 
Contingency Tasks in the table in Section F) are incorporated from Exhibit B to the PA. For additional 
detail and requirements regarding compensation methods, payment options, or Agency’s right to withhold 
retainage, see PA - Exhibit B, Compensation. No compensation is provided to Consultant for 
negotiations, preparing or revising cost estimate for Services, or negotiating contracts with subcontractors.  
 
H.1 Non-Contingency Tasks  The method(s) of compensation for non-contingency tasks in this 
WOC is:  

 Time and Materials with Not-To-Exceed (“T&M”)    
 
H. 2 Payment Options  
 
The payment option for the Services in the attached SOW is:    

 Monthly Progress Payments for acceptable and verifiable progress (For costs on CPFF or T&M);  
 
H.4 Total WOC NTE Amount  
 

 Compensation Summary Table 
 

Amount 

1. CPFF NTE Amount 
(not including Fixed-
Fee or contingencies)  

NTE Amount for allowable costs of non-contingency Services 
in this WOC.   
 

N/A 

2. Fixed-Fee Amount Total of non-contingency Fixed-Fee amount(s) (for CPFF 
only)   

N/A 

3. Fixed Price Amount Total of non-contingency Fixed Price amount(s) N/A 
4. T&M NTE Amount  Total for any non-contingency Services  

 
$51,573.00 

5. Price Per Unit NTE 
Amount 

Total NTE for non-contingency Price Per Unit Costs N/A 

6.  Total Non-Contingency Amount: $51,573.00 
7. Total for Contingency Tasks (if any) per Section F above: $9,146.00 
 
TOTAL NTE (line 6 plus line 7) 
This amount includes all direct and indirect costs, profit, Fixed Fee amount (if any) and 
contingency task costs (if any). 

 
$60,719.00 

 
 
H.5 Invoices  
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Invoices must be in conformance with the ODOT Invoice Requirements Guide and any other PA 
requirements. The Invoice Requirements Guide is available on the Internet at: 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/Procurement/Pages/PSK.aspx 
 
Consultant shall submit invoices electronically via email to the Agency Project Manager.   
 
Certification for 15-Day Payment (per 2017 HB 3264 pilot program that applies only to subject invoices 
received by Agency before June 30, 2019).  For Services completed and accepted under the terms of a WOC 
executed on or after January 1, 2018, a business that employs no more than 50 employees may request Agency 
payment within 15 calendar days of Agency’s receipt of a properly completed and submitted invoice. To 
request 15-day payment, Consultant must submit a certification (using the Prompt Payment Certification 
Form) as an attachment to the invoice. The certification must state the number of employees currently 
employed by Consultant and be signed and dated.  Agency will endeavor to notify Consultant within 10 
business days of receipt of invoice regarding any necessary revisions to the invoice.  If revisions are necessary, 
payment will be made no later than 15 calendar days from Agency’s receipt of the revised and properly 
completed invoice. Invoices that do not meet the requirements for 15-day payment are subject to the payment 
terms included in Exhibit B of the PA. 
 
H.6 Subcontractors “Paid Summary Report” 
Consultant shall complete and submit to APM initial, interim and final Paid Summary Reports [form 
734-2882] per the instructions on the form. Consultant must report payment information for all 
subcontractors and suppliers used under the WOC throughout the period of performance. This reporting is 
required for all projects that include subs, regardless of funding source or whether or not a DBE goal or 
Certified Small Business Aspirational Target is assigned. 
 
 
WOC ATTACHMENTS 
 
ATTACHMENT A – RESERVED 
 
ATTACHMENT B - BREAKDOWN OF COSTS FOR SERVICES 
The Breakdown of Costs (BOC) dated 06/20/2018 is not physically attached but incorporated into this 
WOC by this reference with the same force and effect as though fully set forth herein.  A copy of the final 
BOC has been provided to Consultant prior to WOC execution.  

 
ATTACHMENT C -  DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE (DBE) PROVISIONS 

 (No Goal) 
 
For purposes of these DBE Provisions, “Contract” means any project-specific contract, Price Agreement 
(“PA”), Work Order Contract (“WOC”), Task Order, or any other contract entered into with ODOT (or local 
agency when applicable). “Consultant” and “Contractor” are hereinafter referred to as “Contractor”. See 
section e for specific reporting requirements of Contractor. 

a. Policy and Program Authorities: ODOT and Contractor  agree to abide by and take all necessary 
and reasonable steps to comply with these DBE Provisions and the following, which are incorporated 
in this Contract with the same force and effect as though fully set forth in this Contract: 

o ODOT DBE Policy Statement 
o ODOT DBE Program Plan, and  
o Requirements of Title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 26 - Participation by Disadvantaged 

Business Enterprises in Department of Transportation Financial Assistance Programs.  
ODOT’s DBE Program authorities are set forth in the ODOT DBE Program Plan. 
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b. DBE Goals: ODOT’s overall goal for DBE participation is 13.1% for FHWA funded Contracts and 8% 
(proposed) for FTA funded Contracts. For FHWA funded contracting, ODOT may assign DBE Contract 
goals to increase participation by DBEs. For any Contract with an assigned DBE goal, Contractor shall 
select a portion of work available under the Contract for DBE participation. Contractor may use DBE 
subcontractors, suppliers, manufacturers, or Professional Services and Related Services providers to 
fulfill the assigned DBE Contract goal as long as the DBE is certified in the types of work selected. The 
assigned DBE Contract goal remains in effect throughout the life of the Contract.  Dollar values of 
participation shall be credited toward meeting the assigned DBE Contract goal based on DBE gross 
earnings.  

 
A DBE participation goal has not been established for this procurement. 

 
c. Nondiscrimination Requirement: Contractor shall not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national 

origin, or sex in the performance of this Contract. Contractor shall carry out applicable requirements of 
49 CFR Part 26 in the award and administration of this USDOT-assisted Contract. Failure by Contractor 
to carry out these requirements is a material breach of this Contract, which may result in the termination 
of this Contract or such other remedy as ODOT deems appropriate. Each subcontract the Contractor 
signs with a subcontractor must include the assurance in this paragraph (see 49 CFR 26.13(b)). 

d. Prompt Payment and Retainage: Contractor shall pay each subcontractor for satisfactory performance 
of its contract no later than 10 calendar days from receipt of each payment Consultant receives from 
ODOT (or local agency when applicable).  In addition, Contractor shall return any retainage payments 
to each subcontractor within 10 calendar days after the subcontractor's work is satisfactorily completed. 

e. Reporting Requirements:  Contractor shall complete and submit initial, interim and final Paid 
Summary Reports [form 734-2882] per the instructions on the form. Contractor must report payment 
information for all subcontractors and suppliers used under the Contract throughout the period of 
performance. 

f. Commercially Useful Function: For Contracts with no DBE goal assigned, ODOT may count race-
neutral DBE participation toward its overall goal, provided the DBE is performing a commercially 
useful function (“CUF”) as set forth in 49CFR § 26.55. A DBE performs a commercially useful 
function when it is responsible for execution of the work of the Contract/subcontract and is carrying out 
its responsibilities by actually performing, managing, and supervising the work involved. Additional 
detail regarding CUF requirements and other conditions for counting participation by DBE contractors 
is set forth in 49CFR § 26.55. ODOT may perform a CUF review at any time during the performance of 
the Contract. 

g. Termination of DBE Notification Requirement: Contractor must promptly notify ODOT whenever a 
DBE subcontractor performing work related to this Contract is terminated or fails to complete its work. 
See additional requirements of 49 CFR § 26.53(f) regarding termination of a DBE. 

h. Remedies:   Contractor’s failure to comply with these DBE Provisions and the requirements of 49 CFR 
Part 26 may result in one or more of the following administrative actions as deemed appropriate by 
ODOT: non-compliance documented in ODOT evaluation of Contractor performance, a corrective 
action plan prepared by Contractor,  ODOT (or local agency when applicable) withholding of retainage, 
suspension of work, reporting of non-compliance to the federal System for Award Management 
(“SAM”) available at http://sam.gov,  any other remedies provided under the Contract. 

i. Information/Questions: The DBE program is administered by the ODOT Office of Civil Rights 
(“OCR”). Questions related to the DBE Program may be sent via email to 
ocrinforequest@odot.state.or.us or otherwise directed to: Oregon Department of Transportation Office 
of Civil Rights 355 Capitol Street NE, MS 31 Salem, OR 97301-3871,  Phone: 503-986-4350  Fax: 503-
986-6382 
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a. Directory of Certified Firms: A searchable database for active certified firms (by NAICS code, NIGP 
code, ODOT code, certification type, location or project ethnicity goals) is available on line at: 
https://oregon4biz.diversitysoftware.com/FrontEnd/VendorSearchPublic.asp 

 
Related Web Sites: 
All forms, documents and CFRs referenced or linked in these DBE Provisions are available on line at:  

o Forms: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/OCR/Pages/Forms.aspx 
o Documents: http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Business/OCR/Pages/Disadvantaged-Business-

Enterprise.aspx 
o 49 CFR Part 26: http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?c=ecfr&SID=34ea04c7ed3d45b0e41f82a5646f1c15&rgn=div5&view=text&node=49:1.0.1.1.20&idno=49 
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Public Involvement Recommendations: 

 Linn-Benton Loop Service Development Plan 
Updated August 20, 2018  

 
 
  
Purpose: The purpose of this document is to outline strategies to provide the public and 
planning professionals adequate opportunities to offer input on the development of the Linn-
Benton Loop Service Development Plan (see attached Scope of Work).     
 
Responsible Parties: Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments (OCWCOG) Planning 
staff, unless otherwise specified.  
 
Actions: The following steps will be taken during development of the Plan:   

    
1. Posting Agendas and Related Materials Online: The websites of the Linn-Benton 

Loop, the Albany Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (AAMPO), and the Corvallis 
Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) will announce the development of 
the Plan and state that material related to the Plan will be posted on the websites as 
they become available for public review.  
 
The agendas for the meetings of the following entities, which may include the subject of 
the Plan, will be posted on their respective websites at least 5 days in advance of 
meetings: 

 
a. Linn-Benton Loop Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 
b. Linn-Benton Loop Governing Board  
c. AAMPO Technical Advisory Committee (AAMPO TAC)  
d. AAMPO Policy Board  
e. CAMPO Technical Advisory Committee (CAMPO TAC)  
f. CAMPO Policy Board 

Note: MPO Agenda Items: TAC presentation by MPO staff likely will be in 
coordination with Task 3.4 from the Scope of Work, and the Policy Board 
presentation by MPO staff likely will be in coordination with Task 4.2.   

The meeting announcements and materials of all the above-mentioned entities also will 
be distributed to members and interested parties via the MailChimp email-marketing 
platform a minimum of 5 days before each meeting.   

  
2. Inclusion of Public Comment Opportunity on the Agendas of Public Entities that 

are Reviewing the Plan: All meeting agendas of the above-mentioned entities will 
include an opportunity for the public to provide comments (standard Public Comment 
period at the start of each meeting; not a separate hearing).  

 
3. Posting of Draft Plan Online for Public Comment Period: Before adoption, the draft 

Plan will be posted on the Linn Benton Loop, AAMPO, and CAMPO websites and 
distributed via MailChimp; the public will be encouraged to submit comments. A public 
comment period will be held from the date that the document is posted on the above-
described websites, until the presentation of the Final Plan to the Loop Governing Board 
for approval (at least 30 days). All comments received by all entities will be compiled and 
presented to the Loop Governing Board prior to the adoption of the Plan. Any comments  
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received immediately prior to the final presentation will be acknowledged verbally at the 
meeting and included in the record of the proceedings.  
 

4. Public Hearing: The meeting at which the Loop Governing Board is expected to 
approve the Service Development Plan will include a Public Hearing.  

 
5. Means of Providing Comments: Comments will be received throughout the 

development period of the Plan via the following channels:  
 
a. Via email to:  

i. Jon Goldman, Albany Transit staff: jon.goldman@cityofalbany.net  
ii. Tarah Campi, AAMPO Coordinator: tcampi@ocwcog.org 
iii. Nick Meltzer, CAMPO Coordinator: nmeltzer@ocwcog.org   

 
b. Providing comments during Public Meetings as specified on the previous page.    

    
c. Printed copies of the draft Plan may be requested by emailing 

echavez@ocwcog.org or calling 541-924-8405.     
 

d. Comments may be submitted in writing at: Linn Benton Loop Governing Board, 
1400 Queen Avenue SE, Suite 205, Albany OR 97322     
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Formula Fund 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF) 
Guidance and Application Instructions, July 19, 2018 

https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/Funding-
Opportunities.aspx 
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/STIF.aspx 

Oregon Department of Transportation Rail and Public Transit Division 
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STAFF CONTACTS 
Questions about the STIF Formula Fund solicitation should be directed to the 
relevant regional transit coordinator. 

ODOT REGIONS (Counties) COORDINATOR 
Region 1 

(Clackamas, Hood River, 

Multnomah, Washington) 

Jason Kelly, Regional Transit Coordinator 

Office 503-731-3320 | Cell 503-798-2373 

Jason.D.Kelly@odot.state.or.us 

Region 2A 

(Clatsop, Columbia, Marion, Polk, 

Tillamook, Yamhill) 

Arla Miller, Regional Transit Coordinator 

Office 503-986-2836 | Cell 503-949-5415 

Arla.Miller@odot.state.or.us    

Region 2B 

(Benton, Lane, Lincoln, Linn) 

Mark Bernard, Regional Transit 

Coordinator 

Office 503-986-3283 | Cell 503-798-1935 

Mark.Bernard@odot.state.or.us 

Region 3 

(Coos, Curry, Douglas, Jackson, 

Josephine) 

Jennifer Boardman, Regional Transit 

Coordinator 

Office 541-774-6371 | Cell 971-701-5049 

Jennifer.Boardman@odot.state.or.us 

Region 4 

(Crook, Deschutes, Gilliam, 

Jefferson, Klamath, Lake, 

Sherman, Wasco, Wheeler) 

Theresa Conley, Regional Transit 

Coordinator 

Office 541-388-6250 | Cell 541-514-7995 

Theresa.L.Conley@odot.state.or.us 

Region 5 

(Baker, Grant, Harney, Malheur, 

Morrow, Umatilla, Union, 

Wallowa) 

Frank Thomas, Regional Transit 

Coordinator 

Office 541- 963-1362 | Cell 503- 856-

2757  

Frank.Thomas@odot.state.or.us 

The electronic version of this document is located in the STIF section of the 
Public Transportation Funding Opportunities Page located here: 
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/Funding-Opportunities.aspx.  
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DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 

• “Advisory Committee” means either a committee formed by a Qualified
Entity to assist the Qualified Entity in carrying out the purposes of the
STIF Formula Fund and the Advisory Committee requirements specified
in ORS 184.761(1) or a joint committee formed by two or more Qualified
Entities for the same purposes, pursuant to ORS 184.761(5).

• “Agency” means Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”).

• “Commission” means the Oregon Transportation Commission (“OTC”)
established under ORS 184.612.

• “Discretionary Fund” means up to five percent of STIF funds to be
disbursed to Public Transportation Service Providers, which includes
Qualified Entities, through a competitive grant funding process, pursuant
to ORS 184.758(1)(b).

• “Governing Body” means the decision-making body or board of a
Qualified Entity.

• “Indian Tribe” means a federally-recognized Indian Tribe in Oregon that
has members residing on a reservation or in tribal trust lands in Oregon.

• “Intercommunity Discretionary Fund” means up to four percent of STIF
funds to be disbursed to Public Transportation Providers through a
competitive grant funding process, pursuant to ORS 184.758(1)(c).

• “Intergovernmental Entity” means entities organized under ORS 190.010.

• “Low-Income Household” means a household the total income of which
does not exceed 200 percent of the poverty guidelines updated
periodically in the Federal Register by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services under the authority of 42 U.S.C. 9902(2) for the  48
Contiguous States and the District of Columbia.

• “Local Plan” means a local or regional public transportation plan(s), which
may include adopted policy(ies) that is developed and approved by the
Governing Body of a Qualified Entity, Public Transportation Service
Provider, or Metropolitan Planning Organization. Local Plans include, but
are not limited to: coordinated public transit human services transportation
plans, transportation system plans, transit development plans, and transit
master plans.

• “Mass Transit District” means a district organized under ORS 267.010 to
267.390.

• “Project” means a public transportation improvement activity or group of
activities eligible for STIF moneys and a plan or proposal for which is
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included in a STIF Plan or in a grant application to a Qualified Entity or the 
Agency. Examples of project types include, but are not limited to:  discrete 
activities, such as purchasing transit vehicles, planning, or operations; 
and groups of activities for a particular geographic area or new service, 
such as a new route that includes purchase of a transit vehicle, and 
maintenance and operations on the new route.  

• “Public Corporation” means an independent legal entity that was formed
by legislative action, serves a public purpose, and is under exclusive
public management or control.

• “Public Transportation Advisory Committee” (“PTAC”) means the ODOT
Public Transportation Advisory Committee established by the
Commission in 2000.

• “Public Transportation Service Provider” means a Qualified Entity or a
city, county, Special District, Intergovernmental Entity or any other
political subdivision or municipal or Public Corporation that provides
Public Transportation Services.

• “Public Transportation Services” means any form of passenger
transportation by car, bus, or other conveyance, either publicly or privately
owned, which provides service to the general public (not including charter,
sightseeing, or exclusive school bus service) on a regular and continuing
basis. Such transportation may be for purposes such as health care,
shopping, education, employment, public services, personal business, or
recreation.

• “Qualified Entity” means, a county in which no part of a Mass Transit
District or Transportation District exists, a Mass Transit District, a
Transportation District or an Indian Tribe.

• “Recipient” means a Qualified Entity or Public Transportation Service
Provider that has a STIF Plan approved by the Commission or enters into
an agreement directly with the Agency to receive STIF funds.

• “Special District” means a service district organized under ORS
451.010(1)(h).

• “STIF Formula Fund” means up to 90 percent of the Statewide
Transportation Improvement funds to be disbursed to Qualified Entities
conditioned upon the Commission’s approval of a STIF Plan, pursuant to
ORS 184.758(1)(a).

• “STIF” or “Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund” means the fund
established under ORS 184.751.

• “STIF Plan” means a public transportation improvement plan that is
approved by a Governing Body and submitted to the Agency for review
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and approval by the Commission in order for the Qualified Entity to 
receive a share of the STIF Formula Fund.  

• “Sub-recipient” means any entity that has entered into an agreement with
a Recipient in order to complete one or more tasks specified in the
agreement between the Agency and the Recipient.

• “Transportation District” means a district organized under ORS 267.510 to
267.650.
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PART 1: Formula Funds Overview 

Introduction 

Section 122 of House Bill 20171 provides statewide funding for public 
transportation service from a new payroll tax of one-tenth of 1 percent on wages 
paid to employees. Proceeds from the payroll tax will be deposited into the 
Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF). The Oregon Department of 
Revenue began assessing the tax July 1, 2018. The Oregon Department of 
Transportation (Agency) will implement the Formula Fund program with 90 
percent of these revenues distributed by formula to Qualified Entities, which 
include mass transit districts, transportation districts, counties without a mass 
transit district or a transportation district, and federally-recognized tribes. 

Formula Fund requirements are specified in Oregon Administration Rules 
(OARs) Chapter 732, Divisions 40 and 42 (see Appendix A). This document 
outlines the STIF Formula Fund application process, provides guidance for 
complying with the rules, and provides instructions for completing the STIF Plan 
template. The STIF Plan serves as the application for STIF Formula funding.  

Program Purpose and Eligible Projects 

The STIF Formula Fund is intended to expand and improve public transportation 
services for current and potential future Oregon transit users by distributing 
moneys to Qualified Entities (732-040-0005(26)) to increase and expand 
capacity of public transportation services.  

Per OAR 732-040-0010, STIF moneys are appropriated to finance investments 
and improvements in public transportation services, except for light rail capital 
expenses. STIF may be used for public transportation purposes that support the 
effective planning, deployment, operation, and administration of public 
transportation programs including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Creation of new systems and services with origins, destinations or stops
in Oregon;

• Maintenance or continuation of systems and services in certain
circumstances; and

• Planning for and development of a Local Plan or future STIF Plan to
improve public transportation service.

1 House Bill 2017, also known as Keep Oregon Moving, was signed into law following the 2017 
legislative session.  
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STIF moneys are primarily intended to fund the expansion or improvement of 
public transportation in Oregon and priority will be given to plans that improve or 
expand services. 

In the first few funding cycles, the majority of funding will be directed to improve 
or expand service. However, as services improved and expand, ongoing costs 
associated with operation and maintenance of the expansion will increase.  that 
service will need to be maintained. OAR 732-040-0010(2)(b), which specifies 
that STIF funds may be used to maintain or continue systems and services, is 
directed to future scenarios where a Qualified Entity has expanded service by 
using STIF moneys and now needs to maintain that expansion. This section may 
also govern instances where one-time funds are no longer available (e.g., 
federal one-time discretionary funds, federal ARRA funds). STIF moneys are not 
intended to supplant local funding sources to maintain existing services. A STIF 
Plan that proposes to use STIF funding to replace local funding for an existing 
service may result in denial of the funding request. 

Qualified Entities are permitted to carry forward funds, whether planned or 
unplanned. Examples include, but are not limited to, maintain an operating 
reserve for STIF projects, save for a large or multi-phased capital project, or if 
revenues received exceeded actual expenditures.  

Client-only transportation services are generally not eligible to receive STIF if the 
proposed use of the STIF is to pay for services that are not open to the general 
public. Client-only transportation providers are both governmental and private 
agencies who offer transportation services to limited groups of individuals. 
Examples include a mental health department of a county that provides a limited 
transportation service to mental health clients, and a city agency operating a 
senior center with transportation services for seniors in the community. Non-
profit and private businesses may also have client-only services, for example, a 
social service agency offering transportation services to their clients. In all 
examples, the transportation services are not open to the general public. 

Client-only agencies participating in a planned and coordinated community 
transportation program could be eligible for STIF. The coordinated transportation 
system, when viewed in the big picture, would be open to the general public and 
marketed to the public as public transportation. The level of coordination and 
participation of client-only providers is a detail of an area’s L, and the amount of 
STIF funds individual agencies qualify for would be associated with their levels 
of participation in the coordinated public transportation system.  
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Funding Availability 

Each year the Agency will update the Formula Fund allocation estimate, which 
forecasts the funding that is likely to be available to Qualified Entities each fiscal 
year of the funding period. A copy of the current estimate is attached in Appendix 
B.  

The forecast is conservative because the tax is new and we lack historical data 
to predict future revenues. The level of taxpayer compliance also is uncertain. 
The Agency will only distribute the revenue it receives, which may be more or 
less than this estimate, up to the Qualified Entity’s approved STIF Plan funding 
limit. 

Qualified Entities are encouraged to request funding for Projects in excess of the 
allocation estimate by approximately 30 percent because the Agency can only 
disburse the amount of funds that are specified in an approved STIF Plan. If 
STIF revenues exceed STIF Plan approved funding, the Agency will not disburse 
those funds until a new STIF Plan is approved.  

Eligible Applicants 

Only a Qualified Entity may submit a STIF Plan. A Qualified Entity is a county in 
which no part of a Mass Transit District or Transportation District exists, a Mass 
Transit District, a Transportation District or an Indian Tribe, per OAR 732-040-
0005. Other Public Transportation Service Providers may receive STIF funds by 
requesting them through a Qualified Entity.  

Under statute, non-profit public transportation providers are not eligible to apply 
for or receive STIF moneys as a Sub-Recipient, but may provide public 
transportation services as a vendor or contractor to either a Qualified Entity or a 
Public Transportation Service Provider. Qualified Entities or Public 
Transportation Service Providers should follow their own local agency 
procurement requirements to contract with a non-profit or private public 
transportation service provider, unless the service will be funded with any federal 
funds. If the contract will be funded with any federal funds, the Qualified Entity or 
Public Transportation Service Provider must follow the applicable federal 
procurement requirements.  

A map of Qualified Entities is located in the STIF Rulemaking Document Library 
on the STIF webpage: https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/STIF.aspx.  
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Qualified Entity Management of STIF Funds 

Two or more Qualified Entities may jointly manage the STIF moneys disbursed 
to them. See OAR 732-040-0045 for additional details pertaining to joint 
management of funds.  

Application Process 

The STIF Plan is the mechanism for accessing STIF moneys. A Qualified Entity 
will submit a STIF Plan to the Agency as their “application” using an Agency-
provided STIF Plan Template (STIF Plan Application). The Agency will review 
the submittal for completeness and facilitate the review of the STIF Plan by the 
Public Transportation Advisory Committee (PTAC) and the Oregon 
Transportation Commission (Commission).  

Although not required, Qualified Entities are encouraged to work with their 
ODOT Regional Transit Coordinator as they develop their STIF Plan in order to 
identify and address potential issues early in the Plan development process. 
Qualified Entities are encouraged to schedule a pre-application review meeting 
with their Regional Transit Coordinator in advance of STIF Plan submittal 
deadline to identify and address potential issues. 

Application Deadlines 

For the first funding cycle there are two submittal deadlines and two 
corresponding review and approval cycles. Formula Fund submittals must be 
received by the Agency no later than November 1, 2018 for the first round or 
May 1, 2019 for the second round.  

Only complete STIF Plan Applications will be accepted for either round. If an 
applicant does not have a complete STIF Plan Application by the first deadline, 
the applicant may submit at the second deadline.  
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STIF Plans in Lieu of Grant Agreements 

Under the Formula Fund program, STIF Plans may only be submitted with the 
approval of the Qualified Entity’s Governing Body. STIF Plans must be signed by 
a person with the authority to enter into legally binding agreements on behalf of 
the Qualified Entity. A charter or resolution typically specifies who has authority 
to enter into legally binding agreements.  

Upon Commission approval, the submitted STIF Plan, in combination with OAR 
Chapter 732, Division 40 and 42, will function in lieu of a grant agreement 
between the Qualified Entity and the Agency. Therefore, by submitting the STIF 
Plan, the Qualified Entity is committing to adhere to the applicable OARs and 
deliver the Projects specified in the STIF Plan.  

Qualified Entities are encouraged to provide the STIF Plan to their legal counsel 
for review upon release of the solicitation notice. Please direct any questions or 
concerns about STIF Plan provisions to the applicable Regional Transit 
Coordinator (see contact information on page 4). 

Major Steps in STIF Plan Development and Approval 

Oregon Transportation Commission approval of a STIF Plan is required in order 
to receive STIF Formula funding. The major steps in developing a STIF Plan and 
receiving Commission approval are outlined below and depicted in Figure 1: 
STIF Plan Process.  

1. The Agency provides Formula Fund allocation estimates to Qualified
Entities. Qualified Entities work with local Public Transportation Service
Providers to develop a local sub-allocation method to be used as a
starting point for project decision-making.

2. Qualified Entities form STIF Advisory Committees.
3. Public Transportation Service Providers request STIF Formula Funds

through their Qualified Entities.
4. STIF Advisory Committees review and recommend prioritized list of

projects for funding, which are documented in a STIF Plan.
5. Governing Body of Qualified Entities adopt STIF Plans and submit them

to the Agency.
6. The Agency reviews for completeness and provides to the Public

Transportation Advisory Committee (PTAC).
7. Public Transportation Advisory Committee reviews and makes

recommendation on whether to approve to the Commission.
8. Commission reviews and decides whether to fund proposed STIF Plans.
9. Agency notifies Qualified Entities of Commission funding decision.
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The PTAC, when making its recommendation, and the Commission when 
making its decision on a STIF Plan, shall consider the extent to which the STIF 
Plan meets the requirements described in rule. Failure to comply with the STIF 
Plan requirements set forth in statute and OAR 732, Divisions 40 and 42 could 
result in rejection of a STIF Plan. 

The Commission shall consider the PTAC’s recommendation and determine 
whether to approve or reject the STIF Plan. If the Commission rejects a 
proposed STIF Plan, the Commission shall document the reasons for the 
rejection and the Agency shall provide the reasons to the Qualified Entity in 
writing. Per OAR 732-042-0025, possible reasons for Commission rejection 
include, but are not limited to: 

• The Qualified Entity did not establish an STIF Advisory Committee, or
established a committee inconsistent with membership requirements in
these rules;

• The Qualified Entity failed to confer with its STIF Advisory Committee;
• The STIF Plan is incomplete or does not adequately explain how the

Qualified Entity will accomplish the goals of the Projects in the STIF Plan,
including Recipient accountability methods, Sub-recipient accountability
methods, or remediation strategies, if applicable;

• The STIF Plan does not contain the sections and elements listed in rule;
or

• The Qualified Entity failed to expend STIF Formula funds in a manner that
substantially complies with a prior approved STIF Plan.
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Advisory Committee Requirements 

The Qualified Entity’s Advisory Committee is a very important part of the STIF 
Plan development process to ensure transparency and accountability at the local 
level. Qualified Entities should thoroughly review OARs 732-040-0030, 732-040-
0035 and 732-040-0040 in Appendix A to ensure all the Advisory Committee 
requirements are met. The key Advisory Committee requirements are discussed 
below.  

ADVISORY COMMITTEE COMPOSITION 

An Advisory Committee should be appointed by the Qualified Entity at the 
beginning of the STIF Plan development process. A Qualified Entity may use an 
existing advisory committee, combine committees, or join with another Qualified 
Entity to appoint a joint Advisory Committee as long the committee meets the 
STIF Advisory Committee requirements established in rule. See OAR 732-040-
0030 for details. 

The Qualified Entity is required to appoint an Advisory Committee composed of 
members that are knowledgeable about the public transportation needs of 
residents or employees located within or traveling to and or from the 
Transportation District, Mass Transit District, or county. Members must represent 
diverse interests, perspectives, geography, and the population demographics of 
the area. Advisory Committee composition requirements vary depending on the 
type of Qualified Entity. See OAR 732-040-0035 for details.  

ADVISORY COMMITTEE BYLAWS 

The Qualified Entity shall ensure that the Advisory Committee is guided by 
written bylaws that include:  

• The Advisory Committee’s name and purpose
• The number of Advisory Committee members
• Advisory Committee membership criteria
• The appointment process for members
• The terms of office for members
• The Advisory Committee’s meeting schedule
• Advisory Committee procedures and member duties, including

procedures to provide public notice of meetings to foster public
engagement and to comply with Oregon public meeting and public
records laws

• The Advisory Committee’s process to review Public Transportation
Service Provider proposals and the decision-making criteria
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• A definition of “high percentage of Low-Income Households” for the
Advisory Committee’s use in evaluating proposed Projects

The Qualified Entity is required to prepare the written bylaws and set the terms 
of office for the Advisory Committee members. The Qualified Entity may seek 
input on the bylaws from the Advisory Committee. Copies of Advisory Committee 
bylaws, meeting minutes, and meeting notices must be published by the 
Qualified Entity and made available for public review in a reasonable and timely 
manner. These minutes and notices must be retained for six years. 

The Agency must be notified of changes in the Advisory Committee membership 
when the Qualified Entity submits its STIF Plan.  

ADVISORY COMMITTEE PROJECT REVIEW 

Advisory Committees are required to review and prioritize Projects proposed by 
Public Transportation Service Providers (including Qualified Entities). Project 
proposals must include the contents described in OAR 732-042-0015(3).  

The Advisory Committee shall consider the following criteria when reviewing 
STIF Formula Fund Projects: 

• Whether the Project would:
o increase the frequency of bus service to communities with a high

percentage of Low-Income Households;
o expand bus routes and bus services to serve communities with a

high percentage of Low-Income Households;
o reduce fares for public transportation in communities with a high

percentage of Low-Income Households;
o result in procurement of buses that are powered by natural gas or

electricity for use in areas with a population of 200,000 or more;
o improve the frequency and reliability of service connections

between communities inside and outside of the Qualified Entity’s
service area;

o increase the coordination between Public Transportation Service
Providers to reduce fragmentation in the provision of public
transportation service; or

o expand student transit services for students in grades 9 through
12.

• Whether the Project would maintain an existing, productive service;
• The extent to which the Project goals meet public transportation needs

and are a responsible use of public funds; and
• Other factors to be determined by the Qualified Entity or Advisory

Committee (for example, geographic equity).
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A Governing Body may accept the Advisory Committee’s recommendation to 
approve or reject a Project proposal and consider the Advisory Committee’s 
recommended prioritized list of Projects, may return it to the Advisory Committee 
for modifications, or may modify it prior to inclusion in the STIF Plan for submittal 
to the Agency. If the Governing Body modifies the Advisory Committee’s 
recommendation, it shall inform any affected Public Transportation Service 
Provider of all modifications and the explanation for such changes.  

Per OAR 732-040-0030 in addition to any other duties, the Advisory Committee 
may also propose any changes to the policies or practices of the Governing 
Body of the Qualified Entity that the Advisory Committee considers necessary to 
ensure that a Public Transportation Service Provider that has received STIF 
funds has applied the moneys received in accordance with and for the purposes 
described in the Project proposal; and a Project proposal submitted by a Public 
Transportation Service Provider does not fragment the provision of public 
transportation services. 

STIF Plan Contents 

A Qualified Entity shall adopt a written STIF Plan to establish a list of Projects for 
public transportation located within the Qualified Entity’s area of responsibility. 
STIF Plan requirements are listed in OAR 732-042-0015. A few key elements 
are highlighted below.  

STIF PLAN AND FUNDING PERIODS 

A STIF Plan must cover at least a biennium, but it may include up to two biennia 
subject to Commission approval, except during this first funding cycle, which 
requires STIF Plans to end June 30, 2021. A new STIF Plan can be submitted 
next biennium that takes into account lessons learned from the first biennium.  

The STIF Plan period is the effective date specified in a Commission-approved 
STIF Plan through the end of the Qualified Entity’s plan period. Qualified Entities 
may, entirely at their own risk, begin expending STIF funds prior to a STIF Plan 
approval, but no earlier than the July 1, 2018, operative date set in statute.   

• STIF Plans submitted by November 1, 2018, for the first round are
anticipated to receive Commission decision in April 2019.

• STIF Plans submitted by May 1, 2019, for the second round are
anticipated to receive Commission decision in October 2019.

A STIF Plan must address the transportation needs of people residing in or 
traveling into and out of the Qualified Entity’s area of responsibility. This may be 
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addressed by reviewing and summarizing the contents of a recent existing 
conditions analysis from a Local Plan, such as a regional transportation plan, 
transit development plan, transit master plan or transportation system plan.  

SUB-ALLOCATION METHOD 

A STIF Plan must include a description of the Qualified Entity’s method to sub-
allocate STIF Formula Fund moneys to Public Transportation Service Providers 
and other potential Sub-recipients and the process for developing the method.  

Under OAR 732-042-0010(3) the Agency is required to estimate Formula Fund 
disbursements for each Qualified Entity. A Qualified Entity is required to work 
collaboratively with its Public Transportation Service Providers and other 
potential Sub-recipients to develop a method for sub-allocating STIF Formula 
Fund moneys to Public Transportation Service Providers.  

Failure of a Qualified Entity to develop a sub-allocation method in collaboration 
with Public Transportation Service Providers and other potential Sub-Recipients 
may result in the rejection of a STIF Plan. 

To the extent possible, using the best available data, the sub-allocation method 
used by Qualified Entities must be proportionate to the amount of employee 
payroll tax revenue generated within the geographic territory of each Public 
Transportation Service Provider.  

The Qualified Entity’s sub-allocation estimate shall be a starting point for the 
Qualified Entity’s STIF Plan and funding prioritization process. The sub-
allocation is not an entitlement to the Public Transportation Service Providers 
and decision criteria may affect the prioritization of projects for award.  

Because Qualified Entities that are mass transit districts or public transportation 
districts are responsible for distribution of Formula Funds outside of their district 
boundaries but within the reminder of the county or counties, the Agency’s 
Qualified Entity allocation estimate includes in-district and out-of-district revenue 
estimates by county.  

For Qualified Entities that are the only Public Transportation Service Provider 
within their area of responsibility and no other potential Public Transportation 
Service Provider has expressed interest in applying for STIF Formula funding, 
the Qualified Entity may describe these conditions and specify there are no 
options nor reasons to sub-allocate funding in Section 4.2 of the STIF Plan. 
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Potential Data Sources: 

• Payroll data for cities can be attained by contacting an Oregon
Employment Department (OED) regional economist in your area. The list
of local economists is available on the Contact Us tab at QualityInfo.org.

• If OED is unable to fulfill the data request, Qualified Entities and Public
Transportation Service Providers may consider using population data,
recognizing that population does not necessarily mirror employee payroll
generation:

o Portland State University publishes annual population estimates for
cities and towns here: https://www.pdx.edu/prc/population-reports-
estimates

o The U.S. Census Bureau reports population data at a variety of
geographic levels available through the American FactFinder
located here:
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml

This list is not exhaustive. Questions about other proposed data sources should 
be directed to Andrew O’Keefe, Fiscal Coordinator, ODOT Rail and Public 
Transit Division, by phone at 503-986-3267 or by email at 
Andrew.S.OKeefe@odot.state.or.us. 

SUMMARY OF PLANNED AND PRIOR EXPENDITURES 

Consistent with OAR 732-042-0015(2)(b), a STIF Plan must include a summary 
that lists the total funding sought in the STIF Plan, total funding sought for each 
Recipient or Sub-Recipient (Public Transportation Service Provider or Qualified 
Entity); and for applicable Qualified Entities, the total funding sought by 
geographic area inside and outside the district’s jurisdictional boundary but 
within its area of responsibility.  

The STIF Plan must specify whether funding is proposed to be allocated to 
seven areas. Each improvement area is listed below (A-G), followed by one or 
more examples or descriptions of this type of service improvement. 

A. increased frequency of bus service schedules in communities with a high
percentage of Low-Income Households

o Increase the frequency of bus service, such as adding more
service hours or expanding service to the weekend. See
“Determining High Percentage of Low-Income Households” below
for guidance on defining communities with a high percentage of
Low-Income Households and determining whether a Project is
serving these communities.
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B. the expansion of bus routes and bus services to reach communities with a
high percentage of Low-Income Households

o Buy an additional bus and fund operations to serve a new area or
extend a route to a community with a high percentage of Low-
Income Households.

C. the implementation of programs to reduce fares for public transportation
in communities with a high percentage of Low-Income Households

o A low-income fare program can be developed by partnering with
other agencies already screening applicants for federal funds that
use the same low-income definition.

D. the procurement of buses that are powered by natural gas, electricity or
other low or no emission propulsion for use in areas with populations of
200,000 or more

o While the statute specifies reporting on the procurement of buses
powered by natural gas or electricity for use in areas with
populations of 200,000 or more, the Agency encourages Public
Transportation Service Providers of all types and sizes to explore
opportunities for conversion or expansion of their fleet to natural
gas, electricity or other low or no emission methods.

E. the improvement in the frequency and reliability of service connections
between communities inside and outside of the Qualified Entity’s service
area

o Public Transportation Service Providers are encouraged to
consider origins and destinations both within and outside of a
provider’s service area, and coordinate to determine cost-effective
options for meeting service needs. Providers should consider
expanding existing multi-jurisdictional partnerships or forming new
ones. Refer to Chapter 8, page 53, of the Oregon Department of
Transportation Transit Development Plan Guidebook for a list of
potential improvements to address specific transit needs. The
Guidebook is located at the top of the “I Want To” section at
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/Tools.aspx.

F. coordination between Public Transportation Service Providers to reduce
fragmentation in the provision of transportation services

o Public Transportation Service Providers may improve coordination
and reduce fragmentation of service by providing a universal fare
pass to make transferring between services more seamless for
users. Improved spatial connectivity between agencies, better
timing of transfers to reduce the wait time for bus riders, and
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regional governance of Public Transportation Service Providers are 
other options for improving service coordination.  

G. implementation of programs to provide student transit services for
students in grades 9 through 12

o Each Qualified Entity is required to spend at least 1 percent of the
Formula Fund moneys received each year on student transit
services for students in grades 9 through 12, if Practicable (see
definition of Practicable in Section 732-040-005). If a Qualified
Entity determines it is not Practicable to dedicate at least 1 percent
of Formula Fund moneys for this purpose, it must specify the
reason it is not Practicable.

o Under OAR 732-040-0005(19) Practicable means “Public
Transportation Services within the Qualified Entity’s area of
responsibility that can feasibly and efficiently be used by students
in grades 9 through 12 in order to commute to or from school.”

o A wide range of activities or services could be offered to meet this
requirement. A student bus pass program may be an effective
approach in communities with fixed route transit services. Other
options could include:
 Adjusting service schedules to better align the bus schedule

to allow for improved access to before and after school
activities

 Expanding eligibility for demand response service to include
students in grades 9 through 12 in rural communities

 For Qualified Entities with limited funds, convening meetings
with schools and students to identify opportunities for better
public transportation for students

 Reduced fares for students
 Mobility training for students to reduce barriers to using

existing services.
 After school shuttle service

In future STIF Plans, a Qualified Entity that received STIF Formula Funds in the 
preceding two fiscal years, will be required to include a summary of the amount 
of moneys allocated to fund these seven areas. 

DEFINITION OF HIGH PERCENTAGE OF LOW-INCOME 
HOUSEHOLDS 

A STIF Plan must contain an explanation of how the Plan defines and identifies 
“communities with a high percentage of Low-Income Households.” Each 
Qualified Entity must define “high percentage of Low-Income Households” in the 
Advisory Committee bylaws, so the members can consider these criteria in 
decision making. Qualified Entities must specify in the STIF Plan and 
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subsequent reports how Low-Income Households benefit from public 
transportation improvements. More specifically, under OAR 732-042-0015(3) a 
Qualified Entity is required to specify the anticipated benefits and discrete 
measurable outcomes associated with each Project with specific reference to 
whether the Project:   

• increased frequency of bus service schedules in communities with a high
percentage of Low-Income Households;

• expanded bus routes and bus services to reach communities with a high
percentage of Low-income Households;

• implemented programs to reduce fares for public transportation in
communities with a high percentage of Low-Income Households;

Identifying Public Transportation Benefits to Communities with a High 
Percentage of Low-Income Households 

Under OAR 732-040-0005(17) “Low-Income Household” means a household the 
total income of which does not exceed 200 percent of the poverty guidelines 
updated periodically in the Federal Register by the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services under the authority of 42 U.S.C 9902(2) for the 48 
contiguous states and the District of Columbia. A Qualified Entity is responsible 
for determining what is considered a “high percentage” of Low-Income 
Households. 

Below are examples of how an agency might determine if a project serves a 
“high percentage of Low-Income Households.” Each Qualified Entity must 
describe and justify its method in its STIF Plan.  

Example #1 - Does the area(s) served by a project have a high percentage of 
Low-Income Households? 

1. Identify what analysis level the Qualified Entity will use to evaluate
projects in the STIF Plan. The Qualified Entity may use units defined by
the U.S. Census Bureau including county, metropolitan statistical area,
place, city, tract, block group, or block.

2. Identify the number and/or percent of households considered low-income
at the selected analysis level.

3. Select a value above which an area at the selected analysis level is
considered to have a high percentage of Low-Income Households. This is
the high percentage threshold. Agency recommends that Qualified
Entities define areas as having a high percentage of Low-Income
Households if the percentage of Low-Income Households in a given area
is above the State of Oregon average number of Low-Income Households
statewide in the same year.
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4. Identify areas at the selected analysis level in which the number of Low-
Income Households exceeds the high percentage threshold. These are
high percentage of Low-Income Household areas.

5. Identify the area(s) served by the STIF Project, using whole or in part the
analysis level units selected in step 2.

6. If a Project impacts communities with a high percentage of Low-Income
Households, as defined by the Qualified Entity, then the Project could
meet one or more of the criteria.

Example #2 - Are a high percentage of people actually served by the Project 
members of Low-Income Households? 

1. Determine if the portion of users/passengers of the Project from Low-
Income Households can be estimated/counted by survey or direct data
collection.

2. If yes, select a value for the percentage of passengers from Low-Income
Households to be considered a “high” percentage of total passengers.
This level might be set differently than a definition for a geographic area.

3. Compare the value selected with the estimates to determine if Project
users/passengers meet your definition of high percentage of Low-Income
Households. If yes, then the Project could meet one or more of the
criteria.

The Qualified Entity may choose to include additional optional equity indicators 
in its method to address populations that may be disproportionality impacted by 
poverty or limited transportation services. Some examples of equity indicators 
include: 

• households with poor vehicle access,
• people with disabilities,
• percentage of students on free or low-cost lunches,
• percentage of people of color, or
• percentage of limited English proficiency persons.
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Resources  

• Demographic data, including the percentage of Low-Income Households
at the county level, can be found in transit development plans (TDPs) and
coordinated human services transportation plans (coordinated plans).
The percentage of Low-Income Households is typically given at the
county level in a demographic table in the baselines conditions section of
a TDP per Chapter 6 of Oregon Department of Transportation Transit
Development Plan Guidebook located here:
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/Tools.aspx.

The percentage of Low-Income Households is typically given at the
county level in a demographic table in the demographics section of
coordinated plans.

• Remix, a transit planning tool, can be used to look at current or
hypothetical fixed route transit service and extent of Low-Income
Households benefiting from the current or proposed service. Remix can
be found here:  https://www.remix.com/

• Federal poverty guidelines and other resources on poverty measurement
are located here:  https://aspe.hhs.gov/poverty-guidelines.

• EJSCREEN, is an environmental justice mapping and screening tool that
provides a nationally consistent dataset for combining environmental and
demographic indicators. It is located here:  https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen.

• U.S. Census Bureau information can be found here:
https://www.census.gov/topics/income-poverty/data.html.

LOCAL PLANS 

Qualified Entities are required to identify the Local Plan(s) from which each 
Project was derived as well as the board, council, commission, or other 
Governing Body which approved the Local Plan.  

Under OAR 732-040-0005 Local Plan means a local or regional public 
transportation plan(s), which may include adopted policy(ies) that is developed 
and approved by the Governing Body of a Qualified Entity, Public Transportation 
Service Provider, or Metropolitan Planning Organization and which includes, at a 
minimum: 

(a) A planning horizon of at least four years;
(b) An existing and future conditions analysis that includes:

(A) Current and forecast population and demographics, including
locations of people who are often transit dependent, including low-income
households, individuals of age 65 or older, youth, and individuals who are
racially and ethnically diverse;
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(B) Locations of existing housing, employment centers, medical and
social and human services centers, major destinations, and other
locations with needs for public transportation services and programs;
(C) Inventories of current Public Transportation Services located within,
adjacent to, or with the reasonable potential to connect to the local or
regional public transportation services, as applicable;

(c) Prioritized lists of public transportation improvements and capital projects;
and
(d) Identified opportunities to Coordinate public transportation services within
and outside the county, district, or tribal area and with other agencies and
areas to improve efficiency and effectiveness of service and reduce gaps in
service.
(e) Local Plans include, but are not limited to: Coordinated Public Transit
Human Services Transportation Plans, Transportation System Plans, Transit
Development Plans, and Transit Master Plans.

An eligible Project is one that is referenced in at least one Local Plan. The 
Project can be referenced in a Local Plan that was adopted by the governing 
body of a Qualified Entity, Public Transportation Service Provider, or 
Metropolitan Planning Organization other than the provider proposing the 
project.  

All of the required Local Plan components do not need to appear in a single 
Local Plan document if they are incorporated by reference. For example, a 
provider could have a Transit Master Plan that includes all of the Local Plan 
elements except for a prioritized list of capital projects, but references the need 
for such a plan to be developed in order to implement the plan. A separate 
transit capital improvement plan referenced by the Transit Master Plan in 
combination would be interpreted by the Agency as compliance with the Local 
Plan requirement.  

Qualified Entities eligible for no more than the minimum STIF Formula Fund 
allocation under OAR 732-042-0010(2) or Rural Public Transportation Service 
Providers that are unable to meet the Local Plan requirements during the first 
Formula Fund solicitation cycle may use a portion of their first STIF Formula 
Fund allocation or sub-allocation to improve public transportation services if they 
have a current approved coordinated human services public transportation plan 
and if they also use a portion of the first allocation or sub-allocation to develop a 
Local Plan that is consistent with STIF Local Plan requirements. Public 
Transportation Service Providers must describe how the Local Plan is non-
compliant and identify the schedule to bring the Local Plan into compliance.  

The Agency’s regional transit coordinators can help you identify and evaluate 
your Local Plan(s) for STIF rule compliance.  
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GOVERNING BODY ADOPTION 

The STIF Plan must include documentation that the Governing Body approved 
the STIF Plan prior to its submittal to the Agency. If STIF Formula funds will be 
jointly managed by two or more Qualified Entities, documentation demonstrating 
each Governing Body’s commitment to joint management must be submitted.  

APPEAL PROCEDURE 

A Qualified Entity may file an appeal as described in OAR 732-040-0050 if its 
STIF Plan is rejected by the Commission.  
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PART 2: Application Information 

STIF Plan Application Format and Use 

The STIF Plan Application is a fillable web-based form that requires an internet 
connection.  

The form uses a combination of check boxes, yes or no questions, text boxes 
and buttons for uploading documents and adding information. All questions are 
required to be answered, unless specified as optional. Failure to respond could 
result in an Agency determination that the STIF Plan is incomplete and require 
re-submittal. 

Some yes or no questions, when checked, generate additional questions from a 
drop-down menu based on the response. It is very important to answer all 
questions as they generate additional choices. 

The online form is accessible in the STIF section of the Public Transportation 
Funding Opportunities Page located here: 
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/Funding-Opportunities.aspx. 
Chrome, Firefox and Edge are the recommended web browsers. The form will 
function in Internet Explorer, but it will be slow to navigate, update and run 
calculations.  

On the first use, users should select the “Save” button, located in the lower right-
hand corner of the STIF Plan Template before exiting. The form software will 
request the user’s email address. Once the user closes the form, an email will be 
sent to the email address provided with a hyperlink to the form. Users also 
should select the “Save” button before closing the form during each session to 
save data entered during that session. 

A copy of the completed form will be emailed to the user. Printed and scanned 
forms will not be accepted. 

If you have technical problems using the form, please call 503-986-3300 and we 
will help you. For answers to programmatic or process- specific questions 
contact your regional transit coordinator. 
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STIF Plan Application Organization 

The STIF Plan Application has six sections: 

1. Qualified Entity Information

2. Advisory Committee Information

3. Local Plan Compliance

4. Accountability

5. STIF Plan Adoption

6. Projects

STIF Plan Application Form 

1. QUALIFIED ENTITY INFORMATION

1.1 Qualified Entity Name 

Select the Qualified Entity name from the drop-down menu. 
Enter the following in the text boxes: 

• Employer Identification Number (EIN is the nine-digit number assigned by
the IRS to businesses operating in the United States. It is usually written
in the format: 00-0000000. It is also sometimes known as the Federal Tax
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ID Number or the Federal Employer Identification Number (FEIN). It is not 
the DUNS number. 

• STIF Plan Contact Name
• STIF Plan Contact Title
• STIF Plan Contact Phone Number
• STIF Plan Contact Email

Select “Yes” if any of the Projects in the STIF Plan use funds that will be jointly 
managed by more than one Qualified Entity. If “Yes,” select the orange upload 
button to upload documentation of the joint management agreement. A few 
examples of a joint management agreement are a memorandum of 
understanding, intergovernmental agreement or a Governing Body resolution. 
Otherwise, select “No.”  

1.2 Public Transportation Service Providers in this STIF Plan 

For Section 1.2, only Public Transportation Service Providers, as defined in OAR 
732-040-0005, are allowed to request Formula Funds. “Service Provider” is used
interchangeably with the defined term, Public Transportation Service Provider,
for brevity.
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For Provider 1, enter the following information in the text boxes: 

• Service Provider Name
• Employee Identification Number
• Address
• Service Provider Website
• Service Provider Contact Name
• Service Provider Contact Title
• Service Provider Phone Number
• Service Provider Email
• Select the service provider type from the drop-down menu (as defined in

OAR 732-040-0005):
o City
o County
o Mass Transit District
o Transportation District
o Special District
o Intergovernmental Entity
o Municipal/Public Corporation or other political subdivision (If 

selected, must upload documentation of how the definition of 
Public Corporation in rules is met)

o Indian Tribe

Select the orange “Add Agency” button to add all of the Public Transportation 
Service Providers with projects in this STIF Plan.  

2. ADVISORY COMMITTEES

Review all of the Advisory Committee requirements specified in the Advisory 
Committee section of this document and the OARs 732-040-0030, 732-040-
0035, and 732-042-0020. Check the box agreeing that all Advisory Committee 
requirements have been met before proceeding.  
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Enter the Advisory Committee website address in Section 2.1. Copies of the 
Advisory Committee bylaws, meeting minutes and meeting notices must be 
published by the Qualified Entity and made available for public review in a 
reasonable and timely manner. If this information is not available on a website, 
you may upload other documentation that demonstrates how the Advisory 
Committee requirements have been met and the information was made publicly 
available by selecting the orange upload button.  

3. LOCAL PLAN COMPLIANCE

List the Local Plan name or policy from which the Projects in the STIF Plan were 
derived. See OAR 732-040-0005(18) for the Local Plan definition.  

Examples of Local Plans that may meet the Local Plan requirements include 
coordinated public human services transportation plans, transportation system 
plans, transit development plans, and transit master plans.  

The Agency’s regional transit coordinators can help you identify and evaluate 
your Local Plans for compliance with the STIF rules.  

Provide the Local Plan name, the name of the board, council, commission, or 
other Governing Body which approved the Local Plan; the Local Plan adoption 
date; and the Local Plan web address where the Local Plan may be referenced. 
If this information is not available on a website, you may upload a copy of the 
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relevant plan or policy. Select the orange “Add Local Plan” button to list 
additional Local Plans.  

Check the “Yes” box agreeing that all Local Plans are consistent with STIF Rule 
requirements or check the “No” box that one or more Local Plans are not yet 
consistent with STIF rule requirements. 

Qualified Entities eligible for no more than the minimum STIF Formula Fund 
allocation under OAR 732-042-0010(2) or rural Public Transportation Service 
Providers that are unable to meet the Local Plan requirements during the first 
STIF Formula Fund solicitation cycle may use a portion of their first STIF 
Formula Fund allocation or sub-allocation to improve public transportation 
services if they have a current approved coordinated human services public 
transportation plan and if they also use a portion of the first allocation or sub-
allocation to develop a Local Plan that is consistent with STIF Local Plan 
requirements.  

If one or more Local Plans are non-compliant, select “No,” and complete the 
drop-down text box. Public Transportation Service Providers must specify which 
Local Plan is non-compliant, describe how it is non-compliant, and identify the 
schedule to bring it into compliance. If a Coordinated Human Services Public 
Transportation Plan is being referenced and it is non-compliant, the website 
address or an uploaded copy of the plan must still be included.  
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4. ACCOUNTABILITY

To complete the Accountability section of the STIF Plan and ensure that 
sufficient policies and procedures are in place to ensure compliance with these 
rules and to achieve the goals and outcomes specified in this STIF Plan, review 
OAR 732, Divisions 40 and 42, paying particular attention to OAR 732-040-0015 
Audit and Compliance Review Requirements and the relevant STIF Plan 
requirements in OAR 732-042-0015(2)(G)(h)-(g). 

Qualif ied Entity Compliance 

Under OAR 732-040-0015, all STIF Recipients are subject to periodic on-site 
compliance reviews by the Agency. Under OAR 732-040-0015(3) the Qualified 
Entity must have policies and procedures in place to address STIF Plan 
implementation such as program management; financial management; 
operations management; procurement, use and maintenance of equipment; 
records retention; compliance with state and federal civil rights laws, and 
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act. 

The Qualified Entity must be prepared to produce a description of the methods, 
policies, and procedures the Qualified Entity will use to ensure it will comply with 
these rules. Check the box to affirm that policies and procedures are in place (or 
will be in place prior to Commission action on the proposed STIF Plan).  

Qualif ied Entity Monitoring of Sub-Recipients 

Under OAR 732-042-0015(2)(G)(g), the Qualified Entity is responsible for 
monitoring the performance and compliance of its Sub-Recipients and 
contractors. More specifically, the Qualified Entity must be able to describe how 
it will “oversee its Sub-Recipients, address deficiencies in Sub-Recipient 
performance, and ensure that the Qualified Entity can accomplish the applicable 
requirements of these rules, including but not limited to audit and compliance 
requirements, accounting requirements, capital asset requirements and reporting 
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requirements.” This OAR gives the Qualified Entity the option and authority to 
require its Sub-Recipients to include a review of STIF moneys as part of the 
Sub-Recipient’s annual financial audit. The Qualified Entity may identify other 
methods for ensuring its Sub-Recipients are adequately managing their STIF 
moneys, consistent with the OARs.    

Subrecipient monitoring should be an ongoing process. The frequency and 
manner in which the Sub-Recipient’s performance is monitored should be clearly 
stated and directly related to the terms of the agreement. 

Monitoring should be tailored based on use of funds. For example, monitoring 
funds used for vehicle purchases should include an evaluation of the Sub-
Recipient’s vehicle maintenance plan and their performance to that plan. 
Monitoring funds used to provide service should include a requirement for 
periodic performance reporting such as on time performance and customer 
satisfaction. 

Both fiscal and programmatic monitoring are performed concurrently. The 
following are some general guidelines for monitoring subrecipient performance. 

Fiscal monitoring is an examination of the contractor’s financial statements, 
records, and procedures. Fiscal monitoring includes, but is not limited to: 

• Reviewing bills, invoices or other fiscal documentation;
• Comparing budgets and/or budget limits to actual costs;
• Obtaining reasonable documentation that services charged to the STIF

were actually delivered according to the contract; and
• Comparing bills with supporting documentation to determine that costs

were allowable, necessary and/or allocable, according to the policies of
the STIF Agency (or federal program if the STIF is being used as match to
a federal grant).

Programmatic monitoring compares actual service delivery with the description 
of performance objectives and measures as identified in the contract. Program 
monitoring may include any or all of the following: 

• Reviewing the service provisions of the agreement to determine what the
recipient is to provide and the desired quality;

• Reviewing the Sub-Recipient’s reports and other materials to determine if
services are being provided;

• Interviewing direct delivery staff and others to determine if services are
being performed according to the agreement; and

• Conducting on-site reviews, when appropriate, to check the nature and
quality of the services being provided.
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Written documentation pertaining to Sub-Recipient performance, such as 
progress reports, site visit reports, payment and expenditure data, memoranda 
of verbal discussions, and written correspondence, should be maintained and 
reviewed to ensure satisfactory progress. These documents are part of the 
official fiscal record and must be retained for six years following the final 
payment. Documentation pertaining to Sub-Recipient performance will be 
reviewed as part of the Recipient’s periodic on-site compliance review. 

Checking the second box affirms that the Qualified Entity has similar policies and 
procedures in place to ensure its Sub-Recipients maintain compliance and 
achieve the goals and outcomes specified in the STIF Plan.  

In the months ahead, the Agency will be amending the current compliance 
policies and procedures to provide more specific STIF guidance that 
incorporates the requirements referenced in the STIF OARs. Until that time, see 
the Reporting and Agreement Compliance page for additional guidance on 
general state rules and requirements. It is accessible from the left navigation bar 
of the STIF website located here:  
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/RPTD/Pages/STIF.aspx.  

Describe the Qualified Entity’s method for sub-allocating STIF Formula Fund 
moneys to Public Transportation Service Providers and the process for 
developing the method in the text box or select the orange upload button to 
upload the document with the response.  

For Qualified Entities that are the only Public Transportation Service Provider 
within their area of responsibility and no other potential Public Transportation 
Service Provider has expressed interest in applying for STIF Formula funding, 
the Qualified Entity may describe these conditions and specify that sub-
allocation isn’t possible. 
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Explain how the STIF Plan defines and identifies communities with a high 
percentage of Low-Income Households in the text box or select the orange 
upload button to upload the document with the response. For more information 
about determining the high percentage of Low-Income Households refer to the 
High Percentage of Low-Income Households section in Part 1 of this guidance 
document. 

5. STIF PLAN PERIOD AND ADOPTION

Provide the start date for Projects proposed for funding in this STIF Plan in the 
text boxes. The earliest possible start date for this solicitation cycle is July 1, 
2018 and the end date for this funding cycle is June 30, 2021. 
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Enter the STIF Plan Advisory Committee recommendation date, the STIF Plan 
Governing Body adoption date, and the website where the Governing Body 
adoption document is located in the text boxes. Select the orange upload button 
to upload the Governing Body adoption document if a website is unavailable.  

If the Governing Body modified the Advisory Committee’s recommended STIF 
Plan, then select “Yes” from the drop-down menu and explain why the Governing 
Body modified the Advisory Committee’s recommended STIF Plan in the text 
box. Otherwise, select “No” from the drop-down menu. 

6. PROJECTS

For each proposed Project, the STIF Plan must include the factors listed in OAR
732-042-0015 to describe the initiative. The Projects section collects detailed
information about the specific Projects that Public Transportation Service
Providers will implement using STIF funds.

6.1 Project Detail Entry 

The information collected for each Project includes: 

• Qualified Entity Name
• Name of Public Transportation Service Provider, if applicable
• Project name and description
• Whether the Project is part of your 100 percent list and the Project’s rank

order on this list or whether the Project is on the 130 percent list and the
Project’s rank order on this list

• Percentage of Project budget allocated in district for mass transit districts
and public transportation districts
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• Percentage of budget share to improve/expand a service or maintain an
existing service

• Rationale for maintaining an existing service, if applicable
• Local Plan from which the Project is derived, including page number(s)
• For multi-phase projects, the timeline, total project budget, other planned

funding sources, and a description of the phase of work included in this
STIF Plan

Project Detai l Entry: Project 1 

Enter the name of the Project proposer, either the Qualified Entity or the Public 
Transportation Service Provider’s name. Non-profit public transportation service 
providers shall not enter their names here because they do not meet the 
legislature’s legal definition of Public Transportation Service Provider under 
STIF. 

If the STIF Plan is proposed by a Qualified Entity that is either a Mass Transit 
District or a Transportation District that does not share contiguous boundaries 
with a County, a data field will appear below the “Is this project part of your 100% 
list or 130% list” drop-down menu that requires the Qualified Entity to specify 
what percentage of the Project budget is proposed to be expended on services 
located within the Qualified Entity’s district boundary.  

Project Name 

A project means a public transportation improvement activity or group of 
activities eligible for STIF moneys. A project can include several different activity 
types and is not restricted to operations or capital expenditure types. Examples 
of project types include, but are not limited to: discrete activities, such as 
purchasing transit vehicles, planning, or operations; and groups of activities for a 
particular geographic area or new service, such as a new route that includes 
purchase of a transit vehicle, and maintenance and operations on the new route. 

Enter the project name in the second text box. The Agency recommends that a 
project name is concise, similar to names used in Local Plans, and applicable to 
all project elements. Multiphase projects will need to use the same name in 
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future STIF Plans. The name is restricted to 50 characters to facilitate data 
collection and analysis. 

Project Description 

The project description is an opportunity to provide concise information about the 
Project purpose and service elements.  

Suggested elements include the Project location or extent, service span, 
frequency, stops, intended customers, vehicles, equipment, and marketing or 
other activities needed to implement service. The Project description should 
provide concise information about the Project purpose, service elements, and 
anticipated outcomes. Suggested elements to address include the Project 
location or extent, service span, frequency, stops, intended customers, vehicles, 
equipment, and marketing or other activities needed to implement service. Enter 
the Project Description in the text box. 

Project Priority 

STIF Plan Projects must be part of a either a 100 percent or 130 percent funding 
list. Each funding list (100 percent and 130 percent) must be rank ordered.  

The 100 percent list is intended to fund Projects that are estimated to cost up to 
the total amount of the allocation estimate for the Qualified Entity as specified in 
the Formula Fund Allocation Estimates document, dated April 13, 2018, located 
in Appendix B.  

Projects on the 100 percent list should be prioritized for funding by entering a 
rank order number in the text box in the event that STIF revenues are less than 
estimated so that the Qualified Entity, Public Transportation Service Provider 
and the community are clear on the order the Projects will be implemented, 
depending on revenues. 

Qualified Entities are encouraged to submit proposed projects that exceed the 
Allocation Estimate for the Qualified Entity in the event that STIF revenues 
exceed that conservative estimate. Projects on this list are referred to as the 130 
percent list, although the dollar value of these projects may be more or less than 
30 percent of the total allocation estimate in value. Projects on the 130 percent 
list should be prioritized for funding by entering a rank order number in the text 
box so that the Qualified Entity, Public Transportation Service Providers, and the 
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community are clear on the order that Projects will be implemented, depending 
on revenues.  

Identify whether each Project is on the 100 percent list or the 130 percent list by 
selecting from the drop-down menu. Selecting either 100 percent or 130 percent 
will generate a project ranking drop-down menu for the list selected. Projects on 
the 100 percent list and the 130 percent list must be ranked for funding priority.   

Project Budget Share to Improve, Expand, or Maintain Public 
Transportation Service 

From the drop-down box for Improve or Expand Service, select the percentage 
of the project budget that will be applied to service that is being improved or 
expanded. The remaining percentage of the project budget will automatically 
populate to the Maintaining Service text box to equal 100 percent. An 
improvement or expansion project that is started in the first fiscal year of the 
STIF Plan period is considered an improvement or expansion project for the 
entire STIF Plan period. In future STIF Plans, such a project would be classified 
as a project that is maintaining an existing service. As a reminder, STIF moneys 
are not intended to supplant local funding sources to maintain existing services. 
A STIF Plan that proposes to use STIF funding to replace local funding to 
maintain an existing service may result in denial of the funding request. See 
Program Purpose and Eligible Projects Section in Part 1 of this document for 
additional details. 

If some portion of the Project is proposed to maintain an existing service, a new 
text box will appear asking the provider to describe the rationale for proposing to 
expend STIF Formula Funds to maintain an existing service rather to improve or 
expand transit service. A STIF Plan that proposes to use STIF funding to replace 
local funding to maintain an existing service may result in denial of the STIF 
Plan. 
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Project Share In and Out of Distr ict 

If the Project is proposed by a Public Transportation Service Provider located 
within the Tri County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon, Salem Area 
Mass Transit District, Lane Transit District, Rogue Valley Transportation District 
or the Basin Transit Service Transportation District, the Qualified Entity 
responsible for that area is required to specify what percentage of each Project 
budget is located inside their district in the STIF Plan.  

From the drop-down box for “Percent of Project in District,” select the percentage 
of the Project budget that will fund service inside the Qualified Entity’s district. 
The form will auto-populate the percentage of Project out of district. 

Local Plan 

Specify the Local Plan specific information about a Project developed or 
contained in a Local Plan. Enter the Local Plan this project is derived from in the 
text box. Enter the Local Plan page number(s) on which a description of the 
Project will be found. 

Multi-Phase Project 

Major capital public transportation Projects and other types of Projects may not 
be completed within a single STIF Plan period. Applicants may have Projects 
that extend over multiple STIF Plan periods. If your Project is part of a larger 
multi-phased project, select “Yes” from the drop-down box.  

Enter the estimated Project timeline (start to completion dates) and the 
estimated total Project budget by fiscal year or biennium for all phases in the text 
box. Select the applicable boxes for the other funding sources which may include 
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STIF (includes future Formula or discretionary funds), Federal, Other State, and 
Local funds. Briefly describe the phase represented in the current STIF Plan. 

6.1.1 Project Scope 

A Project scope must be entered for each Project; it includes one or more task 
categories, activity types, and activity details. These appear in successive drop-
down menus where the selected task category creates a drop-down menu of 
corresponding activity types. The selected activity type creates a drop-down 
menu of corresponding activity details. The task categories, activities and activity 
details are drop-down menus that enables the: 

• Agency to report STIF outcomes by project type using Federal Transit
Administration Activity Line Items as is currently done with other RPTD
grant agreements and

• The form to auto-populate the outcome measures that are associated with
the Project task categories

Entering the data in these levels is intended to simplify data entry, by providing 
the fewest number of choices possible in each menu.  

Task Category 

Ten choices are available. The choices include seven related to capital items, 
including vehicles, transitways, bus stops, equipment, power, communications 
and other. There are also scope items for operations, planning, mobility 
management, and administration. Select the category that best matches the 
task. 

Activi ty Type 

Activity type includes one to eight choices, depending on the task category 
selected above. Activity type is a mid-level category linked to activity detail. 
Select the category that best matches the task. 

Activi ty Detail 

Activity detail is the final and most detailed category of the three. Choose the 
detail category that best matches the task.  

If the incorrect category, activity type or activity detail are selected and a different 
category, activity type or activity detail is desired, you must select the red x in 
front of the Task header and the form will reset to the category selection level. If 
you have problems with this section, contact either your regional transit 
coordinator or the STIF Formula Fund coordinator.  
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Below are two examples of how the drop-down menus may appear; the first is an 
operations project and the second is a capital project to purchase a bus. An 
operations project that is offering deviated fixed route service is classified as a 
fixed route project under STIF.  

Operations example: 
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Bus Roll ing Stock example: 

The task categories do not always provide a completely clear association to 
each activity. Agency staff is available to assist with any questions throughout 
the process, and will work with Qualified Entities to ensure STIF Plans 
accurately reflect the intended Project types.  
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6.1.2 Expenditure Estimates 

A budget is required for each Project. This subsection provides a table where the 
budget is entered by Fund Type by STIF Plan fiscal year. 

There are five Fund Types are listed: STIF, Federal, Other State, Local, and 
Other Funds. Enter the amount for each of Fund Type as applicable. Values 
must be entered in each cell for all five Fund Types. Only five Fund Types are 
allowed. Enter “0” in each cell where no funding is anticipated. 

Do not attempt to delete a Fund Source/Type. Do NOT attempt to add a sixth 
Fund Type/Source by selecting the orange “+Add Fund Source” button. Both 
actions will result in an error message.  

STIF: This value will include the funds requested from the STIF to support the 
transportation Project activity in this STIF Plan timeframe. The Qualified Entity 
must ensure the total amount of funds entered in this category does not exceed 
its total allocation. The STIF Plan funding balance will be indicated in the Plan 
Detail and Plan Summary tables.  
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Federal: This value will include the funds expected from any federal sources to 
fund the transportation Project activity. Examples include Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) Sections 5310, 5311 and 5307 grant programs. The 
applicant does not need to input the specific funding program, only the total 
amount of federal funding expected.  
The applicant must specify whether the federal funds have already been 
awarded or otherwise committed by the local, state, or federal agency 
responsible for distributing the funds.  

Other State: This value will include any other state funds expected to fund the 
transportation Project activity, such as from the Special Transportation Fund. 

Local: This value will include any funds generated or collected by the district, 
county, city or other local / special district, to be applied to the transportation 
Project activity. Examples include local tax revenues, service agreements with 
local agencies, and general funds. It could also include contributions by private 
organizations to support the Project activity, either directly or through the Public 
Transportation Service Provider. The Agency suggests applicants enter only 
funds they can reasonably assume will be available within the STIF Plan 
timeframe based on historic trends or commitments based on local budgeting 
and agreement processes. 

Other: This value will include all other fund sources that are budgeted to fund 
this project, such as private contributions.  

6.1.3 Outcome Measures 

Qualified Entities are required to include anticipated outcomes for each STIF 
Plan Project. Outcome measures are quantifiable, discrete ways to describe the 
benefits the provider expects to achieve after implementing Project over the 
STIF Plan period.  

The Agency has identified a number of required outcome measures for certain 
capital and operations task categories. Additional outcome measures may be 
specified. We have also included potential optional outcome measures for other 
task categories. Providers may specify other outcome measures. These 
outcomes should be selected to best reflect the benefits of the task.  

Completing the minimum required outcomes will enable the Agency to compile 
and report STIF outcomes on a consistent statewide basis.  

Qualified Entities should, in general, apply the FTA’s National Transit Database 
(NTD) reporting definitions to the STIF Plan outcomes. The outcomes should fit 
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into standard reporting procedures and methods that will be consistent with 
future reporting. 

The required and optional outcomes are described below, organized by the task 
category with which they are associated in the STIF Plan. The descriptions 
include suggested methods, where applicable as examples, and are not required 
procedures. The Agency will use the estimated outcomes to monitor progress 
and report program results to the Commission and the legislature.  

Operations - Operating  

• Revenue miles: The distance the project-specific vehicles will travel in
revenue service over the STIF Plan period. If maintaining existing service,
then use the total amount of past annual revenue miles to be operated
over the STIF Plan period. Example:

o A new route will cover 10 miles round trip, and operate 10 round
trips per day, resulting in 100 miles revenue miles per day.

o The route will operate Monday through Friday, or 255 weekdays
per year, on average; the product is in 25,500 revenue miles per
year.

o The total revenue miles for a two-year STIF Plan results is 51,000.

• Revenue hours: The time project-specific vehicles will spend operating in
revenue service over the STIF Plan period. If maintaining existing service,
then use the total amount of past annual revenue hours to run over the
STIF Plan period. Example:

o A new bus route will operate 12 hours per day (7 a.m. to 7 p.m.).

o The route will operate seven days per week, or 365 days per year,
resulting in 4,380 revenue hours annually.

o The total revenue hours for a two-year STIF Plan results is 8,760

• Rides: The number of passengers who board project-specific vehicles in
revenue service over the STIF Plan period. While there are technical
approaches and transportation demand models that can be used to
estimate ridership, those methods are not required, though acceptable.
The following example provides a sketch-planning ridership estimate
method. Others can be found in the ODOT Transportation Development
Plan Guidebook and other resources. Example:

o A new route is expected to operate 8,760 revenue hours over the
two-year STIF Plan period.
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o The public transportation provider’s systemwide average ridership
is 10 rides per revenue hour (i.e. NTD-reported annual ridership
divided by annual revenue hours).

o Multiply average riders per revenue hour by the total revenue
hours, resulting in 87,600 rides over the two-year STIF Plan period.

• Number of people with access to transit: The number of people within
one-half mile of a project-specific fixed-route transit stop or within a
demand response transit service area. If maintaining existing service,
then use the total population estimated to be within ½ mile of service area
transit stops. This outcome is most simply estimated using Remix, an
online transit planning software the Agency provides to all transit
providers in Oregon (contact the Agency for more information).

• Number of Low-Income Households with access to transit: The number of
Low-Income Households within one-half mile of a Project-specific transit
stop or within a demand response transit service area. If maintaining
existing service, then use the total number of Low-Income Households in
the existing transit system. This outcome is most simply estimated using
Remix, an online transit planning software the Agency provides to transit
providers in Oregon. For more information on this measure, please see
the High Percentage of Low-Income Households section.

• Number of new shared stops with other transit providers: This outcome
should reflect how projects will reduce fragmentation in transit services,
as applicable. The outcome will be the number of new project-specific
transit stops with two or more transit providers providing general public
transit service.

Operations – Student Transportation 

• Number of students in grades 9-12 with free or reduced fare transit pass:

• Number of students in grades 9-12 attending a school served by transit:

• Number of students in grades 9-12 served by demand response:

• Number of rides provided to students in grades 9-12:

Student transportation outcomes will be used to understand how the STIF
program is serving high school aged students statewide. Qualified Entities
must select at least one measure from the four provided in the STIF
template, based on data availability and project relevance. Data to report
may include reduced fare transit passes sold to schools or directly to
riders, the total enrollment at high schools within one-half mile of project-
specific bus stops, the total enrollment at high schools within a demand
response transit service area, or other data collected to reflect students’
public transit access.
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Operations – Communications 

• Number of impressions: This outcome is the number of times a person
receives intentional communications or marketing developed as part of
the project, to reflect the expected communications and marketing
program effectiveness. This can include a variety of data sources; the
most common will be estimates provided by advertisers reflecting their
expected audience size and listening patterns.

• Number of new users due to communications project: This outcome is
intended to capture the number of people riding public transit because of
a communications, marketing or outreach effort. The data must be
generated by survey, either of the communications project audience, or of
a rider survey, conducted after the communications campaign.

Operations – Mobility Management 

• Number of individuals that received transit training: Travel training
participants are typically registered in advance and attendance is
monitored regularly. To estimate future transit trainings, assume a typical
class training attendance and multiply by the number of trainings likely to
occur each year. If creating a new travel training program where none
previously existed, consider consulting public transit providers of similar
size and service type that have provided transit training in the past.

• Number of individuals that are served by a coordinated demand response
call center: This outcome is intended to capture the number of people
calling in and using a transit call center. This should include the number of
expected unique demand response riders expected to use the services
over the next two years.

If expanding the call center hours, a transit provider could assume the
average number of callers per hour on a given day (or other time period)
multiplied by the number of new hours.
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Outcome measures: Operations project example 

For operations Projects, there is a selected list of outcomes that must be entered 
(see example below).  

Enter the revenue miles, revenue hours, and rides for the applicable tasks a 
Project is anticipated to deliver in the text boxes. Enter the number of people 
with access to transit (within half-mile of a transit stop for a fixed route) in the 
applicable text box. Enter the number of low-income people with access to 
transit (within half-mile of a transit stop for a fixed route). Enter the new shared 
stops with other transit providers (reducing fragmentation in transit services). 
See the Anticipated Outcomes section in Part 1 for guidance on calculating and 
estimating potential outcomes. 

Outcome measures: Student transportation example 

If the project is supporting student transportation, select “Yes” in the drop-down 
box. If the project is not supporting student transportation, select “No.” 

Selecting “Yes” will reveal a list of potential outcome measures for the student 
transportation operations project. Select at least one of the outcome measures 
by checking the box to the left of the measure. For each box checked a 
corresponding text box will appear. Enter the number of units (e.g., students, 
riders) in the corresponding text box.  
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Select “Other” if you have a performance measure other than the options list. 
Selecting “Other” will generate two new text boxes. Describe the other outcome 
measure in the “Other Measure” text box. Specify the Number of Units in the 
corresponding text box. 

Outcome measures: Other task categories example 

For most other Task Categories (e.g., Signal and Communication Equipment, 
Bus Stations / Stops / Terminals), the Provider can identify a quantifiable 
outcome from among a list provided in guidance or specify an “Other” 
quantifiable outcome.  

For Projects that don’t have quantifiable outcomes, the provider must describe 
qualitative outcomes or project benefits. 
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6.2 Allocation of STIF Funds by Project 

Oregon Revised Statutes require providers to specify the amount of Formula 
funds allocated to each of seven areas or criterion. Providers will identify what 
percentage of a STIF project budget is allocated to each of the seven criteria 
(e.g., providing transit to students in grades 9-12) by fiscal year.  

The total for each criterion in each fiscal year may not exceed 100 percent, but it 
could be a percentage ranging from 0 to 100 percent. A single Project may have 
benefits that meet more than one criterion. In these instances, providers, using 
their best professional judgement, must specify which percentage of the funding 
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meets each of the applicable criterion. The STIF Plan template will auto-
calculate the amount of funding allocated to each of the seven criteria based on 
the percentages specified by Providers. This will enable ODOT to report the 
amount of funds allocated to each of the seven areas recognizing that many 
projects will meet multiple criterion. 

The percentage entered for criterion seven, which pertains to funding for student 
transit services for students in grades 9 through 12 is used by the template to 
calculate whether the Qualified Entity would meet the statutory requirement to 
spend at least 1 percent of the Formula Fund moneys received each year on 
student transit services for students in grades 9 through 12, if Practicable (see 
definition of Practicable in Section 732-040-005).  

6.3 Oregon Public Transportation Plan Goals 

Providers are required to identify how each Project is consistent with Oregon 
Public Transportation Plan (OPTP) goals and policies. The online form includes 
draft goals and policies, pending adoption of the new OPTP, which is anticipated 
in September 2018. RPTD has provided the goals with check-boxes. A drop-
down menu of policies will appear for each goal that is selected. 
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Identify the extent to which each Project is consistent with the OPTP by selecting 
at least one of the OPTP goals that apply to your Project. When an OPTP goal is 
selected, the policies for that particular goal are displayed. Check the boxes for 
the applicable policies.  
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6.4 Project Summary 

The project summary section will auto-populate using data entered for each 
Project.  

Select the +Add Project button to enter the next Project. 

7. STIF PLAN SUMMARY

This data in this section will auto-calculate based on the data that has been 
entered for each Project showing the STIF Plan funding total as well as a 
summary of the amount in-and out-of-district, when applicable.  

It also summarizes the percent of STIF Formula moneys that would be dedicated 
to student transit services for students in grades 9-12 each year of the STIF 
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Plan. If less than 1 percent STIF Plan Formula Funds are proposed in any single 
fiscal year, a text box will appear requiring the Qualified Entity to explain why it 
isn’t practicable to dedicate at least 1 percent of Formula Fund moneys for this 
purpose each fiscal year. Consider the definition of practicable in OAR 732-040-
005 when writing an explanation.  

Effective Date 

This section states that the STIF Plan shall become effective as of the date it is 
approved by the Oregon Transportation Commission and it shall terminate as of 
the end date specified in Section 5 of the approved STIF Plan, which can be no 
later than June 30, 2021 for this first Formula Fund cycle. 

Signature 

This STIF Plan serves as a legally binding agreement between the Qualified 
Entity and the State of Oregon, acting by and through its Department of 
Transportation. The person who signs the STIF Plan is certifying that they are 
authorized to execute this STIF Plan on behalf of their Qualified Entity and at the 
direction of their Governing Body. They also are legally binding their Qualified 
Entity and acknowledging and representing on behalf of their Qualified Entity 
each of the following:  

• The Qualified Entity, through its agents, officers or employees responsible
to administer the STIF Plan and oversee completion of the projects
included in the STIF Plan, has read and understands ORS 184.751
through ORS 184.766 and OAR chapter 732, divisions 40 and 42;

• The Qualified Entity agrees to be bound by ORS 184.751 through ORS
184.766 and OAR chapter 732, divisions 40 and 42 and any other laws
applicable to STIF Formula Fund program administration and to the
completion of the projects described in this STIF Plan;

• The STIF Plan is complete and includes all of the required documentation
and information;

• The STIF Plan does not contain and is not based on any false or
fraudulent information;

• The STIF Plan does not contain any statement or representation that is
untrue in whole or part;

• The STIF Plan does not omit information that could have a material effect
on the value, validity or authenticity of the STIF Formula Fund
distributions made to the Qualified Entity;

• The Qualified Entity agrees to deliver the projects described in this STIF
Plan within the identified timelines; and

• The Qualified Entity understands that it may request STIF Formula Fund
distributions from the Agency after the OTC has approved the STIF Plan,

but may not make a request prior to July 1, 2018.
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Select “Download the signature page” link and have an authorized person 
complete and sign the form. Upload the signed signature page using the orange 
+Upload button.

STIF Plan Submittal 

When the STIF Plan is completed, select the Save button at the top of the form 
and then, select the orange submit STIF Plan button at the bottom of the form. 
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APPENDIX A: GENERAL AND FORMULA 
RULES 
Oregon Department of Transportation 
Statewide Transportat ion Improvement Fund Rules 
Effective July 1, 2018 

Chapter 732, Division 040  
Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund General Information 

732-040-0000
Purpose of Rule
The rules in Chapter 732, Divisions 040, 042, and 044 establish the procedures
and requirements for the administration of the Statewide Transportation
Improvement Fund (STIF) to improve public transportation service in Oregon.

Stat. Auth.:  ORS 184.758(1)(b), ORS 184.761 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.751, ORS 184.758, ORS 184.761, ORS 184.766, 
Or Laws 2017, ch 750, § 122q, § 122r  

732-040-0005
Definitions
The following definitions apply to rules in Chapter 732, Divisions 040, 042, and
044:
(1) “Advisory Committee” means either a committee formed by a Qualified Entity

to assist the Qualified Entity in carrying out the purposes of the STIF Formula
Fund and the Advisory Committee requirements specified in ORS 184.761(1)
or a joint committee formed by two or more Qualified Entities for the same
purposes, pursuant to ORS 184.761(5).

(2) “Agency” means Oregon Department of Transportation (“ODOT”).
(3) “Americans with Disabilities Act” (“ADA”) means section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 as
amended by the ADA Amendments Act of 2008.

(4) “Area Commission on Transportation” (“ACT”) means an advisory body
chartered under the authority of the Commission, and subject to the
Commission’s oversight and final decision-making authority.

(5) “Area of Responsibility” means the geographic area for which each Qualified
Entity is responsible to provide STIF Formula Fund moneys.
(a) For a Qualified Entity that is a county, the Area of Responsibility is the

geographic area within the county’s jurisdictional boundaries.
(b) For a Qualified Entity that is a Mass Transit or Transportation District that

shares continuous jurisdictional boundaries with a county, the Area of
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Responsibility is the geographic area within the District’s jurisdictional 
boundaries. 

(c) For a Qualified Entity that is a Mass Transit or Transportation District that
does not share continuous jurisdictional boundaries with a county, the
Area of Responsibility is the geographic area within the jurisdictional
boundaries of the county or counties in which any part of the District is
located.

(d) For a Qualified Entity that is an Indian Tribe, the Area of Responsibility is
the geographic area on which the Indian Tribe’s Tribal Enterprises are
located.

(6) “Biennium” (plural, “Biennia”) means a two-year period which runs from July
1 of an odd-numbered year to June 30 of the next odd-numbered year.

(7) “Calendar Year” means the year which begins on January 1 and ends on
December 31.

(8) “Capital Asset” means real property or tangible items purchased or leased
with STIF moneys, including without limitation vehicles and structures, with a
purchase price of $5,000 or more and a useful life of at least one year. 

(9) “Commission” means the Oregon Transportation Commission (“OTC”)
established under ORS 184.612.

(10) “Coordinate” (“Coordination”) means meet and develop sub-allocation
methods, plans, programs, and schedules with other Public Transportation
Service Providers and non-profit public transportation service providers with
the intent of developing efficient and seamless public transportation services
and reducing gaps in service.

(11) “Discretionary Fund” means up to five percent of STIF funds to be
disbursed to Public Transportation Service Providers, which includes
Qualified Entities, through a competitive grant funding process, pursuant to
ORS 184.758(1)(b).

(12) “Fiscal Year” means the Agency’s fiscal year which begins on July 1 and
ends on June 30.

(13) “Governing Body” means the decision-making body or board of a
Qualified Entity.

(14) “Indian Tribe” means a federally recognized Indian Tribe in Oregon that
has members residing on a reservation or in tribal trust lands in Oregon.

(15) “Intercommunity Discretionary Fund” means up to four percent of STIF
funds to be disbursed to Public Transportation Providers through a
competitive grant funding process, pursuant to ORS 184.758(1)(c).

(16) “Intergovernmental Entity” means entities organized under ORS 190.010.
(17) “Low-Income Household” means a household the total income of which

does not exceed 200% of the poverty guidelines updated periodically in
the Federal Register by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
under the authority of 42 U.S.C. 9902(2) for the  48 Contiguous States and
the District of Columbia.
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(18) “Local Plan” means a local or regional public transportation plan(s), which
may include adopted policy(ies) that is developed and approved by the
Governing Body of a Qualified Entity, Public Transportation Service Provider,
or Metropolitan Planning Organization and which includes, at a minimum:
(a) A planning horizon of at least four years;
(b) An existing and future conditions analysis that includes:

(A) Current and forecast population and demographics, including
locations of people who are often transit dependent, including low-income
households, individuals of age 65 or older, youth, and individuals who are
racially and ethnically diverse;
(B) Locations of existing housing, employment centers, medical and
social and human services centers, major destinations, and other
locations with needs for public transportation services and programs;
(C) Inventories of current Public Transportation Services located within,
adjacent to, or with the reasonable potential to connect to the local or
regional public transportation services, as applicable;

(c) Prioritized lists of public transportation improvements and capital projects;
and
(d) Identified opportunities to Coordinate public transportation services within
and outside the county, district, or tribal area and with other agencies and
areas to improve efficiency and effectiveness of service and reduce gaps in
service.
(e) Local Plans include, but are not limited to: Coordinated Public Transit
Human Services Transportation Plans, Transportation System Plans, Transit
Development Plans, and Transit Master Plans.

(19) “Mass Transit District” means a district organized under ORS 267.010 to
267.390.

(20) “Practicable” means Public Transportation Services within the Qualified
Entity’s area of responsibility that can feasibly and efficiently be used by
students in grades 9 through 12 in order to commute to or from school.

(21) “Project” means a public transportation improvement activity or group of
activities eligible for STIF moneys and a plan or proposal for which is
included in a STIF Plan or in a grant application to a Qualified Entity or the
Agency.  Examples of project types include, but are not limited to:  discrete
activities, such as purchasing transit vehicles, planning, or operations; and
groups of activities for a particular geographic area or new service, such as a
new route that includes purchase of a transit vehicle, and maintenance and
operations on the new route.

(22) “Public Corporation” means an independent legal entity that was formed
by legislative action, serves a public purpose, and is under exclusive public
management or control.

(23) “Public Transportation Advisory Committee” (“PTAC”) means the ODOT
Public Transportation Advisory Committee established by the Commission in
2000.
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(24) “Public Transportation Service Provider” means a Qualified Entity or a
city, county, Special District, Intergovernmental Entity or any other political
subdivision or municipal or Public Corporation that provides Public
Transportation Services.

(25) “Public Transportation Services” means any form of passenger
transportation by car, bus, or other conveyance, either publicly or privately
owned, which provides service to the general public (not including charter,
sightseeing, or exclusive school bus service) on a regular and continuing
basis. Such transportation may be for purposes such as health care,
shopping, education, employment, public services, personal business, or
recreation.

(26) “Qualified Entity” means, a county in which no part of a Mass Transit
District or Transportation District exists, a Mass Transit District, a
Transportation District or an Indian Tribe.

(27) “Recipient” means a Qualified Entity or Public Transportation Service
Provider that has a STIF Plan approved by the Commission or enters into an
agreement directly with the Agency to receive STIF funds.

(28) “Satisfactory Continuing Control” means the legal assurance that a
Capital Asset will remain available to be used for its originally authorized
purpose throughout its useful life or until disposition.

(29) “Special District” means a service district organized under ORS
451.010(1)(h).

(30) “STIF Formula Fund” means up to 90 percent of the Statewide
Transportation Improvement funds to be disbursed to Qualified Entities
conditioned upon the Commission’s approval of a STIF Plan, pursuant to
ORS 184.758(1)(a).

(31) “STIF” or “Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund” means the fund
established under ORS 184.751.

(32) “STIF Plan” means a public transportation improvement plan that is
approved by a Governing Body and submitted to the Agency for review and
approval by the Commission in order for the Qualified Entity to receive a
share of the STIF Formula Fund.

(33) “Statewide Transit Network” means the collection of all transit service that
operates in Oregon.

(34) “Sub-Recipient” means any entity that has entered into an agreement with
a Recipient in order to complete one or more tasks specified in the
agreement between the Agency and the Recipient.

(35) “These Rules” means OAR Chapter 732 Divisions 040, 042, and 044.
(36) “Transportation District” means a district organized under ORS 267.510 to

267.650.
(37) “Tribal Enterprise” means a commercial activity or business managed or

controlled by an Indian Tribe.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(1)(b), ORS 184.758(3), ORS 184.758(6), ORS 
184.761 
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Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.751, ORS 184.752, ORS 184.758, ORS 184.761, 
ORS 184.766 

732-040-0010
Purpose and Use of STIF
(1) Moneys in the STIF are continuously appropriated to the Agency to finance
investments and improvements in public transportation services, except that the
moneys may not be used for light rail capital expenses, but may be used for light
rail operations expenses.
(2) STIF moneys may be used for public transportation purposes that support the
effective planning, deployment, operation, and administration STIF-funded public
transportation programs, including, but not limited to:

(a) Creation of new systems and services with origins, destinations or
stops in Oregon;
(b) Maintenance or continuation of systems and services; and
(c) Planning for and development of a Local Plan or future STIF Plan to
improve Public Transportation Service.

(3) STIF moneys may be used as the local match for state and federal funds
which also provide Public Transportation Service.
(4) The Agency shall conduct activities necessary to manage the STIF funds and
grants, including but not limited to: development of policy; distribution of funds;
developing and implementing application and review processes and agreement
and protest procedures; conducting program oversight, statewide planning,
research, training, and technical assistance; and reporting to the legislature.
(5) On or before February 1, 2020, the Commission shall submit a report in the
manner provided by ORS 192.245 to the Joint Committee on Transportation
established under ORS 171.585(1) on the implementation and outcomes of the
STIF.  The Agency shall prepare reports for the purposes of:

(a) Ensuring that STIF moneys are being used for the purpose of funding
and improving Public Transportation Services in Oregon consistent with
law, these rules, and the terms of agreements;
(b) Measuring the outcomes of the STIF; and
(c) Reporting to the Oregon State Legislature.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(1)(b), ORS 184.758(3), ORS 184.761 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.751, ORS 184.758, ORS 184.761, ORS 184.766 

732-040-0015
Audit and Compliance Review Requirements
(1) Recipients shall conduct an annual financial audit of the STIF moneys
received.
(2) All financial audit reports shall be submitted to the Agency no later than 30
days after the receipt of the auditor’s final report(s).
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(3) Recipients shall be subject to periodic on-site compliance reviews by the
Agency.  The purpose of the compliance site review is to ensure that Recipients
have appropriate, adequate internal controls and management procedures to
meet the terms and conditions of agreements governing the disbursement of
STIF moneys.  Compliance reviews may cover the following topics, as
applicable: program management; financial management; operations
management, procurement, use and maintenance of equipment; records
retention; compliance with state and federal civil rights laws; and compliance
with the ADA.
(4) Recipients shall permit the Agency, the Secretary of State of the State of
Oregon, or their authorized representatives, upon reasonable notice, access to
all data and records relating to STIF moneys received or disbursed and to
inspect the STIF Plans and Projects financed with STIF moneys including, but
not limited to, the financial records, physical premises and Capital Assets used
to deliver public transportation services.
(5) Recipients shall ensure that their agreements or contracts with Sub-
Recipients or vendors include provisions which permit the Agency, the Secretary
of State of Oregon, or their authorized representative, access to data and
records held by the Sub-Recipient or vendor as described in section (4) of this
rule.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758 

732-040-0020
Accounting Requirements
(1) The Agency shall account separately for moneys in the STIF Formula Fund,
Discretionary Fund, and Intercommunity Discretionary Fund.
(2) Recipients shall manage STIF moneys in separate governmental accounts
for each of the applicable STIF funds: STIF Formula Fund, STIF Discretionary
Fund, and STIF Intercommunity Discretionary Fund. Any interest accrued must
be added to the moneys and must be reported to the Agency at the end of the
Fiscal Year in which it was earned.
(3) Recipients shall document the expenditure of all STIF funds disbursed by the
Agency. Recipients shall create and maintain all expenditure records in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and in sufficient detail
to permit the Agency to verify how the STIF funds were expended.
(4) Record Retention:

(a) Recipients shall maintain all financial records for at least six years
after the Agency’s final disbursement under the STIF Plan or grant
agreement; and
(b) Recipients shall maintain all records relating to Capital Assets for
three years after disposition.
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Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758 

732-040-0025
Qualified Entity Reporting Requirements
In addition to any other reporting required by these rules, Qualified Entities that
receive STIF moneys shall submit the following documentation to the Agency:
(1) A report on any actions taken by any Public Transportation Service Provider
located within the area of the Qualified Entity to mitigate the impact of the STIF
tax on passengers who reside in low-income communities.  The report must
explain how it defines and identifies passengers in low-income communities.
This report must be submitted no later than 60 days after the end of each Fiscal
Year in which the Qualified Entity receives STIF moneys.
(2) The Qualified Entity’s adopted annual budget for the upcoming Fiscal Year
must be submitted no later than 30 days after adoption.
(3) The results of any relevant financial audits of the Qualified Entity or any
Public Transportation Service Provider located within the area of the Qualified
Entity, as required by a local, state or federal oversight agency for the purposes
of statewide reporting including, but not limited to:

(a) The state financial report required under ORS 291.040;
(b) The results of any comprehensive review completed by the Federal
Transit Administration or the Agency; and
(c) Any information submitted by the Qualified Entity as part of the
requirements of a statewide audit in accordance with the federal Single
Audit Act of 1984 (31 U.S.C. 7501 to 7507), as amended by the Single
Audit Act Amendments of 1996 (P.L. 104-156).

(4) Results of audits described in section (3) of this rule must be submitted to the
Agency no later than 30 days after receipt of the final results.  A copy of
information submitted under section (3)(c) of this rule must be sent to the Agency
no later than 30 days after submittal to the requesting agency.
(5) The Agency may withhold future distributions of STIF moneys from a
Qualified Entity which fails to submit an annual report required under rule.
(6) A Qualified Entity may appeal the Agency’s decision to withhold STIF
Formula Fund moneys as described in OAR 732-040-0050.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.766 

732-040-0030
Advisory Committees
(1) The Governing Body of each Qualified Entity shall appoint an Advisory
Committee for the purpose of advising and assisting the Qualified Entity in
carrying out the purposes of the STIF and prioritizing Projects to be funded by
STIF moneys received by the Qualified Entity.
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(2) Two or more Governing Bodies may appoint a joint Advisory Committee for
the purpose of advising and assisting their respective Qualified Entities in
carrying out the purposes of the STIF for the Qualified Entities’ areas of
responsibility.

(a) When the Governing Boards of two or more Qualified Entities appoint
a joint Advisory Committee, they shall designate their respective roles and
responsibilities pertaining to the management of the joint Advisory
Committee in a written agreement pursuant to ORS chapter 190.  At a
minimum, the written agreement must specifically identify how the
Qualified Entities’ obligations under section (4) of this rule will be
allocated between or among the participating Qualified Entities and must
describe the selection and appointment processes for joint Advisory
Committee members, consistent with OAR 732-040-0035.
(b) The Qualified Entities shall send a copy of the executed agreement to
the Agency within 30 days of execution.
(c) The joint Advisory Committee agreement may be included as part of
the agreement required to fulfill the requirements of OAR 732-040-0040, if
applicable; however, Qualified Entities may form a joint Advisory
Committee without agreeing to jointly manage STIF moneys.
(d) Each Qualified Entity that is party to a joint Advisory Committee
agreement remains independently responsible to submit its own STIF
Plan pursuant to OAR 732-042-0015 and these rules.

(3) An Advisory Committee may also advise the Qualified Entity regarding the
opportunities to Coordinate STIF funded Projects with other local or regional
transportation programs and services to improve transportation service delivery
and reduce gaps in service.
(4) The Qualified Entity shall ensure that:

(a) The Advisory Committee is guided by written bylaws that include, at a
minimum: the Committee’s name and purpose; the number of Committee
members; Committee membership criteria; the appointment process; the
terms of office for the committee members; the Committee’s meeting
schedule; and Committee procedures and member duties, including
procedures to provide public notice of meetings, to foster public
engagement, and to comply with Oregon public meeting and public
records laws; and  the Committee’s process to review Public
Transportation Service Provider proposals for Projects funded in whole or
part by the STIF Formula Fund, the STIF Discretionary Fund and the
Intercommunity Discretionary Fund, and the decision-making criteria
identified in these rules.  The bylaws must include a definition of “high
percentage of Low-Income Households” for the Committee’s use in
evaluating proposed Projects.  The Qualified Entity shall prepare the
written bylaws described in this section and set the terms of office for the
Advisory Committee members.  The Qualified Entity may seek input on
the bylaws from the Advisory Committee.
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(b) Copies of Advisory Committee bylaws, meeting minutes and meeting
notices are published by the Qualified Entity and made available for public
review in a reasonable and timely manner and are maintained for six
years.
(c) The Agency is notified of changes in the Advisory Committee
membership when the Qualified Entity submits its STIF Plan or grant
application.

(5) A Qualified Entity may use another standing advisory committee or combine
committees to meet the requirements of these rules as long as that committee
also meets all of the committee requirements contained herein.
(6) The Qualified Entity shall appoint an Advisory Committee composed of
members that represent diverse interests, perspectives, geography, and the
population demographics of the area, as described in OAR 732-040-0035.
(7) In addition to any other duties, the Advisory Committee may also propose
any changes to the policies or practices of the Governing Body of the Qualified
Entity that the Advisory Committee considers necessary to ensure that:

(a) A Public Transportation Service Provider that has received STIF funds
has applied the moneys received in accordance with and for the purposes
described in the Project proposal; and
(b) A Project proposal submitted by a Public Transportation Service
Provider does not fragment the provision of public transportation services.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(c), ORS 184.758(3)(e), ORS 184.761(4), ORS 
184.761(5) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758(4), ORS 184.761 

732-040-0035
Advisory Committee Composition
(1) If the Qualified Entity is an Indian Tribe, then the Advisory Committee must
be composed of at least three members, each of whom must be able to
represent the public transportation needs of individuals served by the Indian
Tribe.  The Governing Body may authorize a larger Advisory Committee.
(2) If the Qualified Entity is a Transportation District or county, then the Advisory
Committee must be composed of at least five members.  The Governing Body
may authorize a larger Advisory Committee.
(3) If the Qualified Entity is a Mass Transit District, then the Advisory Committee
must be composed of at least seven members. The Governing Body may
authorize a larger Advisory Committee.
(4) If the Advisory Committee is a joint Advisory Committee formed by two or
more Qualified Entities, then the minimum number of Advisory Committee
members will be determined based on the types of Qualified Entities
participating in the joint Advisory Committee.  The minimum number of members
of the joint Advisory Committee must be equal to the highest minimum number
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that would be required for each type of Qualified Entity participating in the joint 
Advisory Committee. 
(5) To be qualified to serve on the Advisory Committee for a Qualified Entity that
is a Transportation or Mass Transit District or county, or on a joint Advisory
Committee in which a Transportation or Mass Transit District or county
participates, an individual must:

(a) Be knowledgeable about the public transportation needs of residents
or employees located within or traveling to and or from the Transportation
or Mass Transit District or county; and
(b) Be a person who is a member of or represents one or more of the
following:

(A) local governments, including land use planners;
(B) Public Transportation Service Providers;
(C) non-profit entities which provide public transportation services;
(D) neighboring Public Transportation Service Providers;
(E) employers;
(F) public health, social and human service providers;
(G) transit users;
(H) transit users who depend on transit for accomplishing daily

activities;
(I) individuals age 65 or older;
(J) people  with disabilities;
(K) low-income individuals;
(L) social equity advocates;
(M)environmental advocates;
(N) bicycle and pedestrian advocates;
(O) people with limited English proficiency;
(P) educational institutions; or,
(Q) major destinations for users of public transit.

(6) Notwithstanding other provisions of this rule, if a Qualified Entity is a Mass
Transit District, a Transportation District or a county, then its Advisory
Committee, or the joint Advisory Committee in which it participates, must include
at least one member who is a member of or represents each of the following
three groups:

(a) low-income individuals;
(b) individuals age 65 or older or people with disabilities; and
(c) Public Transportation Service Providers or non-profit entities which
provide public transportation services.

(7) A Qualified Entity that is a Mass Transit District or a Transportation District
shall include Advisory Committee members from the district’s area of
responsibility, both within and outside district boundaries.  If a Mass Transit
District or a Transportation District is party to a joint Advisory Committee
agreement, the joint Advisory Committee must also include at least one member
from outside the district’s boundary but within the district’s area of responsibility.
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Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.761(4)(a), ORS 184.761(5) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.761 

732-040-0040
Qualified Entity Management and Joint Management of STIF Funds
(1) Two or more Qualified Entities may jointly manage the STIF moneys
disbursed to them.  The Qualified Entities shall enter into a written agreement
pursuant to ORS chapter 190.
(2) When two or more Qualified Entities jointly manage their STIF Formula Fund
moneys, they shall designate their respective roles and responsibilities in the
written agreement and shall send a copy of the executed agreement to the
Agency within 30 days of execution.
(3) Qualified Entities intending to jointly manager STIF moneys under this rule
may, but are not required to, establish a joint Advisory Committee as described
in OAR 732-040-0030(2).

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758(6) 

732-040-0045
Withholding Funds
(1) The Agency may withhold payment of STIF moneys to a Recipient if:

(a) The Recipient or its Sub-Recipient is not using STIF funds in
accordance with applicable laws, these rules or the terms of the STIF
Plan or agreement under which the funds were distributed;
(b) The Recipient or its Sub-Recipient has not submitted required
reporting;
(c) The Agency determines that there is any unresolved audit finding
relating to the accounting for STIF moneys; or
(d) The Agency determines that there is  any unresolved compliance
review finding relating to the use of STIF moneys.

(2) If an audit or a review of a Recipient or its Sub-Recipient’s implementation of
an agreement under which STIF moneys were distributed determines that the
Recipient or its Sub-Recipient used STIF moneys inconsistently with the
agreement, the Agency may withhold future STIF funding.
(3) A Qualified Entity may appeal the Agency’s decision to withhold STIF
Formula Fund moneys as described in OAR 732-040-0050.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(a), ORS 184.758(3)(b), ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758, ORS 184.766 
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732-040-0050
Appeal Procedures
(1) Appeals are allowed only in the following instances:

(a) A Qualified Entity may appeal the Commission’s rejection of its STIF
Plan.
(b) A Qualified Entity may appeal the Agency’s decision to withhold STIF
Formula Fund moneys.
(c) A Qualified Entity may appeal the Agency’s decision to take action
with respect to a Capital Asset as described in OAR 732-042-00405(10).

(2) Appeals must be filed in writing within 15 days of the date the notice of
appealable action was emailed by the Agency.  A Qualified Entity that fails to file
timely shall be deemed to have waived its appeal rights.  Appeals must be
addressed to the Commission and a copy must be sent to the Agency’s STIF
Administrator.
(3) Appeals must identify the appellant, the appellant’s designated contact
person, and the decision under appeal.  In addition, appeals must include the
following information:

(a) For appeal of a Commission decision, the requested remedy and any
arguments why the decision should be reconsidered.
(b) For appeal of an Agency decision, the requested remedy, any
arguments pertaining to the appeal and any other material the appellant
considers relevant to the appeal.

(4) Upon review or reconsideration, the Commission may make a decision to
grant the requested remedy, deny the appeal, or, in the case of Agency
decisions under appeal, remand the decision to the Agency with instructions to
reconsider.
(5) The Commission shall review the appeal and make its decision within 90
days of receipt.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(d), ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758 

Chapter 732, Division 042 
STIF FORMULA FUND 

732-042-0000
Purpose
This rule establishes procedures and requirements necessary for the
administration of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF)
Formula Fund, pursuant to ORS 184.758(1)(a).  The STIF Formula Fund is
intended to improve public transportation services for current and potential future
Oregon transit users by distributing moneys to Qualified Entities.
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Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(c), ORS 184.758(3)(d), ORS 184.758(3)e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.751(1), ORS 184.758(1)(a), ORS 184.758(6) 

732-042-0005
STIF Formula Fund Cycle
(1) The STIF Formula Fund cycle will be structured around a Biennium, with key
dates and exceptions identified in these rules.
(2) After the first disbursement of STIF moneys following the enactment of
Oregon Laws 2017, chapter 750, the Agency shall make disbursements
quarterly beginning at the beginning of the first quarter of each Biennium, subject
to the provisions of OAR 732-042-0010.
(3) No later than December 31 of each year, the Agency shall provide written
notice to each Qualified Entity of the estimated allocation of STIF Formula Fund
moneys for which it is eligible in the coming calendar year.
(4) Six months prior to the beginning of a Biennium, Qualified Entities shall
submit their STIF Plans to the Agency.
(5) Qualified Entities may prepare their STIF Plans for a period of one or two
Biennia.  The Commission may approve a STIF Plan for one or two Biennia.
(6) The Commission shall decide to accept or reject STIF Plans no later than
July 1 of the coming Biennium.
(7) The Agency shall email notice of the Commission’s decision to affected
Qualified Entities within seven days of the issuance of the Commission’s
decision.  A Qualified Entity may appeal a rejection of its STIF Plan as described
in OAR 732-040-0050.
(8) During the first STIF Formula Fund Cycle after the enactment of Oregon
Laws 2017, chapter 750, a Qualified Entity may submit its STIF Plan either three
months or nine months after the effective date of OAR Chapter 732, Division
042. A Qualified Entity that submits a STIF Plan under this section shall submit
a STIF Plan for a period that ends at the end of the 2019-2021 Biennium.  The
Commission shall decide to accept or reject a STIF Plan submitted under this
section no later than four months after it is received by the Agency, following the
approval procedures described in OAR 732-042-0025.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758 

732-042-0010
STIF Formula Fund Calculation and Disbursement
(1) Ninety percent of the Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund shall be
distributed as the STIF Formula Fund.
(2) Minimum Distributions:

(a) The Agency shall distribute $100,000 annually to each Qualified Entity
unless the Qualified Entity is entitled to a larger distribution based on the
calculation described in section (4) of this rule.
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(b) The Agency shall distribute $100,000 annually to each Indian Tribe
unless the Indian Tribe submits documentation to the Agency
demonstrating that it remits more than $100 million annually in taxable
employee payroll from Tribal Enterprises.  Such documentation must be
submitted by July 1 each year in order to be included in estimates and
calculations for the following year.  An Indian Tribe that demonstrates it
remits more than $100 million in employee payroll annually will receive a
distribution equal to its proportionate share as calculated in section (4) of
this rule.

(3) Estimation of STIF Formula Fund Disbursements:
(a) The Agency shall estimate STIF Formula Fund disbursements based
on the Agency’s projections of the amount of transit payroll tax to be
collected, the Agency’s projections of minimum distributions required
under section (2) of this rule, and the proportionate share calculated for
each Qualified Entity in section (4) of this rule.
(b) The Agency shall estimate the proportionate share annually.
(c) The Agency shall notify Qualified Entities of their estimated annual
disbursements no later than December 31 each year.
(d) Qualified Entities shall work collaboratively with Public Transportation
Service Providers and other potential Sub-Recipients, as relevant, to
develop a method for sub-allocating STIF Formula Fund moneys to Public
Transportation Service Providers.
(e) To the extent possible, using the best available data, the sub-
allocation method used by Qualified Entities must be proportionate to the
amount of employee payroll tax revenue generated within the geographic
territory of each Public Transportation Service Provider.
(f) A Qualified Entity that is a Mass Transit or Transportation District which
does not share contiguous jurisdictional boundaries with a county shall
work collaboratively with Public Transportation Service Providers and
other potential Sub-Recipients to develop an estimate of STIF Formula
Fund disbursements for those areas of the county(ies) in which the
District is located that are outside the District’s own jurisdictional
boundaries.
(g) The Qualified Entity’s sub-allocation estimate shall be a starting point
for the Qualified Entity’s STIF Plan and funding prioritization process. The
sub-allocation is not an entitlement to the Public Transportation Service
Provider and decision criteria may affect the prioritization of Projects.
(h) Estimated disbursements are not guaranteed.  If revenues in the
Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund are less than the Agency’s
projections, the Agency may proportionately reduce quarterly payments to
Qualified Entities from its estimated disbursements.

(4) Calculation of STIF Formula Fund Disbursements:
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(a) The Agency shall calculate the proportionate share for each Qualified
Entity by dividing the amount of the wages paid by employers located
within the boundary of the Qualified Entities’ areas of responsibility, by the
total amount of the wages paid by employers statewide.

(A) The Agency shall use the final wage data collected by the
Oregon Employment Department for the prior Calendar Year and
reported to the Agency.
(B) The Agency shall exclude from the calculation of proportionate
shares any Qualified Entity that is entitled to a minimum distribution
under section (2) of this rule.
(b) Each fiscal quarter, the Agency shall calculate the quarterly
distribution as follows:
(A) The product of the amount of the transit payroll tax revenue
collected in the preceding fiscal quarter, as reduced by minimum
distributions required under subsection (4)(b)(B) of this rule,
multiplied by the Qualified Entity’s proportionate share calculated
in subsection (4)(a) of this rule; or
(B) For Qualified Entities receiving the minimum distribution under
section (2) of this rule, $25,000.

(5) Distribution of STIF Formula Funds to Qualified Entities:
(a) The Agency shall not disburse STIF Formula Fund moneys to a
Qualified Entity until the Commission has approved by the Qualified
Entity’s STIF Plan and the Legislative Fiscal Office and the State’s Chief
Financial Officer have determined that there is sufficient revenue in the
Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund sufficient to fund the STIF
Formula Fund disbursements.
(b) The Agency shall disburse the proportionate share of STIF Formula
Funds to Qualified Entities in quarterly distributions.
(c) If more than one Mass Transit District or Transportation District is
located within a single county, the Agency shall distribute the moneys to
the larger district.
(d) If there is a significant unexpected shortfall in revenues in the
Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund or if there has been an
overpayment in a prior quarter, the Agency may proportionately reduce
quarterly payments to Qualified Entities.
(e) Qualified Entities are not responsible for satisfying Public
Transportation Service Providers’ budgetary shortfalls or remedying
delays in funding to Public Transportation Service Providers that are due
to insufficient STIF Formula Fund revenues or for any other reason
beyond the Qualified Entities’ direct control.

(6) Qualified Entities may incur STIF expenditures as of the operative date of
ORS 184.766. During the first STIF Formula Fund Cycle after the enactment of
Oregon Laws 2017, chapter 750, a Qualified Entity may reimburse itself for such
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expenditures contingent upon Commission approval of a STIF Plan that includes 
these expenses. 

(7) Qualified Entities shall notify the Agency in writing of any adjustment to the
geographic boundaries of their areas of responsibility within thirty days of the
effective date of the adjustment.

(8) Upon Commission approval of a STIF Plan that describes such a Project, a
Qualified Entity may carry forward unspent STIF Formula Fund moneys for as
long as specified in the approved STIF Plan in order to accumulate sufficient
funds for a capital Project that costs more than can be funded during a single
STIF Formula Fund funding cycle or to make bond payments on the acquisition
of a Capital Asset.

(9) Each Qualified Entity is required to spend at least one percent of STIF
Formula Fund moneys received each year on student transit services for
students in grades 9 through 12, if Practicable.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e), ORS 184.758 (6) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758(1)(a), ORS 184.758(2), ORS 184.758(4), 
ORS 184.758 (6) 

732-042-0015
STIF Plan Contents
(1) A Qualified Entity shall adopt a written STIF Plan to establish a list of Projects
for public transportation located within the Qualified Entity’s area of responsibility
to guide STIF Formula Fund investments.

(a) A STIF Plan must cover at least a Biennium, but it may include up to
two Biennia subject to Commission approval.
(b) A STIF Plan must address the transportation needs of people residing
in or traveling into and out of the Qualified Entity’s area of responsibility.
(c) A Qualified Entity that is a Mass Transit District or Transportation
District with jurisdictional boundaries within a county or counties which are
not Qualified Entities shall adopt a STIF Plan that considers the Public
Transportation Services for the area outside of district boundaries but
within the remainder of the county or counties.
(d) A STIF Plan may be included in a Qualified Entity’s Local Plan or it
may be a stand-alone plan.
(e) The STIF Plan must contain an explanation of how the plan defines
and identifies communities with a high percentage of Low-Income
Households.
(f) A STIF Plan must include a description of the Qualified Entity’s method
to sub-allocate STIF Formula Fund moneys to Public Transportation
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Service Providers and other potential Sub-Recipients and the process for 
developing the method. 

(2) A Qualified Entity’s STIF Plan must contain the following sections:
(a) Descriptions of Proposed Projects:
For each proposed Project, the STIF Plan must include the factors listed
in section (3) of this rule.
(b) Summary of Planned Expenditures:
The STIF Plan must include a summary listing:

(A) the total funding sought in the STIF Plan;
(B) the total funding sought for each Recipient or Sub-Recipient

(Public Transportation Service Provider or Qualified Entity);
and,

(C) for Qualified Entities that are Mass Transit Districts or
Transportation Districts which do not share contiguous
jurisdictional boundaries with a single county, the total funding
sought by geographic area inside and outside the district’s
jurisdictional boundary but within its area of responsibility.

(c) Summary of Prior Expenditures on Specific Improvements:
If the Qualified Entity received STIF Formula Funds in the preceding two 
Fiscal Years, the STIF Plan must include a summary of the amount of 
moneys allocated to fund each of the following:  

(A) increased frequency of bus service schedules in communities with a high
percentage of Low-Income Households;

(B) the expansion of bus routes and bus services to reach communities with a
high percentage of Low-Income Households;

(C) fund the implementation of programs to reduce fares for public transportation
in communities with a high percentage of Low-Income Households;

(D) the procurement of buses that are powered by natural gas, electricity or other
low or no emission propulsion for use in areas with populations of 200,000 or
more;

(E) the improvement in the frequency and reliability of service connections
between communities inside and outside of the Qualified Entity’s service
area;

(F) Coordination between Public Transportation Service Providers to reduce
fragmentation in the provision of transportation services; and

(G) implementation of programs to provide student transit services for students in
grades 9 through 12.

(d) Summary of Current Projects:
The STIF Plan must include a summary of Projects recommended by the
Qualified Entity’s Advisory Committee for the duration of the STIF Plan,
identified by Fiscal Year.
(e) Advisory Committee Information:
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The STIF Plan must include a list of the Qualified Entity’s current Advisory 
Committee and the online or other location(s) where Advisory Committee 
materials may be reviewed as described in OAR 732-040-0030(4)(b).  In 
addition, the STIF Plan must include a statement that the Qualified Entity 
consulted with its Advisory Committee as required by these rules and, if 
applicable, an explanation of why the Advisory Committee’s 
recommendation was not adopted by the Governing Body. 
(f) Recipient Accountability Methods:
The STIF Plan must include a description of the methods the Qualified 
Entity will use to ensure that it complies with these rules and achieves the 
goals identified in the STIF Plan. 
(g) Sub-Recipient Accountability Methods:
The STIF Plan must include a description of the methods and agreement 
or contract language that the Qualified Entity will use to oversee its Sub-
Recipients, address deficiencies in Sub-Recipient performance, and to 
ensure that the Qualified Entity can accomplish the applicable 
requirements of these rules, including but not limited to audit and 
compliance requirements, accounting requirements, capital asset 
requirements and reporting requirements. 
(h) Remediation Strategies:
If the Qualified Entity has submitted three or more Quarterly Reports
within the past two years which indicate that it failed to substantially
comply with its approved STIF Plan, the STIF Plan must include a
description of the Qualified Entity’s strategies to ensure that it will
substantially comply with the proposed STIF Plan.
(i) Governing Body Adoption:
The STIF Plan must include documentation that the Governing Body 
approved the STIF Plan prior to its submittal to the Agency.  If STIF 
Formula funds will be jointly managed by two or more Qualified Entities, 
the STIF Plan must include documentation demonstrating each 
Governing Body’s commitment to joint management.   

(3) The STIF Plan must include descriptions of each proposed Project as
described below.  A Qualified Entity shall include in its STIF Plan only Projects
which appear in a Local Plan. Qualified Entities eligible for no more than the
minimum STIF Formula Fund allocation under OAR 732-042-0010(2) or Rural
Public Transportation Service Providers that are unable to meet the Local Plan
requirements during the first Formula Fund solicitation cycle may use a portion
of their first STIF Formula Fund allocation or sub-allocation to improve public
transportation services if they have a current approved Coordinated Human
Services Public Transportation Plan and if they also use a portion of the first
allocation or sub-allocation to develop a Local Plan that is  consistent with STIF
Local Plan requirements. For each proposed Project, the STIF Plan must
describe:
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(a) Proposed funding level for: each Project and a description of what the
Qualified Entity intends to do with the STIF Formula Fund moneys it
receives for the individual Project.
(b) Whether the Project would improve or expand public transportation or
maintain an existing service. For Projects that would maintain an existing
public transportation service, the STIF Plan must specify the amount and
percentage of each Project budget for this purpose and the reason for
proposing any Project that maintains an existing service rather than a
Project that improves or expands service.
(c) Anticipated benefits and discrete measurable outcomes associated
with each Project with specific reference to whether the Project:

(A) increases the frequency of bus service schedules in
communities with a high percentage of Low-Income
Households;

(B) expands bus routes and bus services to reach communities
with a high percentage of Low-Income Households;

(C) implements programs to reduce fares for public transportation
in communities with a high percentage of Low-Income
Households;

(D) procures buses that are powered by natural gas, electricity or
other low or no emission propulsion for use in areas with
populations of 200,000 or more;

(E) improves the frequency and reliability of service connections
between communities inside and outside of the Qualified
Entity’s service area;

(F) fosters Coordination between Public Transportation Service
Providers to reduce fragmentation in the provision of
transportation services; and

(G) provides student transit services for students in grades 9
through 12.

(d) Identification of the Local Plan(s) from which each Project was derived
and identification of the board, council, commission, or other governing
body which approved the Local Plan.
(e) The proposed Recipient or Sub-Recipient of the STIF Formula Fund
moneys for that Project.
(f) A full budget including fund sources and for yet-to-be obligated fund
sources, the timing for funding decisions, if known.
(g) For proposed Projects which are part of a larger multi-phase Project,
the phasing plan including schedule and budget with known and potential
funding sources identified.
(h) The amount of moneys from the STIF Formula Fund distribution that
would be allocated to fund each of the following:

(A) increased frequency of bus service schedules in communities
with a high percentage of Low-Income Households;
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(B) the expansion of bus routes and bus services to reach
communities with a high percentage of Low-Income
Households;

(C) the implementation of programs to reduce fares for public
transportation in communities with a high percentage of Low-
Income Households;

(D) the procurement of buses that are powered by natural gas,
electricity or other low or no emission propulsion for use in
areas with populations of 200,000 or more;

(E) the improvement in the frequency and reliability of service
connections between communities inside and outside of the
Qualified Entity’s service area;

(F) Coordination between Public Transportation Service Providers
to reduce fragmentation in the provision of transportation
services; and

(G) the implementation of programs to provide student transit
services for students in grades 9 through 12.

(i) Identification of the extent to which the Project is consistent with
Oregon Public Transportation Plan goals, policies, and implementation
plans.
(j) At least one Project described in the STIF Plan must implement a
program(s) to provide student transit services for students in grades 9
through 12, if Practicable, and allocate at least one percent of the
Qualified Entity’s estimated STIF Formula Fund disbursement to that
program(s).  If the Qualified Entity determines that it is not Practicable to
identify such a Project or to allocate funding for this purpose, it shall
specify in its STIF Plan the reason(s) for its determination.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(c), ORS 184.758(6) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758 

732-042-0020
Advisory Committee Review of Proposed Projects
(1) Public Transportation Providers seeking STIF funding from a Qualified Entity
through the Qualified Entity’s STIF Plan shall submit a Project proposal to its
Advisory Committee for review and approval.   The Project proposal must
include the contents described in OAR 732-042-0015(3).
(2) The Advisory Committee shall conduct its reviews and activities in
compliance with its written bylaws, as described these rules.
(3) The Advisory Committee shall meet as often as needed to advise the
Qualified Entity and review Project proposals but no less than two times per
year.
(4) The Advisory Committee shall
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(a) Hold public meetings, as applicable, to review every Project proposed
for inclusion in the Qualified Entity’s STIF Plan;
(b) Recommend approval or rejection of proposed Projects and
recommend prioritization of approved Projects within the geographic
boundary for which the Qualified Entity receives STIF Formula funding to
the Governing Body.

(5) The Advisory Committee shall consider the following criteria when reviewing
STIF Formula Fund Projects:

(a) Whether the Project would:
(A) increase the frequency of bus service to communities with a high

percentage of Low-Income Households;
(B) expand bus routes and bus services to serve communities with a

high percentage of Low-Income Households;
(C) reduce fares for public transportation in communities with a high

percentage of Low-Income Households;
(D) result in procurement of buses that are powered by natural gas or

electricity for use in areas with a population of 200,000 or more;
(E) improve the frequency and reliability of service connections

between communities inside and outside of the Qualified Entity’s
service area;

(F) increase Coordination between Public Transportation Service
Providers to reduce fragmentation in the provision of public
transportation service; or

(G) expand student transit services for students in grades 9 through
12;

(b) Whether the Project would maintain an existing, productive service;
(c) The extent to which the Project goals meet public transportation needs
and are a responsible use of public funds; and
(d) Other factors to be determined by the Qualified Entity or Advisory
Committee such as geographic equity.

(6) Prior to adopting a STIF Plan, the Governing Body shall consult its Advisory
Committee regarding the Projects proposed in the STIF Plan and seek a
recommendation on the prioritization of those Projects from the Advisory
Committee.  The purpose of this consultation is to ensure that the STIF Plans
reflect a Coordinated regional approach to Public Transportation Service that
considers the public transportation needs of people residing and traveling into
and out of the geographic territory of a Qualified Entity as well as larger regional
population centers and to ensure that interested parties have the opportunity to
review and comment on the proposed STIF Plan.
(7) A Governing Body may accept the Advisory Committee’s recommendation to
approve or reject  a Project proposal and consider the Advisory Committee’s
recommended prioritized list of Projects, may return it to the Advisory Committee
for modifications, or may modify it prior to inclusion in the STIF Plan for submittal
to the Agency.  If the Governing Body modifies the Advisory Committee’s
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recommendation, it shall inform any affected Public Transportation Service 
Provider of all modifications and the explanation for such changes. 

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.761(4)(b), ORS 184.761(4)(c) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758, ORS 184.761 

732-042-0025
Commission Approval of STIF Plan
(1) The Agency shall review the STIF Plan submitted by a Qualified Entity for
completeness and may ask the Qualified Entity to supply missing information or
to provide clarification about the meaning  or intent of any portion of the STIF
Plan.
(2) The Agency shall submit each complete STIF Plan to the Public
Transportation Advisory Committee (PTAC) for review.

(3) The PTAC shall timely determine whether it proposes to recommend that the
Commission approve or reject all or a portion of the STIF Plan.

(a) If the PTAC determines that it will recommend rejection of all or a
portion of the STIF Plan, it shall timely prepare a brief written statement of
the reasons for its recommendation.  Within seven days of the PTAC’s
preparation of the statement, the Agency shall provide notice of the
PTAC’s intended recommendation and a copy of the statement of reasons
to the Qualified Entity.
(b) The PTAC shall timely communicate its recommendation to the
Commission.
(c) The PTAC, when making its recommendation and the Commission
when making its decision on a STIF Plan shall consider the extent to
which the STIF Plan meets the requirements described in OAR 732-042-
0015(1), (2) and (3).

(4) A Qualified Entity that receives notice that the PTAC intends to recommend
rejection of all or a portion of a STIF Plan under subsection (3)(a) of this rule
may attach additional information and a revised STIF Plan for the Commission’s
consideration to the STIF Plan originally submitted.  The Qualified Entity shall
provide the additional information to the Agency within 30 days.

(5) The Commission shall consider the PTAC’s recommendation and determine
whether to approve or reject the STIF Plan originally submitted by the Qualified
Entity or a revised STIF Plan submitted by the Qualified Entity under section (4)
of this rule.  If the Commission rejects a proposed STIF Plan, the Commission
shall identify the reasons for the rejection and the Agency shall provide the
reasons to the Qualified Entity in writing.  Reasons for Commission rejection
include, but are not limited to:
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(a) The Qualified Entity did not establish an Advisory
Committee or established one inconsistent with membership
requirements in these rules;
(b) The Qualified Entity failed to confer with its Advisory
Committee;
(c) The STIF Plan is incomplete or does not adequately explain
how the Qualified Entity will accomplish the goals of the
Projects in the STIF Plan, including Recipient Accountability
Methods, Sub-Recipient Accountability Methods, or
Remediation Strategies, if applicable;
(d) The STIF Plan does not contain the sections and elements
listed in OAR 732-042-0015(1), (2) and (3); and
(e) Whether the Qualified Entity failed to expend STIF Formula
funds in a manner that substantially complied with a prior
approved STIF Plan.

(6) A Qualified Entity may file an appeal as described in OAR 732-040-0050 if its
STIF Plan is rejected by the Commission.
Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(c), ORS 184.758(3)(d),   ORS 184.758(3)(e)
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758

732-042-0030
Qualified Entity Failure to Apply or Withdrawal from the STIF Formula Fund
(1) Unless a Qualified Entity has an approved STIF Plan and is receiving
quarterly distributions, the Agency shall accumulate STIF Formula Fund moneys
for which a Qualified Entity is eligible, as calculated by the Agency pursuant to
OAR 732-042-0010, for a period of one Biennium.
(2) If a Qualified Entity fails to submit timely a STIF Plan for two consecutive
STIF Formula Fund Cycles, as described in OAR 732-042-0005, the Agency
shall release any STIF Formula Fund moneys accumulated for the Qualified
Entity to the STIF Formula Fund generally for redistribution to other Qualified
Entities.
(3) If a Qualified Entity timely submits a STIF Plan but the STIF Plan is rejected
by the Commission for two consecutive STIF Formula Fund Cycles, as described
in OAR 732-042-0005, and neither rejection is overcome by an appeal or
reconsideration, the Agency shall release any STIF Formula Fund moneys
accumulated for the Qualified Entity to the STIF Formula Fund generally for
redistribution to other Qualified Entities.
(4) Qualified Entities eligible to receive STIF Formula Fund moneys may
voluntarily withdraw from eligibility.  A Qualified Entity intending to withdraw its
eligibility shall notify the Agency of the decision to withdraw and the time period
during which it wishes to withdraw its eligibility (such as the remainder of the
current Biennium, all future Biennia, etc.).  Upon the Qualified Entity’s
withdrawal, the Agency shall release any STIF Formula Fund moneys
accumulated or designated for the Qualified Entity to the STIF Formula Fund for
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redistribution to other Qualified Entities.  During the period of withdrawal, the 
withdrawn Qualified Entity must be excluded from the Agency’s calculations 
under OAR 732-042-0010.  A Qualified Entity may rescind its withdrawal at any 
time by written notice to the Agency.  If a Qualified Entity rescinds its withdrawal, 
it will be eligible to receive STIF Formula Fund disbursements in the next STIF 
Formula Fund Cycle, contingent upon Commission approval of its STIF Plan 
under these rules. 
(5) Any interest accrued on STIF Formula Fund moneys accumulated by the
Agency under this rule must be credited to the STIF Formula Fund generally.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.751(1), ORS 184.758 

732-042-0035
Reporting Requirements
(1) Quarterly Reports:
Using a form provided by the Agency, each Qualified Entity shall prepare a
quarterly report to the Agency which details Project progress, outcomes
achieved, and expenditures of STIF Formula Fund moneys by itself and its Sub-
Recipients.  The quarterly report must be submitted no later than 45 days
following the end of a quarter. The fourth and eighth quarter reports may be
preliminary reports, subject to adjustment after completion of the Qualified
Entity’s audit.
(2) STIF Plan Period Reconciliation:
Within 30 days of the end of an approved STIF Plan period, the Agency shall
reconcile disbursements made to the Qualified Entity against the Qualified
Entity’s reported expenditures.  If disbursements are found to exceed the
expenditures, the amount must be carried forward by the Qualified Entity into the
next STIF Formula Fund Cycle.
(3) Capital Asset Reports:
Qualified Entities that have acquired, purchased or leased Capital Assets using
STIF Formula Fund moneys shall provide the Agency with a report of the Capital
Asset inventory, described in OAR 732-042-0040(2), including an identification
of any sale, transfer or other disposition of the Capital Asset as described in
OAR 732-042-0040. Capital Asset Reports must be submitted to the Agency on
a schedule to be specified by the Agency, but must be submitted at least
annually within 30 days of the end of each Fiscal Year.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758, ORS 184.766 
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732-042-0040
Capital Asset Requirements
(1) Recipients shall ensure Satisfactory Continuing Control of a Capital Asset
purchased in whole or part with STIF funding during the period of its useful life.
(2) Recipients shall inventory Capital Assets purchased in whole or part with
STIF moneys. The inventory will include a description of the Capital Asset, date
of purchase, purchase price, amount of STIF moneys contributed to the
purchase, the source of other funds, the authorized use, the Recipient or Sub-
Recipient using the Capital Asset, and the condition of the asset.

(a) If Capital Asset is a vehicle, the inventory must include the size of
vehicle, the total number of passenger seats, the total number of ADA
stations, the total number of seats when all ADA stations are deployed,
the current mileage, and its current condition.
(b) If Capital Asset is an improvement to real property, such as a facility,
building, or transit shelter, the inventory must include the location of the
Capital Asset and its current condition.

(3) Vehicles may be replaced using STIF funding if:
(a) Public Transportation Service Provider holds clear title to the
vehicle(s) being replaced. Salvaged titles will not be accepted.
(b) The vehicle(s) has met the useful life guidelines established by
Agency.
(c) The vehicle has not been previously replaced.

(4) To be eligible to receive STIF Formula Fund moneys to acquire revenue
vehicle(s) for the expansion of transit service, a Qualified Entity shall
demonstrate in its STIF Plan that the Recipient or Sub-Recipient who will acquire
the Capital Asset has committed to continually use the vehicle for the approved
purpose for the useful life of the vehicle(s).
(5) To be eligible to receive STIF moneys for a real property Capital Asset, such
as a transit facility, bus barn, maintenance facility, land, or administration
building, a Qualified Entity shall demonstrate in its STIF Plan one or more of the
following:

(a) Recipient or Sub-Recipient ownership of the property upon which the
Capital Asset will be located;
(b) Recipient or Sub-Recipient possession of an executed lease
agreement for the property location that will be in place for the useful life
of the Capital Asset;
(c) Recipient or Sub-Recipient possession of an executed lien on the
property for the useful life of the Capital Asset;
(d) In the case of a Project which will utilize property owned by a local city,
county or government, an executed intergovernmental agreement with the
property owner guaranteeing ongoing use for the duration of the useful
life of the Capital Asset; or
(e) In the case of a Project to purchase land, an option to purchase the
land identified in the Project.
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(6) Qualified Entities shall:
(a) Establish useful life standards for Capital Assets acquired pursuant to
their STIF Plans which meet or exceed the duration of those established
by the Agency.
(b) Use the Agency's published procedures or substantially similar
procedures and ensure that Sub-Recipients use the same procedures for
the disposition of Capital Assets acquired with STIF Formula Fund
moneys.
(c) Retain the net proceeds from a sale or other disposition of a Capital
Asset to reinvest in a future STIF Plan capital Project or return the net
proceeds to the Agency.  Net proceeds are the disposal proceeds less
original value, less depreciation, less disposal costs.  If non-STIF funds
were used in the original purchase, then only the proportion representing
STIF Formula Fund contribution to the purchase are subject to this rule.
(d) Establish written procedures to ensure that a Capital Asset is
maintained in safe operating condition.
(e) Maintain insurance coverage, or require Sub-Recipients to maintain
insurance coverage, that meets or exceeds the standards in ORS
806.070.
(f) Ensure that vehicles purchased in whole or in part with STIF Formula
Fund moneys are titled with the Oregon Department of Transportation
Driver and Motor Vehicle Services Division pursuant to ORS 803.045 and
supporting rules, with the Agency listed as a security interest holder,
subject to the following additional requirements:

(A) If the vehicle is registered in the name of a Sub-Recipient
receiving the vehicle, and the Sub-Recipient is not a Qualified
Entity or Public Transportation Service Provider, then the Qualified
Entity or Public Transportation Service Provider must be listed on
the vehicle title as the primary security interest holder.
(B) If the vehicle was purchased with federal funds in addition to
STIF Formula Fund moneys, and the federal funding source
requires the vehicle to be titled otherwise than provided in this rule,
then the federal titling requirements prevail.

(7) A Recipient shall notify the Agency of the sale, transfer or other disposition of
a Capital Asset purchased with STIF Formula Fund moneys and shall report the
use of proceeds, if any, from the sale to the Agency.
(8) A Recipient may transfer its interest in a Capital Asset to an asset of equal or
greater value if the transfer is proposed in a STIF Plan which is approved by the
Commission.
(9) When the Agency is a security interest holder in a Capital Asset, the Agency
may exercise all of the rights provided to a secured lien holder under Oregon
law, including without limitation, the ability to take control or possession of the
Capital Asset if it determines either:
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(a) that the asset is not being used for the purpose described in a STIF
Plan under which it was funded in whole or part by STIF Formula Fund
moneys; or
(b) if, during a compliance audit conducted pursuant to OAR 732-040-
0015, the Agency determines the asset is not being maintained in a state
of good operational repair.

(10) A Qualified Entity may file an appeal as described in OAR 732-040-0050 if
the Agency takes action under section (9) of this rule with respect to a Capital
Asset funded in whole or part by STIF Formula Fund moneys originally
distributed to the Qualified Entity.

Stat. Auth.: ORS 184.758(3)(e) 
Stats. Implemented: ORS 184.758 
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APPENDIX B: FORMULA FUND 
ALLOCATION ESTIMATES, DRAFT, 
APRIL 13, 2018 
INTRODUCTION 
The Statewide Transportation Improvement Fund (STIF) employee payroll tax of 
one-tenth of one percent will fund public transportation improvements in Oregon. 
The new tax, which goes into effect on July 1, 2018, will be imposed on Oregon 
residents and residents of other states that work in Oregon.  
Ninety (90) percent of the revenue from this tax will be distributed by formula to 
Qualified Entities (QEs), who are required to coordinate with Public 
Transportation Service Providers (PTSPs) in their area of responsibility to 
develop a sub-allocation method and estimates as a starting point for local 
decision-making. This planning level forecast provides a revenue estimate to 
assist QEs with developing STIF Plans.  

ESTIMATE ASSUMPTIONS 
The forecast is conservative because the tax is new and we lack historical data 
to predict future revenues. The level of taxpayer compliance is also uncertain. 
The Agency will only distribute the revenue it receives, which may be more or 
less than this estimate, up to the QEs-approved STIF Plan funding limit. 

The table on page 2 summarizes the estimated Formula Fund revenues available 
to each QE based on the date of distribution by fiscal year. The estimate for Fiscal 
Year 2019 (July 1, 2018-June 30, 2019) includes two quarters of revenue. 
Updated estimates for the Formula, Discretionary and Intercommunity 
Discretionary funds for FY 2019 (two quarters) through FY2021 are summarized in 
the table below. 

Estimated Payroll Distribution Q3, Q4 of FY 2019-FY 
2021 

Formula Fund $194.5 M  
Discretionary Fund $10.8 M 
Intercommunity Discretionary 
Fund 

$8.6 M 

Distributions will occur quarterly, contingent on Oregon Transportation 
Commission approval of the QE’s service improvement plan (STIF Plan). This 
estimate will be updated annually with the state revenue forecast. 

ESTIMATE CALCULATION METHOD 
• Gross revenue is multiplied by projected tax payer compliance rate,

assumed to begin at 75% and improve each quarter
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• Department of Revenue collection and administration costs are deducted
from the gross revenue

• The result is multiplied by 90% to determine the projected Formula Fund
net total

• Note that the remaining 10% is dedicated to the Discretionary Fund (5%),
Intercommunity Discretionary Fund (4%), and the Technical Resource
Center (1%), which also funds the Agency administration of STIF Program

• The projected net total is multiplied by the QE payroll shares resulting in
QE revenue estimates

• QE payroll shares are calculated using the most current annual payroll data
from Oregon Employment Department, with adjustments to ensure each
QE receives the minimum annual allocation of $100,000

See page 2 for table with Estimated Revenue Available for Distribution to each 
QE by Fiscal Year. 
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Qualified Entity (QE) FY 2019 FY 2020 FY 2021
Baker County 68,000$  154,000$   176,000$   
Basin Transit Service District w/ out of district 305,000$   693,000$   784,000$   

In district 251,000$   571,000$   645,000$   
Out of district 54,000$  122,000$   139,000$   

Benton County 674,000$   1,531,000$  1,732,000$   
Burns Paiute Tribe 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Columbia County 149,000$   337,000$   381,000$   
Confederated Tribes of Coos, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde Community of Oregon 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Confederated Tribes of Siletz Indians 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Coos County 304,000$   689,000$   780,000$   
Coquille Indian Tribe 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Cow Creek Band of Umpqua Tribe of Indians 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Crook County 100,000$   225,000$   254,000$   
Curry County 79,000$  178,000$   202,000$   
Deschutes County 1,183,000$  2,685,000$  3,037,000$   
Douglas County 530,000$   1,203,000$  1,361,000$   
Gilliam County 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Grant County Transportation District 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Harney County 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Hood River County Transportation District 179,000$   404,000$   458,000$   
Jefferson County 88,000$  200,000$   226,000$   
Josephine County 332,000$   756,000$   853,000$   
Klamath Tribes 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Lake County 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Lane Transit District w/out of district 2,297,000$  5,216,000$  5,899,000$   

In district 2,179,000$  4,947,000$  5,595,000$   
Out of district 118,000$   268,000$   303,000$   

Lincoln County 232,000$   527,000$   596,000$   
Linn County 664,000$   1,508,000$  1,705,000$   
Malheur County 158,000$   358,000$   405,000$   
Morrow County 98,000$  221,000$   250,000$   
Rogue Valley Transportation District w/ out of district 1,255,000$  2,850,000$  3,223,000$   

In district 1,145,000$  2,599,000$  2,939,000$   
Out of district 110,000$   251,000$   283,000$   

Salem Area Mass Transit District w/ out of district 2,739,000$  6,219,000$  7,035,000$   
In district 1,962,000$  4,455,000$  5,039,000$   
Out of district Marion County 581,000$   1,319,000$  1,491,000$   
Out of district Polk County 196,000$   446,000$   505,000$   

Sherman County 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Sunset Empire Transportation District 236,000$   535,000$   606,000$   
Tillamook County Transportation District 126,000$   287,000$   325,000$   
Tri County Metropolitan Transportation District w/ out of district 19,653,000$   44,622,000$   50,468,000$   

In district 18,793,000$   42,670,000$   48,261,000$   
Out of district Clackamas County 649,000$   1,474,000$  1,668,000$   
Out of district Multnomah County 19,000$  44,000$  51,000$  
Out of district Washington County 191,000$   433,000$   490,000$   

Umatilla County 412,000$   935,000$   1,059,000$   
Union County 132,000$   300,000$   339,000$   
Wallowa County 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Wasco County 149,000$   340,000$   385,000$   
Wheeler County 50,000$  100,000$   100,000$   
Yamhill County 496,000$   1,127,000$  1,275,000$   
Total Statewide 33,438,000$   75,700,000$   85,414,000$   

Estimated Revenue Available for Distribution to each QE by Fiscal Year
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expstat.rpt Expenditure Status Report Page:      1

07/30/2018 8: 05AM

Periods: 1 through 12 City of Albany
07/01/ 2018 through 6/ 30/2019

213 Public Transit

50 Public Works

1107 Linn-Benton Loop

Adjusted Year-to-date Year-to-date Prct

Account Number Appropriation Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Balance Used

51001 Wages& Salaries 236,200.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 236,200.00 0. 00

52001 Temporary Employees 25,000.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 25,000.00 0. 00

53001 Overtime 2, 000.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 2, 000.00 0. 00

56001 Employer Paid Benefits 210,000.00 3. 60 3. 60 0. 00 209,996.40 0. 00

60101 Contractual Services 3,600.00 0. 00 0. 00 279.89 3, 320. 11 7. 77

60211 Insurance& Bonds 5, 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 5, 500.00 0. 00

60216 Software License Fees 600.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 600.00 0. 00

61006 Advertising& Publications 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 500.00 0. 00

61010 Duplication& Fax 1, 300.00 0. 00 0. 00 65.96 1, 234.04 5. 07

61011 Education& Training 800.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 800.00 0. 00

61024 Materials& Supplies 3, 000.00 0. 00 0. 00 171. 50 2, 828.50 5. 72

61026 Meetings& Conferences 300.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 300.00 0. 00

61027 Memberships& Dues 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 500.00 0. 00

61033 Printing& Binding 800.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 800.00 0. 00

61040 Uniforms 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 500.00 0. 00

61041 Vehicle Fuel Charges 40,000.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 40,000.00 0. 00

63006 Power& Light 300.00 53.39 53.39 0. 00 246.61 17. 80

63007 Heating& Fuel 300.00 5. 30 5.30 0. 00 294.70 1. 77

63009 Telephone 1, 000.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 1, 000.00 0. 00

63011 Water Service 900.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 900.00 0. 00

63015 Stormwater Service Charges 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 500.00 0. 00

65006 Maint: Building 4, 100.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 4, 100.00 0. 00

65008 Maint: Communications Equipment 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 500.00 0. 00

65513 Vehicle Maintenance 40,000.00 0. 00 0. 00 530.25 39,469.75 1. 33

66010 Central Service Charges 36,900.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 36,900.00 0. 00

66011 Equipment Replacement 7, 300.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 7, 300.00 0. 00

66014 Information Technology Services 8, 100.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 8, 100.00 0. 00

66015 IT Equipment Replacement 300.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 300.00 0. 00

66017 Public Works Administration Charges 25,400.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 25,400.00 0. 00

66030 Building Maintenance Charges 5, 500.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 5, 500.00 0. 00

Page:       1
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expstat.rpt Expenditure Status Report Page:      2

07/30/2018 8: 05AM

Periods: 1 through 12 City of Albany
07/01/ 2018 through 6/ 30/2019

213 Public Transit

50 Public Works

1107 Linn-Benton Loop

Adjusted Year-to-date Year-to-date Prct

Account Number Appropriation Expenditures Expenditures Encumbrances Balance Used

66505 Physical Exams& Medicals 300.00 0. 00 0. 00 130.00 170.00 43.33

66511 Flexible Spending Admin Fees 200.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 200.00 0. 00

67010 Safety Recognition Program 100.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 100.00 0. 00

69015 Reserve: Operating 13,600.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 13, 600.00 0. 00

Total Public Transit 675,900.00 62.29 62.29 1, 177.60 674,660. 11 0. 18

Grand Total 675,900.00 62.29 62.29 1, 177.60 674,660. 11 0. 18

Page:      2
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revstat.rpt Revenue Status Report Page: 1

07/ 30/2018 3: 36PM

Periods: 1 through 15 City of Albany
07/ 01/ 2018 through 6/ 30/2019

213 Public Transit

50 Public Works

1107 Linn- Benton Loop
Adjusted Year-to-date Prct

Account Number Estimate Revenues Revenues Balance Rcvd

42030 FTA Section 5310 Grant 271500. 00 61250. 00 61250. 00 211250. 00 22. 73

42042 FTA Section 5309 Grant 0. 00 3481600. 00 34800.00 3481600. 00 0. 00

42045 FTA Section 5307 3241500. 00 0. 00 0. 00 3241500. 00 0. 00

42816 Special Transit Fund: Linn Co 177000. 00 41080. 00 41080. 00 121920. 00 24. 00

42817 Special Transit Fund: Benton Co 221000. 00 0. 00 0. 00 221000. 00 0. 00

42835 LBCC Partnership 1171300. 00 0. 00 0. 00 1171300. 00 0. 00

42836 OSU Partnership 1171300. 00 0. 00 0. 00 1171300. 00 0. 00

43301 Bus Fares 251000. 00 21093. 63 21093. 63 221906. 37 8. 37

48010 Interest 300. 00 0. 00 0. 00 300. 00 0. 00

49905 Beginning Balance 251000. 00 0. 00 0. 00 251000. 00 0. 00

Total Public Transit 6751900. 00 3611023. 63 3617023. 63 3141876. 37 53.41

Grand Total 675, 900. 00 361, 023. 63 361, 023. 63 314, 876. 37 53.41

Page: 1
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revstat.rpt 

07/30/2018 8:07AM 

Periods: 1 through 15 

213 Public Transit 

50 Public Works 

1107 Linn-Benton Loop 

Account Number 

42030 FTASection 5310 Grant 

42042 FTA Section 5309 Grant 

42045 FTA Section 5307 

42816 Special Transit Fund: Linn Co 

42817 Special Transit Fund: Benton Co 

42835 LBCC Partnership 

42836 OSU Partnership 

43301 Bus Fares 

47012 Miscellaneous Revenue 

48010 Interest 

49041 From Capital Equipment Fund 

49905 Beginning Balance 

Total Public Transit 

Grand Total 

Revenue Status Report 

City of Albany 

07/01/2017 through 6/30/2018 

Adjusted 
Estimate Revenues 

27,500.00 19,016.00 

348,600.00 0.00 

316,200.00 45,805.00 

17,000.00 12,240.00 

22,000.00 16,500.00 

113,900.00 113,900.00 

113,900.00 113,900.00 

22,000.00 24,409.83 

0.00 62.04 

300.00 -1,380.97

71,400.00 72,207.94 

68,000.00 36,994.67 

1,120,800.00 453,654.51 

1,120,800.00 453,654.51 

Year-to-date 
Revenues 

19,016.00 

0.00 

45,805.00 

12,240.00 

16,500.00 

113,900.00 

113,900.00 

24,409.83 

62.04 

-1,380.97

72,207.94 

36,994.67 

453,654.51 

453,654.51 

Prct 
Balance Rcvd 

---

8,484.00 69.15 

348,600.00 0.00 

270,395.00 14.49 

4,760.00 72.00 

5,500.00 75.00 

0.00 100.00 

0.00 100.00 

-2,409.83 110.95 

-62.04 0.00 

1,680.97 -460.32

-807.94 101.13 

31,005.33 54.40

667,145.49 40.48

667,145.49 40.48 

Attachment D1
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expstat.rpt Expenditure Status Report 
07/30/2018 3:35PM 

Periods: 1 through 15 City of Albany 

07/01/2017 through 6/30/2018 

213 Public Transit 

50 Public Works 

1107 Linn-Benton Loop 

Adjusted 
Account Number Appropriation Expenditures 

51001 Wages & Salaries 230,800.00 203,929.41 

52001 Temporary Employees 25,000.00 12,734.78 

53001 Overtime 2,000.00 2,495.07 

54005 Unemployment Claims 100.00 0.00 

56001 Employer Paid Benefits 171,200.00 139,804.05 

60101 Contractual Services 3,600.00 2,977.03 

60211 Insurance & Bonds 4,800.00 5,067.29 

60216 Software License Fees 700.00 3,745.00 

61006 Advertising & Publications 500.00 0.00 

61010 Duplication & Fax 1,500.00 1,139.30 

61011 Education & Training 800.00 662.23 

61024 Materials & Supplies 3,000.00 4,547.06 

61026 Meetings & Conferences 300.00 134.48 

61027 Memberships & Dues 900.00 762.50 

61033 Printing & Binding 800.00 28.05 

61040 Uniforms 600.00 0.00 

61041 Vehicle Fuel Charges 54,000.00 32,028.00 

63006 Power & Light 1,000.00 2,240.71 

63007 Heating & Fuel 200.00 202.70 

63009 Telephone 1,000.00 996.81 

63011 Water Service 800.00 823.57 

63015 Stormwater Service Charges 500.00 105.71 

65006 Maint: Building 4,100.00 3,653.20 

65008 Maint: Communications Equipment 500.00 0.00 

65513 Vehicle Maintenance 67,300.00 60,348.09 

66010 Central Service Charges 33,100.00 33,100.00 

66011 Equipment Replacement 9,800.00 9,800.00 

66014 Information Technology Services 6,700.00 6,700.00 

66015 IT Equipment Replacement 300.00 300.00 

66017 Public Works Administration Charges 38,400.00 34,369.39 

Year-to-date Year-to-date 
Expenditures Encumbrances 

203,929.41 0.00 

12,734.78 0.00 

2,495.07 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

139,804.05 0.00 

2,977.03 111.83 

5,067.29 0.00 

3,745.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

1,139.30 0.00 

662.23 0.00 

4,547.06 0.00 

134.48 0.00 

762.50 0.00 

28.05 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

32,028.00 0.00 

2,240.71 0.00 

202.70 0.00 

996.81 0.00 

823.57 0.00 

105. 71 0.00 

3,653.20 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

60,348.09 0.00 

33,100.00 0.00 

9,800.00 0.00 

6,700.00 0.00 

300.00 0.00 

34,369.39 0.00 

Prct 

Balance Used 

26,870.59 88.36 

12,265.22 50.94 

-495.07 124.75 

100.00 0.00 

31,395.95 81.66 

511.14 85.80 

-267.29 105.57 

-3,045.00 535.00 

500.00 0.00 

360.70 75.95 

137.77 82.78 

-1,547.06 151.57 

165.52 44.83 

137.50 84.72 

771.95 3.51 

600.00 0.00 

21,972.00 59.31 

-1,240.71 224.07 

-2.70 101.35 

3.19 99.68 

-23.57 102.95 

394.29 21.14 

446.80 89.10 

500.00 0.00 

6,951.91 89.67 

0.00 100.00 

0.00 100.00 

0.00 100.00 

0.00 100.00 

4,030.61 89.50 
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expstat.rpt 

07/30/2018 3:35PM 

Periods: 1 through 15 

213 Public Transit 

50 Public Works 

1107 Linn-Benton Loop 

Account Number 

66030 Building Maintenance Charges 

66505 Physical Exams & Medicals 

66511 Flexible Spending Admin Fees 

67010 Safety Recognition Program 

69015 Reserve: Operating 

70005 Capital Equipment 

Total Public Transit 

Grand Total 

Expenditure Status Report 

City of Albany 

07/01/2017 through 6/30/2018 

Adjusted 
Appropriation Expenditures 

5,300.00 5,300.00 

300.00 270.95 

200.00 164.90 

100.00 0.00 

30,600.00 0.00 

420,000.00 424,752.60 

1,120,800.00 993,182.88 

1,120,800.00 993,182.88 

Year-to-date Year-to-date 
Expenditures Encumbrances 

5,300.00 0.00 

270.95 0.00 

164.90 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

0.00 0.00 

424,752.60 0.00 

993,182.88 111.83 

993,182.88 111.83 

Prct 
Balance Used 

0.00 100.00 

29.05 90.32 

35.10 82.45 

100.00 0.00 

30,600.00 0.00 

-4,752.60 101.13 

127,505.29 88.62 

127,505.29 88.62 
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Linn-Benton Loop
Weekday Ridership

Regular Loop plus LOOP Express
2017 -2018

MONTH 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18  +/- Ratio

July 2,794 3,260 3,237 3,319 3,692 3,975 6,391 4,709 4,781 5,911 6,036 6,045 6,106 5,512 3,606 4,223 617 17.1%

Aug. 2,859 2,249 3,143 3,663 3,912 4,140 5,245 3,599 4,261 6,502 5,977 5,331 4,798 4,562 3,430 4,174 744 16.3%

Sept. 2,425 2,812 3,526 4,240 4,920 4,992 5,614 5,125 6,442 8,303 7,293 4,621 6,751 5,228 6,314 6,418 104 2.0%

Oct. 6,973 8,460 7,934 10,139 11,093 11,539 14,446 13,013 13,527 16,046 16,490 16,516 18,648 15,384 13,712 13,861 149 1.0%

Nov. 4,800 5,342 6,705 8,422 8,681 8,640 9,643 10,056 11,917 13,440 12,245 12,095 11,667 11,153 11,557 10,843 -714 -6.4%

Dec. 3,178 3,412 3,145 3,717 3,338 3,310 5,646 5,393 5,625 5,598 4,600 6,418 7,496 5,860 4,163 3,946 -217 -3.7%

Jan. 6,021 5,895 6,530 7,684 8,204 9,075 10,557 11,888 12,667 12,462 14,039 13,599 13,391 11,979 10,439 11,241 802 6.7%

Feb. 6,666 6,175 5,868 7,990 8,299 9,152 9,589 10,608 11,415 13,078 13,188 10,736 12,417 10,205 11,126 11,122 -4 0.0%

March 4,736 5,714 5,907 6,801 7,096 7,232 7,830 9,314 10,529 10,733 9,846 9,521 10,281 10,350 9,270 9,072 -198 -1.9%

April 6,766 6,836 7,172 7,886 8,952 10,437 11,054 11,963 13,566 14,659 14,149 13,926 13,892 11,548 11,365 12,197 832 7.2%

May 5,902 6,206 6,764 8,885 9,237 9,753 9,219 10,487 13,261 14,507 13,320 12,161 11,885 10,555 11,700 11,001 -699 -6.6%

June 3,937 3,955 4,185 5,474 5,575 6,927 6,201 6,225 7,922 8,604 7,202 7,311 7,461 5,883 9,616 5,961 -3,655 -62.1%

Sub Total* 57,057 60,316 64,116 78,220 82,999 89,172 101,435 102,380 115,913 129,843 124,385 118,280 124,793 108,219 106,298 104,059 -1,921 -1.8%

Saturday 0 0 0 0 1,938 2,643 2,931 3,325 3,804 4,459 4,108 3,977 3,923 3,376 3,629 3,871 253 7.5%

Grand Total 57,057 60,316 64,116 78,220 84,937 91,815 104,366 105,705 119,717 134,302 128,493 122,257 128,716 111,595 109,927 107,930 -1,668 -1.5%

*Reg Loop and Express Loop

**Try Transit Week Occurs in October
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Linn-Benton Loop
LBCC PASS PROGRAM

2017 - 2018

MONTH 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18  +/- Ratio

July 792 1,124 1,056 856 818 1,166 1,587 1,134 1,384 1,419 1,309 1,262 1,244 821 619 684 -202 -24.6%

Aug. 737 422 706 731 732 981 1,146 573 791 1,322 1,158 940 911 1,008 577 591 -431 -42.8%

Sept. 454 777 960 1,774 1,741 1,668 1,259 1,489 2,087 2,279 2,169 737 1,588 1,133 1,542 1,297 409 36.1%

Oct. 4,155 6,251 4,411 5,373 6,314 6,374 7,050 6,695 6,574 7,500 7,074 4,947 7,217 5,789 3,950 3,991 -1,839 -31.8%

Nov. 2,921 3,396 3,564 4,598 4,892 4,544 4,692 5,376 5,655 6,169 5,599 3,719 5,092 2,945 3,356 3,120 411 14.0%

Dec. 1,326 1,706 1,071 1,175 1,151 773 2,135 1,873 1,746 1,521 1,114 1,489 2,547 1,297 1,076 1,962 -221 -17.0%

Jan. 3,500 4,046 3,538 3,810 4,365 4,500 4,949 5,795 6,187 5,098 5,913 3,936 5,381 4,276 2,883 3,030 -1,393 -32.6%

Feb. 3,290 4,190 3,366 4,342 4,719 4,582 4,467 5,150 5,143 5,746 5,836 2,983 4,678 3,043 4,164 3,103 1,121 36.8%

March 2,407 3,320 2,877 3,456 3,569 3,253 3,441 4,250 4,675 4,426 4,036 2,489 3,613 3,448 2,379 2,464 -1,069 -31.0%

April 4,205 4,419 3,826 4,248 4,772 5,350 5,121 5,855 7,049 6,234 6,063 3,788 4,973 4,348 3,037 3,573 -1,311 -30.2%

May 3,689 3,954 3,658 4,998 4,857 4,962 4,188 5,443 6,512 6,174 5,574 3,549 2,946 2,902 3,290 3,465 388 13.4%

June 1,582 1,707 1,310 2,055 2,249 2,798 2,124 2,422 2,632 2,703 2,265 2,046 1,547 1,104 1,586 1,314 482 43.7%

TOTAL 29,058 35,312 30,343 37,416 40,179 40,951 42,159 46,055 50,435 50,591 48,110 31,885 41,737 32,114 28,459 28,594 9,852 30.7%

Sat 0 0 0 0% 232 356 535 683 791 760 627 594 525 425 554 609 -69 -16.2%

Grand Total 29,058 35,312 30,343 37,416 40,411 41,307 42,694 46,738 51,226 51,351 48,737 32,479 42,262 32,539 29,013 29,203 9,783 30.1%

 5 days averaged; passes not counted during Try Transit Week.

Sept 2002:  College classes began approximately 2 weeks later than usual.

July 2003:  Cut 4 runs.

Jan. 2004: 2 snow days + MLK day.
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Linn-Benton Loop
OSU PASS PROGRAM

2017-2018

MONTH 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18  +/- Ratio

July 153 467 1,126 849 1,786 1,001 837 1,301 1,652 1,783 1,826 1,366 970 873 -396 -29.0%

August 564 590 854 869 1,262 662 849 1,390 1,582 1,439 1,337 1,202 988 880 -214 -17.8%

Sept 532 1,007 1,171 1,089 1,217 1,191 1,685 2,250 2,140 1,242 2,033 1,875 2,428 2,236 553 29.5%

Oct 1,068 1,866 2,278 2,308 3,962 3,841 4,295 5,071 5,717 6,213 7,959 6,872 5,370 5,802 -1,502 -21.9%

Nov 1,073 1,648 1,870 1,863 2,629 2,720 3,971 4,237 4,020 4,448 5,190 4,381 4,435 4,644 54 1.2%

Dec 488 730 705 719 1,379 1,259 1,587 1,297 1,239 2,035 2,770 1,893 1,343 1,372 -550 -29.1%

Jan 1,068 2,254 1,607 2,175 3,345 3,418 4,099 3,749 4,711 5,084 5,658 5,399 3,934 4,612 -1,465 -27.1%

Feb 975 1,615 1,623 2,092 3,108 3,046 3,499 4,123 4,619 3,949 5,223 4,890 4,991 4,379 101 2.1%

Mar 832 1,230 1,320 1,546 2,185 2,553 2,986 3,080 3,111 3,206 4,235 4,345 3,505 3,318 -840 -19.3%

Apr 1,064 1,577 1,885 2,227 3,355 3,476 4,191 4,943 4,992 5,005 6,259 4,864 4,476 4,094 -388 -8.0%

May 1,029 1,822 2,045 2,238 2,842 2,942 3,529 4,763 4,443 4,362 4,647 4,038 4,540 3,984 502 12.4%

June 661 1,102 1,168 1,621 1,654 1,335 1,931 2,440 2,036 2,588 2,442 1,636 2,107 1,881 471 28.8%

Sub Total 9,507 15,908 17,652 19,596 28,724 27,444 33,459 38,644 40,262 41,354 49,579 42,761 39,087 38,075 3,674 -15.9%

Saturday 0 0% 502 400 592 600 639 834 814 743 771 771 581 709 190 0.0%

Grand Total 9,507 15,908 18,154 19,996 29,316 28,044 34,098 39,478 41,076 42,097 50,350 43,532 39,668 38,784 3,864 -15.7%

July 2004: Begin pass program

Try Transit
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Linn-Benton Loop
HEWLETT PACKARD 

PASS PROGRAM
2017-2018

MONTH 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18  +/- Ratio

July 336 501 540 551 580 627 1,091 496 532 766 819 592 599 458 373 480 107 28.7%

Aug. 423 370 525 591 655 728 954 512 554 921 699 733 518 342 435 552 117 26.9%

Sept. 405 385 463 712 460 656 949 536 598 802 607 699 688 375 420 444 24 6.4%

Oct. 467 412 551 708 524 666 847 619 544 950 755 700 696 420 444 528 84 20.0%

Nov. 313 262 550 528 520 709 648 547 520 732 587 553 476 328 365 401 36 11.0%

Dec. 307 262 377 359 385 453 473 313 401 520 398 378 406 272 259 293 34 12.5%

Jan. 476 363 529 570 526 700 563 631 570 842 693 733 557 371 394 488 94 25.3%

Feb. 500 388 480 463 499 638 443 514 583 812 723 531 535 440 374 419 45 10.2%

March 572 432 695 465 595 819 448 617 800 858 684 635 570 438 444 397 -47 -10.7%

April 494 477 707 437 577 852 550 528 685 933 664 602 515 364 527 407 -120 -33.0%

May 407 547 714 605 744 775 527 533 724 1,046 688 535 459 381 568 471 -97 -25.5%

June 409 666 625 612 656 1,063 645 490 848 1,017 666 516 488 425 474 410 -64 -15.1%

Sub Total 5,109 5,065 6,756 6,601 6,721 8,686 8,138 6,336 7,359 10,199 7,983 7,207 6,507 4,614 5,077 5,290 463 9.1%

Saturday 0 0 0 0 5 25 6 11 6 29 18 4 5 5 11 6 6 0.0%

Grand Total 5,109 5,065 6,756 6,601 6,726 8,711 8,144 6,347 7,365 10,228 8,001 7,211 6,512 4,619 5,088 5,296 469 0.0%

July 2003:  Cut 4 runs.  Sept. 

2003: Runs restored.
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Linn-Benton Loop 
Samaritan Pass Program

2017-2018

MONTH 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18  +/- Ratio

July 95 91 105 196 245 210 105 7 53 46 657.1%

Aug. 42 102 123 191 222 172 129 25 54 29 116.0%

Sept. 54 95 127 225 159 153 133 53 66 13 24.5%

Oct. 26 57 160 249 207 185 138 43 61 18 41.9%

Nov. 14 45 48 178 162 147 147 98 37 38 1 2.7%

Dec. 17 58 54 134 124 129 178 110 35 42 7 20.0%

Jan. 8 45 66 169 188 206 102 121 28 51 23 82.1%

Feb. 18 53 33 202 160 161 118 103 48 52 4 8.3%

March 15 57 59 220 160 189 99 84 22 54 32 145.5%

April 82 58 116 194 204 162 117 34 25 58 33 132.0%

May 57 72 125 235 172 165 99 22 41 56 15 36.6%

June 65 82 112 239 130 180 141 22 51 3 -48 -94.1%

Sub Total 276 687 958 2,086 2,161 2,172 1,721 1,099 415 588 173 41.7%

Saturday 3 2 5 16 34 14 11 11 13 2 300 2307.7%

Grand Total 279 689 963 2,102 2,195 2,186 1,732 1,110 428 590 473 110.5%

*This does not include the Saturday Loop.
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Linn-Benton Loop

Loop Express
2017-2018

MONTH 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18
July 754 822 702 578

Aug. 569 665 730 491

Sept. 317 987 1207 842

Oct. 2,180 3,259     2365 2227 2029

Nov. 1,892 2,019     1606 1895 1563

Dec. 745 1,125     827 727 480

Jan. 2,180 2,221     1869 1682 1546

Feb. 1,584 1,811     1790 1621 1604

Mar 1,334 1,450     1519 1292 1163

April 2,167 2,106     1847 1608 1094

May 1,779 1,819     1554 1687 1613

June 941 1,156     923 700

TOTAL 14,802 18,606 16,774 15,378 13,703
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 Loop Express

LBCC Program

2017-2018
MONTH 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

Jul 685        382 242 275

Aug 665        280 260 237

Sept 566        458 655 449

Oct 1,475 2,133     1488 1489 1245

Nov 1,315 1,395     1019 1307 1052

Dec 433 691        425 325 203

Jan 1,342 1,525     1174 1097 1028

Feb 964 1,178     1137 971 1043

Mar 791 908        843 772 694

Apr 1,261 1,333     1201 1364 1094

May 1,116 1,092     919 1086 1097

June 509 604        376 406

TOTAL 9,206 12,775   9,702 9,568 
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Loop express

OSU Program
2017-2018MONTHLinn-Benton Loop2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

July 328 245 107 95

Aug 329 202 126 90

Sept 189 267 183 188

Oct 524 737 596 378 451

Nov 420 423 429 286 324

Dec 180 247 171 101 98

Jan 590 573 459 338 297

Feb 447 432 392 336 287

Mar 356 357 371 239 183

Apr 620 548 410 316 314

May 481 480 326 269 244

June 242 256 133 96

TOTAL 3,860 4,899   4001 2679
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MONTH 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

July 42 0 0 14

Aug 73 1 26 19

Sept 27 2 19 12

Oct 28 3 23 21

Nov 17 0 16 18

Dec 47 3 15 19

Jan 12 2 22 20

Feb 25 1 1 19 17

Mar 30 0 3 21 17

Apr 27 2 6 21 18

May 30 0 4 21 21

June 25 1 1 20

TOTAL 137 250 26 203 216

Loop Express
Samaritan Program

2017-2018
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